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ABSTRACT 
Why Get Lost in Translation? 
On the English Translations of  Wen Yiduo’s Poems 
by 
Ng Choi Yung 
Master of  Philosophy 
 
The debate over the translatability of  poetry has been a long-standing issue for 
decades. Relatively few discussions, however, have focused on the concrete reasons of  
poetry being translatable (or untranslatable). Moving beyond traditional ways of  
elucidating the matter through theoretical argument, this study aims to investigate the 
question of  poetry translation in a more solid, empirical manner by looking into 
linguistic and language-based aesthetic differences between Chinese and English, in 
particular their prosodic features and capacities. Part One seeks to answer the question 
“Why does poetry get lost in translation?” from a linguistic and language-based 
aesthetic perspective, using the English translations of  Wen Yiduo’s 聞一多 
(1899-1946) poems as a case study. 
This thesis, however, does not simply further expound the position that “poetry is 
untranslatable”. Rather, based on the discussion in Part One, Part Two attempts to 
show that neither the translator nor his/her translation needs to “get lost”, even though 
something always “gets lost” in the process. The rhetorical question “Why get lost in 
translation?” will lead to illustrations that translation strategies are more an active choice 
of  translators than a mere passive reaction to obstacles encountered. The thesis points 
out that while present discussions of  untranslatability seem to focus largely on fidelity 
to the source text, it may be the target text that matters more, as the target language 
literally sets a limit to what translation can achieve (and thus determines the degree of  
translatability of  a text). Hence, while poetry translation may be more difficult than 
other types of  translation, its nature is not categorically different from others, for all 
translations are constrained by the target language in the first place. Besides, translation 
needs to be viewed in terms of  the purpose of  cultural transmission — from the 
perspective of  the target readers and culture. One may thus conclude that poetry, like 
anything else, is translatable, although the degree of  difficulty might differ.   
Regardless of  one’s theoretical perspective, issues of  textual translation are 
language-based. Before one discusses issues of  poetry translation, one must first 
understand issues of  language, poetic language and poetics (including prosody). These 
are all what the present thesis aims at exploring. By re-evaluating the relationship 
between the source and target texts and discussing the factors (both linguistic and 
extra-linguistic) affecting translation, this study attempts to shed more light on poetry 
translation, and literary translation in general.
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Part One: Why Does Poetry Get Lost in Translation? 
Chapter 1: Overview 
1.1. Introduction 
Recent works in translation studies have shifted from linguistic 
perspectives to extra-lingual perspectives such as cultural and functional 
approaches. For instance, Itamar Even-Zohar (1990) and his fellow 
polysystem theorists explore the “external politics” of  translation, seeing 
translation as an equilibrium reached by different, often conflicting, norms 
of  various polysystems (e.g. political, ideological, economic polysystems, 
etc.), and reassessing the significance of  translation as a force of  change 
and innovation in literary history (Chang, 2000: 113, 121; 2001: 321, 329). 
On the other hand, skopos theorists like Hans J. Vermeer (1996; [1989]2000) 
see translation as an activity with a skopos (i.e. aim or purpose) defined by a 
commission (i.e. instruction given to carry out a translation act), and the 
skopos, based on the commission, determines the translation strategy and 
even the text variety a translatum (i.e. the resulting translated text) should 
conform to. Meanwhile, deconstructionists destabilize conventional 
definitions as well as concepts of  translation by “denying the existence of  
truth, origin and center” (Koskinen, 1994: 446), while postcolonial theorists 
examine relationships between language and power across cultural 
boundaries, freeing the act of  translation from the “colonial” notion of  
faithfulness to an original, and of  the translator as a servant of  the source 
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text (Bassnett & Trivedi, 1999). Viewing translation as a rewriting of  the 
source text, André Lefevere and Susan Bassnett envisage that “neither the 
word, nor the text, but the culture becomes the operational ‘unit’ of  
translation” (Bassnett & Lefevere, 1990: 8).  
Nevertheless, regardless of  one’s theoretical perspective, issues of  
textual translation remain language-based. As Jeremy Munday observes, 
“Since translation and interpreting, in their myriad forms, necessarily 
involve language use/transfer/communication, the exclusion or 
downplaying of  the linguistic and textual study of  the subject would seem 
as foolish now as, in decades gone by, was the overlooking of  translation as 
an intercultural phenomenon” (2009: 18). Although translation is no longer 
seen as purely linguistic or source-prominent, fundamental language-related 
questions cannot be overlooked, for translation presupposes the assumed 
existence of  a source text. Before one discusses problems of  poetry 
translation, one must first understand issues of  language, poetic language 
and poetics (including prosody). The present study therefore seeks to 
discuss poetry translation by first returning to its linguistic roots, 
investigating the issue through a more evidence-based empirical approach. 
 
1.1.1. Setting the Context 
The intense debate over translatability has been a long-standing issue 
for decades, especially in the case of  translating poetry. The traditional 
argument tends to be either for or against translatability: universalists base 
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translatability on the universality of  meaning and certain linguistic features 
(Wilss, 1982: 48-49), whereas relativists believe that linguistic differences 
result in distinct cognition or conceptualization in each linguistic 
community, undermining the room for translatability (Sapir, 
[1929]1949:162). While some discussions try to negotiate between or even 
combine aspects of  both perspectives (De Pedro, 1999: 546), relatively few 
discussions give a specific account of  the reasons why poetry is much more 
difficult to translate than other genres, leaving the difficulty of  poetry 
translation largely as a general impression without much explanation. Even 
fewer discussions in English exist on the translation of  Chinese poetry, 
particularly modern Chinese verse. 
Before we go any further in our discussion, it is important to 
understand the reasons why poetry translation is generally considered 
difficult if  not impossible. Work remains to be done to make such 
observation more understandable, given the limited amount of  scholarship 
that really comes to grips with the concrete reasons of  the translatability of  
poetry. Kwong (2009) has provided substantial evidence (including figures) 
to elucidate why classical Chinese poetry is generally translated into 
non-rhymed English, and has laid down a sound framework and direction 
for similar discussion. Given the complexity of  the whole issue of  prosody, 
his article sets its main focus on the aspect of  rhyme, and does not discuss 
the larger principle of  rhythm. Despite being an obvious formal feature, 
rhyme is not (as Kwong recognizes) the most important element in the 
whole poetic form, for rhyme mainly concerns certain words or syllables in 
a poem. Comparatively speaking, rhythm, being a backbone of poetry, 
poses more translation problems than rhyme, and a concrete discussion of 
both rhyme and rhythm would provide a more comprehensive basis for 
understanding the-translation of poetry. 
The title of the present study is inspired by Robert Frost's (1874-1963) 
remark that ''Poetry is what gets lost in translation".1 The question word 
"why" instead of "what'' is used because of two reasons: while the 
question ''What gets lost in translation?" will also be discussed in the thesis 
(see Section 1.2), one of the main objectives of the study is to provide a 
more concrete explanation of why poetry is generally considered 
untranslatable, thus answering the question ''Why does poetic form get lost 
in translation?" At the same time, the title is also a rhetorical question, 
implying that there is no need for the translator and his/her translation to 
get lost in the process, as untranslatability, being a natural consequence of 
differences between the two languages, does not necessarily connote "loss", 
and whether the untranslated elements should be regarded as an overall 
"loss" or not involves value judgement. In most cases, these elements can 
be seen as a "necessary sacrifice" made by translators in their decision 
making in exchange for translation effects; and in some cases, whether 
1 According to Mark Richardson, editor of The Collected Prose of Robert Frost, "the oft-quoted quip 
('Poetry is what is lost in translation') does not appear in the published prose, though RF did 
occasionally utter it ( or forms of it) in public performances. He didn't say this in any essay he 
published, but he did say it" (cited in Robinson, 2010: 23). In fact, Frost said in an interview 
that "I could define poetry this way: It is that which is lost out of both prose and verse in 
translation" (Frost, 1961: 7), often quoted as ''Poetry is what gets lost in translation". Louis 
Untermeyer (1885-1977), Frost's long-term friend and correspondent, also recalled in his book 
Robert Frost: A Backward Look that Frost had once said ''You've often heard me say - perhaps 
too often - that poetry is what is lost in translation. It is also what is lost in interpretation. 
That little poem means just what it says and it says what it means, nothing less but nothing 
more" (cited in Untermeyer, 1964: 18). 
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something is translated (or “lost”) or not might have something to do with 
the preference of  individual translators.  
The first question “Why does poetry get lost in translation?” will be 
discussed in Part One: while Chapter 2 elucidates the reasons why poetic 
form is often left untranslated from a linguistic perspective, Chapter 3 
discusses the issue in a more detailed manner by using Wen Yiduo’s 聞一多 
(1899-1946) poetics and the English translations of  Wen’s new metrical 
verse 新格律詩 as a case study. The second question (i.e. the rhetorical 
question) “Why get lost in translation?” will be the main focus of  Part Two 
(Chapter 4), which shows that translation strategies are more an active 
choice of  translators than a mere passive reaction to obstacles encountered, 
and that there is no need to get lost in translation. 
Moving beyond traditional ways of  elucidating the matter through 
theoretical criticism, this study aims to investigate the question of  poetry 
translation in a more empirical manner by looking into linguistic and 
language-based aesthetic differences between Chinese and English, in 
particular their prosodic features and capacities. As linguistic differences 
alone cannot fully account for the untranslated elements of  the source text, 
the study also attempts to examine the extra-linguistic (e.g. aesthetic, 
cultural, etc.) factors in the translation process, in order to show that there 
is always some “exchange” involved in achieving translation effects. 
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1.2. What Gets Lost in Translation 
“Poetry is what gets lost in translation”, so goes a quote widely 
attributed to Robert Frost, often understood as a remark on the 
untranslatability of  poetry. Over a century earlier, Percy Bysshe Shelley 
(1792-1822) has used the following statement as a metaphor for the 
impossibility of  poetry translation: “[t]he plant must spring again from its 
seed, or it will bear no flower — and this is the burthen of  the curse of  
Babel” ([1821]2003: 355). In a similar vein, Roman Jakobson stated that 
“poetry by definition is untranslatable,” and that “[o]nly creative 
transposition is possible” ([1959]2000: 118), while W. H. Auden 
(1907-1973), in his introduction to Rae Dalven’s translation of  C. P. 
Cavafy’s poems, stated that he has “always believed the essential difference 
between prose and poetry to be that prose can be translated into another 
tongue but poetry cannot” (Dalven, 1976: xv). 
The question of  whether poetry can be translated has been asked, 
implicitly or explicitly, in many studies of  poetry translation. 
Notwithstanding the fact that poetry has always been widely translated (and 
some poems have even been translated many times), translation of  poetry 
has been, and still is, regarded by some as an impossibility. At the very least, 
there is a general consensus among those who write about the translation 
of  poetry that poetry translation is “a difficult job” (Jones, 2011: 1).  
Half  a century ago, J. C. Catford already drew attention to the issue of  
untranslatability, classifying the problem into two types: linguistic 
untranslatability and cultural untranslatability (1965: 93-103).2 According to 
Catford, "language is farnl' and beneath this form, there are various kinds 
of substance: phonic substance, graphic substance and situation substance. 
Among the substances, he has separated the first two (which he categorized 
as "medium-substance") from the third, and further divided features of 
situation substance into "linguistically relevant" and "functionally relevant"3
(Catford, 1965: 3, 94). To him, the latter is the essential item for translation 
in that "[f]or translation equivalence to occur, [ ... ] both SL and TL text 
must be relatable to the functionally relevant features of the situation", and 
"[t]ranslation fails - or untranslatability occurs - when it is impossible to 
build functionally relevant features of the situation into the contextual 
meaning of the TL text" (Catford, 1965: 94). Such functionally relevant 
features "include some which are in fact formal features of the language of 
the SL text'', and if "the TL has no formally corresponding feature, the text, 
or the item, is (relatively) untranslatable" (Catford, 1965: 94; Malmkjrer, 
2005: 27). In other words, translatability depends firstly on whether there is 
a clean separation of "linguistically relevant" and "functionally relevant" 
features, and secondly on whether those functionally relevant features can 
be re-created in the target language.4
2 Catford considered cultural untranslatability a variety of linguistic untranslatability: "To talk of 
'cultural untranslatability' may be just another way of talking about collocation 
untranslatability: the impossibility of finding an equivalent collocation in the TL. And this 
would be a type of linguistic untranslatability'' (1965: 101). 
3 Features are considered "linguistically relevant" in the sense that "the language system 
demands that they be taken into account'' (i.e. "linguistically relevant'' features are language 
specific), while "functionally relevant'' features refer to those that are "relevant to the 
communicative function of the text in that situation" (Catford, 1965: 94; Malmkjrer, 2005: 26). 
4 Nevertheless, Catford also admitted that the decision as to what is functionally relevant 
remains "to some extent a matter of opinion" (1965: 94). 
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Translation, in most cases, could then be considered partial in the 
sense that not every aspect of  the source text is translated (though some 
new aspects may be added); and translatability, to a certain extent, depends 
on whether various substances of  the text can be separated. Like Catford, 
Noam Chomsky (1972) has divided language into two layers: surface 
structure and deep structure. Sharing Chomsky’s view, Eugene Nida 
proposed that a translator should first analyse “the message of  Source 
language into its simplest and structurally clearest form [i.e. deep structure],” 
transfer and then restructure it “to the level [i.e. surface structure] in the 
Receptor language which is most appropriate for the audience which he 
intends to reach” ([1969]1975: 79-80). In other words, translatability is 
guaranteed when there is a clean separation of  form and content in 
language, while on the other hand, when the two layers tend to be 
inseparable, the problem of  untranslatability is intensified.  
Of  all literary genres, poetry (in particular formal poetry) probably 
manifests the strongest bond among various layers or substances: 
 
Sounds as well as thoughts have relation both between each other and 
towards that which they represent, and a perception of  the order of  
those relations has always been found connected with a perception of  
the order of  the relations of  thoughts. Hence the language of  poets 
has ever affected a certain uniform and harmonious recurrence of  
sound, without which it were not poetry, and which is scarcely less 
indispensable to the communication of  its influence, than the words 
themselves, without reference to that peculiar order. 
(Shelley, [1821]2003: 355) 
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Consequently, as noted by Nida, it is scarcely possible to preserve both 
form and content in poetry translation: 
 
In poetry there is obviously a greater focus of  attention upon formal 
elements than one normally finds in prose. Not that content is 
necessarily sacrificed in translation of  poem, but the content is 
necessarily constricted into certain formal molds. Only rarely can one 
reproduce both content and form in a translation, and hence in 
general the form is usually sacrificed for the sake of  the content. 
(Nida, 1964: 157) 
 
Arthur Waley plainly stated that “it is impossible not to sacrifice sense 
to sound” when translating classical Chinese poetry into English (1941: 
Preface). There are also others who have taken a similar stance: 
 
That part of  your poetry which strikes upon the imaginative eye of  the 
reader will lose nothing by translation into a foreign tongue; that which 
appeals to the ear can reach only those who take it in the original. 
(Pound, [1918]2003: 511) 
 
While Ezra Pound held the auditory features of  a poem untranslatable, 
literary critic Mao Dun 茅盾 (1896-1981) further specified that among the 
auditory features of  a poem, it is the metrical rhythm that is often left out 
in the process of  translation: 
 
Of  all the strengths of  the original poem, only one or two can be 
preserved in translation, and the whole absolutely cannot be preserved. 
[...] The situation is most obvious with the translation of  foreign 
poetry which is “metrical”. 原詩所備的種種好處，翻譯時只能保留一二
種，決不能完全保留。[…] 翻譯「有律」的外國詩，此層尤為顯然。 
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(Mao, [1922]1984: 289-290, trans. Holton, in Mao, [1922]2004: 203) 
 
In addition to rhythm, rhyme preservation is also regarded by many as 
not feasible in Chinese to English translation. For instance, James J. Y. Liu, 
scholar and translator, found rhyme translation often done at the expense 
of  other elements in a poem (e.g. content), and sometimes the cost is so 
great that a translator has no choice but to discard the use of  rhyme: 
 
I now realize the virtual impossibility of  keeping the rhymes without 
damage to the meaning, and no longer wish to insist on the use of  
rhymes. Thus two of  the most important elements of  Chinese 
versification, tone-pattern and rhymes, have to go. 
(Liu, 1969: 42) 
 
Similarly, Lefevere also stated a dilemma often faced by poetry translators 
in choosing between auditory and other poetic features: 
 
Translators who translate with rhyme and meter as their first priority 
often find themselves neglecting other features of  the original: syntax 
tends to suffer most […] and the information content is almost 
inevitably supplemented or altered in none too subtle ways by 
“padding”: words not in the original added to balance a line on the 
metrical level or to supply the all important rhyme word. 
(Lefevere, 1992a: 71) 
 
Austrian writer Karl Kraus (1874-1936) once metaphorically stated the 
inseparability of  a poem and its poetic elements: “[o]ne can translate an 
editorial but not a poem. For one can go across the border naked but not 
without one’s skin; for, unlike clothes, one cannot get a new skin” (Kraus, 
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1986: 67). Being mostly concise and pithy in language use, poetry is a 
condensed form of  literature in which various elements of  “form” and 
“content” are woven together: “the prosody complements the poem’s 
thought and feeling, helping to fuse all the various elements into an 
indivisible and compelling experience” (Beum & Shapiro, 2006: 2). 
Compared to other literary genres, such elements are often more closely 
attached to one another. Although this does not necessarily lead to absolute 
untranslatability as claimed by Kraus, it is clear from the above observation 
that at least some poetic elements are less transposable from Chinese to 
English as observed by David Hawkes: 
 
The least communicable aspect of  Chinese poetry is the formal or 
prosodic one. Some elements of  Chinese prosody [e.g. tonal pattern] 
are totally incommunicable; others [e.g. metre] are theoretically 
communicable but are virtually incommunicable in practice. 
(Hawkes, [1964]1989: 83) 
 
Nida & Taber once remarked, “[a]nything that can be said in one 
language can be said in another, unless the form is an essential element of  
the message” (1969/2003: 4). One may see formal features like rhyme and 
rhythm in Chinese poetry as substances that are both what Catford has 
called linguistically and functionally relevant: rhyme and rhythm are both 
creative exploitations as well as intrinsic language resources, and also part 
of  the content of  a poem. Besides, the two features function as major 
structural elements that help denote Chinese formal poetry, so much so 
that traces of  symmetry in line length and end-rhymes can still be found 
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even in some modern free verse. Such emphasis on formal features in 
Chinese poetry has, to a certain extent, rendered poetic form an “essential 
element” of  the source text, and may pose difficulties in the translation 
process. 
The abundance of  translated poems is to many an empirical challenge 
to the notion of  poetry translation being impossible, yet this abundance 
does not mean that a poem can remain intact through translation. As 
Catford put it, “translatability here appears, intuitively, to be a cline rather 
than a clear-cut dichotomy. SL texts and items are more or less translatable 
rather than absolutely translatable or untranslatable” (Catford, 1965: 93). 
Generally speaking, the argument against translatability does not necessarily 
posit absolute untranslatability, but rather questions whether fully adequate 
translation can be achieved. Nor are all poetic elements untranslatable: 
“Not all poetry gets lost in translation. But if  imagery is a poetic element 
that can traverse time, space and culture with relative ease, phonological 
attributes are not transportable across languages” (Kwong, 2009: 213). The 
untranslatability of  poetry is not itself  a conclusion of  the present study. It 
is, rather, a general observation made by various poets, translators, and 
translation scholars over the years, and their comments already show that 
poetic form is one of  the reasons why poetry “gets lost” in translation. 
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1.3. Poetic Form and Translation 
Burton Raffel has once highlighted five specific constraints of  
language in his book The Art of  Translating Poetry: 
 
1. No two languages having the same phonology, it is impossible to 
re-create the sounds of  a work composed in one language in 
another language. 
2. No two languages having the same syntactic structures, it is 
impossible to re-create the syntax of  a work composed in one 
language in another language. 
3. No two languages having the same vocabulary, it is impossible to 
re-create the vocabulary of  a work composed in one language in 
another language. […] 
4. No two languages having the same literary history, it is impossible 
to re-create the literary form of  one culture in the language and 
literary culture of  another. 
5. No two languages having the same prosody, it is impossible to 
re-create the prosody of  a literary work composed in one 
language in another language. 
(Raffel, 1988: 12) 
 
It is worth noting that at least three (Points 1, 4 and 5) of  the above 
five general linguistic constraints have direct relevance to poetic form. This 
might explain why poetry has been long regarded as one of  the most 
difficult genres for translation. According to the eminent linguist Wang Li, 
poetic prosody is never “created” by poets as they wish, but by the 
phonological features of  the language (1962/2002: 166). Following Wang’s 
remarks and Raffel’s summary above, we may regard translation difficulties 
as being rooted in linguistic differences. This will be further discussed in 
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Section 2.1. 
But why does form matter at all? According to Jones, a genre is to a 
certain extent defined by three “classes of  features”, namely its intrinsic 
form, the general function such intrinsic form strives to perform, and 
genre-specific extrinsic framing such as a book title specifying the genre 
(2011: 29-32). Given that poetry is often written in a “marked” language 
with linguistic usage or patterning different from that in other genres (Jones, 
2011: 1-2), features like rhythm and rhyme, being its intrinsic form, 
certainly play an important part in distinguishing poetry from other forms 
of  art: “outward and obvious features such as rhyme and metre and stanza 
form” make poetry “different from prose” (Beum & Shapiro, 2006: 1). This 
is perhaps one way to understand Frost’s aphorism: as genres are usually 
judged holistically in terms of  all three aspects (i.e. intrinsic form, function 
and extrinsic framing) (Jones, 2011: 32), the translated text is likely to stand 
less as a poem than it originally does in the source language, when certain 
features (particularly those deemed necessary by the readers) are found 
missing in the target text; in this case, some might find that poetry, or part 
of  it, is lost in translation. 
Form is perhaps the most distinguishable aspect in denoting a poem. 
In the evolution of  Chinese poetry (here we mainly focus on “shi” poetry), 
end-rhyme has been a general feature since guti shi 古體詩 (ancient-style 
verse), which basically refers to verse written in classical Chinese that is not 
regulated verse (jinti shi 近體詩, or recent-style verse). Despite its greater 
freedom of  form (with no regulation of  tone pattern, line length, number 
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of  lines, etc.) as found in irregular-line yuefu 樂府 poems, uniform line 
length with a fixed number of  syllables (such as tonally unregulated 
pentasyllabic and heptasyllabic poems) is not uncommon in guti shi. Ever 
since jinti shi became the mainstream of  classical Chinese poetry in the 
Tang dynasty, there have been rules regulating rhyme, tone pattern and line 
length in jueju 絕句 (four-line regulated verse) and lüshi 律詩 (eight-line 
regulated verse) as well as pailü 排律 (unlimited number of  linked couplets) 
(Cao, 1990: 132; Cai, 2008: 5, 161). Even when traditional poetics was 
discarded during the New Culture Movement 新文化運動, traces of  rhyme 
and even regularity of  line length could still be found in some of  the 
poems of  Hu Shi 胡適 (1891-1962) and Liu Bannong 劉半農 (1891-1934), 
advocates of  a surrendering of  poetic form. Meanwhile, there were poets, 
particularly those of  the Crescent Society 新月社, who advocated poetic 
form in modern Chinese poetry. In terms of  translation, there was no lack 
of  efforts attempting to translate foreign verse into poems in regulated 
form in the late nineteenth to early twentieth centuries (Li, 2011: 178-187), 
and transplanting the formal features of  foreign poetry into Chinese has 
even become a major strategy or priority of  the translation work by some 
Crescent poets, such as Xu Zhimo 徐志摩 (1897-1931), Wen Yiduo, etc. It 
can be concluded that form, in most cases, plays an essential role in 
Chinese poetry. On the other hand, except for certain translators like H. A. 
Giles, John Turner and Xu Yuanzhong who hold rhymed translation dear, 
most Chinese poems are translated into blank verse or even free verse in 
English. So why is poetic form often left out in translation from Chinese 
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into English? Is that because, echoing the comments made by various poets, 
translators or critics in Section 1.2, the so-called “loss” of  form is inevitable 
in translation? If  so, why does poetic form get lost in translation? If  not, 
what (else) actually accounts for form being often untranslated when 
Chinese poems are rendered into English? The sections below try to 
answer these questions through a discussion of  linguistic differences 
between the two languages, a case study in actual translation practices, and 
other relevant observations. 
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Chapter 2: Poetry Translation from a Linguistic Perspective 
2.1. Why Does Poetic Form Get Lost in Translation? 
Poetic form generally refers to “the set of  rules — such as metre, 
lineation, rhyme scheme, stanzaic structure and so on — established by 
poems of  certain types” (Lea, 2012: 76). Beum & Shapiro use “prosody”, 
“metrics” and “versification”5  to refer to poetic form in The Prosody 
Handbook: A Guide to Poetic Form, stating that “[t]he essential features of  this 
structuring are repetition and symmetry used in such a way as to intensify 
and increase the range of  expressiveness” (Beum & Shapiro, 2006: x). 
Nevertheless, apart from prosody (i.e. patterns of  rhythm and sound used 
in poetry), physical structure (e.g. alignment of  lines) should also be 
considered an attribute of  poetic form. Hence, poetic form, unless 
otherwise specified, is used in this thesis to refer to prosodic form and 
other seemingly untranslatable formal features. Nevertheless, one should 
bear in mind that not every formal feature is untransportable, and the term 
is by no means all-inclusive in this study. 
Since the study focuses on poetic form as well as its translation, and 
the regulation of  form is much stricter in jinti shi than in guti shi, the 
discussion of  form in classical Chinese poetry mainly concerns regulated 
verse (specific matters regarding form in modern Chinese poetry will be 
discussed in Chapter 3). In the case of  regulated verse, the major difference 
regarding poetic form that lies between jueju, lüshi and pailü is the length of  
                                           
5 According to the two authors, these three terms “mean essentially the same thing and are 
generally used interchangeably” (Beum & Shapiro, 2006: x). 
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a poem; the necessity and the frequency of  parallelism also help to 
distinguish the three subgenres; however, parallelism is seen by some more 
as a rhetorical device linked more closely to content than form (Li, 2011: 2). 
The rules of  line length, tone pattern and the use of  end-rhyme are 
basically applicable to all three types of  regulated verse, and can be largely 
categorized into rules governing rhythm and rules governing rhyme. This 
section will discuss the differences between Chinese and English in terms 
of  these two aspects. 
 
2.1.1. Rhythm 
2.1.1a. Line Length 
As rhythm in poetry is essentially an exploitation of  the phonetic 
resources of  a language, verse rhythms “are determined by language 
rhythms” (Raffel, 1988: 80-81). Consequently, two languages with great 
phonological distance might imply problems in rendering form across them. 
Chinese and English are such a pair of  widely different languages, 
particularly in orthographical and phonological terms. For instance, 
Chinese belongs to a “wholistic [sic]” syllabic system (Wang, 1981: 232; 
DeFrancis, 1989: 89-120; McCarthy, 1995: 63, 71) with each character, in 
most cases, corresponding to one morpheme, the smallest meaningful unit. 
As Chinese characters adopt a regular and independent square form (Han, 
2012: 75-85), such isolating and stable nature lays a solid foundation for a 
symmetric rectangular shape of  poems in which each line is equal in length, 
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as found in regulated verse forms and some forms of  ancient-style verse: 
 
Whereas a word may consist of  more than one syllable, […] a 
character is invariably monosyllabic. Thus, in Chinese poetry, the 
number of  syllables in each line is identical with that of  characters, and 
it is immaterial whether we call a line a “five-character line” or a 
“five-syllabic line”. 
(Liu, 1962: 21) 
 
Since each character corresponds to one syllable, given the largely 
morphosyllabic nature of  Chinese, i.e. each syllable represents a morpheme 
(DeFrancis, 1989: 89-120; McCarthy, 1995: 63, 70-71), consistency and 
neatness in line length (at both visual and auditory levels) can be achieved 
in Chinese poetry with relative ease in comparison with English, a 
morphophonemic language (McCarthy, 1995: 63, 71) in which “morphemes 
vary in phonological form, may be polysyllabic, and may not even consist 
of  an integral number of  syllables; syllable structure is complex; the 
number of  possible syllables is relatively large” (Mattingly, 1992: 20). 
Furthermore, English adopts an analytic alphabetic system (DeFrancis, 
1989: 200-208; McCarthy, 1995: 63, 71), in which a “word” is defined as 
“the smallest independent, indivisible, and meaningful unit of  speech, 
susceptible of  transposition in sentences” (Marchand, 1969: 1). As English 
words are orthographically made up of  strings of  letters in various lengths, 
such linear irregularity of  alphabetic letters makes it difficult and even 
artificial to construct lines with consistency and neatness in length at both 
visual and auditory levels in the manner of  Chinese poems. In fact, 
traditional English poetic forms like the blank verse and the sonnet, though 
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written in lines of  a fixed number of  syllables (mostly in pentameter), are 
uniform only in terms of  syllable count but not visual length or word 
count. 
English rhythm in verse is determined by syllable stress. On the other 
hand, rhythm in Chinese regulated verse is mainly achieved through two 
factors: line length6 (in which unity of  character and syllable results not 
only in a clean-cut rhythm but also a visually symmetrical structure of  the 
whole poem) and pattern of  tonality, which serves as both modulation of  
pitch and length. 
 
2.1.1b. Sound Pattern 
Character count is not the only rule that governs rhythm in classical 
Chinese poetry. Given that Chinese is a tonal language in which lexical or 
grammatical meaning is distinguished by pitch, poets also take advantage of  
the language’s tonality to add variety to metre. Liu regarded the 
“monosyllabic nature of  the characters” and “their possession of  fixed 
‘tones’” as “[t]wo characteristic auditory qualities of  Chinese”: the number 
of  syllables in each line naturally decides the basic rhythm of  a poem, while 
                                           
6 As Cai Zong-qi points out, internal line rhythm “arises from a fixed pattern of  mandatory 
pauses between monosyllabic words and disyllabic words. This internal rhythm is semantic in 
the sense that it predetermines how characters are to be clustered to generate meaning. 
Consequently, it not only intensifies our experience of  the sound but also contributes to the 
sense of  poetry” (2008: 380). As lines in regulated verse are basically end-stopped (without 
enjambment), its basic metre is established on fixed-length lines of  five (pentameter) or seven 
characters (heptameter), in addition to the use of  caesuras (or pauses) within the line. The 
common structure is 2 + 3 (may be further divided into 2 + 1 + 2, 2 + 2 + 1) in pentasyllabic 
lines and 4 + 3 (further divided into 2 + 2 + 3, 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 or 2 + 2 + 2 + 1) in 
heptasyllabic lines (Arabic numerals referring to syllables and plus signs indicating caesuras) 
(Kūkai, 806/1980: 17; Yip, 1969: 13, 17; 13-37; Cai, 2008: 104). 
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variation in the four tones (i.e. “level” 平聲, “rising” 上聲, “departing” 去
聲, “entering” 入聲) “involves not only modulation in pitch but contrast 
between long and short syllables” (1962: 21-22). Flat and without changes 
of  pitch, the level tone can be elongated in speech; conversely, the entering 
tone, which ends with a stop consonant such as /-p/, /-t/, and /-k/, has to 
come to an immediate stop soon after utterance. Exploiting the 
phonological characteristics of  tones, the rule on tone pattern distribution 
平仄 brings flexibility and variety to metre despite the fixed number of  
syllables in each line. While English can still achieve auditory uniformity by 
producing lines with a fixed number of  syllables, the non-tonal Western 
language can do little about tone pattern which is unique to a tonal 
language like Chinese. 
On the other hand, English is stress-phonemic, i.e. shifts in stress 
within a word can transform meaning (e.g. “CONtent” refers to the 
substance contained in something, while “conTENT” means happy or 
satisfied) or parts of  speech (e.g. while both refer to a disrespectful act, 
“inSULT” is a verb and “INsult” a noun). The language employs a 
stress-based prosody, so that “[e]ven under the conquering onslaught of  
French, English never took on a syllabic prosody. Instead, English poets 
learned to combine syllabic counting with stress principles” (Raffel, 1988: 
82). 
 
Since every language develops its own unique prosody, […] it is 
linguistically impossible to reproduce either language’s prosody in the 
other. Even two sets of  syllabic or two sets of  stress prosodies are not 
transferable. 
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(Raffel, 1988: 82-83) 
 
If  English cannot reproduce Chinese tonality, Chinese cannot quite adapt 
English stress prosody for its own use either, given that linguistic stress in 
Chinese is not phonemic (i.e. shifts in stress do not change lexical meaning), 
and stress is not as distinguishable as tone in the language (see further 
discussion in Chapter 3). 
 
2.1.2. Rhyme 
According to Ron Padgett, rhyme is “a phenomenon that results from 
our having only a limited number of  sounds for making words. No human 
language is without rhyme” (1987: 163). Nonetheless, in spite of  rhyme 
being a shared feature across languages, the degree of  naturalness of  
rhyming is definitely not the same in every language. 
In Chinese pinyin rules, a syllable consists of  an initial, a final and a 
tone: 
 
The final is the remainder of  the syllable, namely, a simple vowel (a, e, i, 
o, u) or a complex or compound vowel that combines two or three of  
the simple vowels (e.g., ei, iao), and sometimes a final consonant, which 
may be n, ng, or r. (Some linguists do not consider -r as a final 
consonant. In Cantonese, the final consonants can include p, t, k, m as 
well) […] Chinese has no consonant clusters. 
(Taylor & Taylor, 1995: 30-31) 
 
With a relatively simple syllable structure and the lack of  consonant clusters, 
the number of  possible combinations of  finals in Chinese is restricted. 
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Since each Chinese character represents a syllable only, the size of  rhyme 
resource in Chinese heavily depends on the number of  finals. According to 
a study by Taylor & Taylor, there are around 38 to 39 finals in Chinese 
(1995: 30), though the exact number of  finals varies in different Chinese 
dialects.7 The rhyme inventory is further increased as rhyming in Chinese 
poetry concerns only the final phonetic element (i.e. nuclear vowel and final 
consonant or off-glide), and therefore the medial of  a syllable does not 
really matter in distinguishing various rhyme groups (e.g. /-a/, /-ia/, and 
/-ua/ are put into the same rhyme group as only the nuclear vowel /-a/ is 
counted in this case) (Norman, 1988: 27; Wang, 2000: 2-3). 
In contrast to the morphosyllabic nature of  Chinese, English words 
are constructed by vowels and consonants clustering in multiple lengths 
and ways, and consequently its syllable structure is relatively more complex 
than that of  Chinese. Instead of  concerning only the final phonetic 
element of  a word, English rhyme “is based not simply on whole syllables, 
but on a word’s last stressed vowel and all sounds that follow it, so that 
larger, grammatically significant elements of  a word are likely to be 
involved” (Lennard, [2005]2012: xi). The New Oxford Rhyming Dictionary 
(2012) has listed 35 groups of  ending sounds covering 45,000 words 
(including proper names). Nevertheless, despite the similar amount of  
ending sounds of  the two languages, the rule of  rhyme is stricter and more 
                                           
7 In the case of  Mandarin Chinese/Putonghua, for example, there are 35 finals in written pinyin 
form (i.e. a, o, e, i, u, ü, ai, ei, ao, ou, an, en, ang, eng, ong, ia, ie, iao, iou, an, in, iang, ing, iong, ua, uo, 
uai, uei, uan, uen, uang, ueng, üe, üan, ün), and 39 final sounds, i.e. the 35 finals plus ê [ɛ], /-i/[ɿ], 
/-i/[ʅ] and er [αɻ], whereas in Middle Chinese, around 57 to 58 finals are found (Chan, 2004: 
158-160; Wang & Sun, 2015: 88). 
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complicated in English: while homonyms are accepted as rhyme in Chinese, 
there must be a “difference in the consonantal sounds that immediately 
precede the accented vowel sound” in an English rhyming pair (Allen & 
Cunningham, 1998: 1), and hence rime riche (i.e. identical-sounding syllables) 
is generally considered “aesthetically unacceptable” in English poetry (Levý, 
1963/2011: 242). As a result, the 35 sections in the New Oxford Rhyming 
Dictionary are further divided into 927 sub-sections to better divide rhyme 
groups. In addition to the wide range of  phonemic combinations of  
English words, varying stress positions in polysyllabic words further dilute 
the rhyming effect as accented syllables often have to be rhymed with 
unaccented or weakly accented syllables (Kwong, 2009: 193; 2013: 127-128). 
Unlike in Chinese, rhyming is far less likely to be an intrinsic linguistic 
advantage in English: 
 
English vocabulary has relatively few words that rhyme, with the 
unhappy result that most rhymes have been “used up,” and rhymed 
words in poems too often lead to clichés […] A few words in English 
are thought to have no perfect, legitimate rhyme. 
(Padgett, 1987: 163-164) 
 
In fact, the number of  members in each rhyming group is generally limited 
in English. There is a predominance of  groups with limited numbers of  
rhyming members: 60% of  the groups have 2-15 members, and only 25 
groups contain “more than 50 items, which are the only groups able to 
offer an adequate variety of  rhymes” (Levý, 1963/2011: 235). Kwong also 
registers a similar figure, stating that only eight words on average can be 
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found per rhyme group (2009: 192).  
On the other hand, Chinese rhyme groups are less scattered. In terms 
of  Middle Chinese, Qieyun《切韻》(601 CE), a Chinese rhyme dictionary that 
serves as the foundation for the reconstruction of  Middle Chinese, records 
about 12,000 characters in 193 rhyme group (on average 62 characters per 
group); Tangyun《唐韻》(in 730s CE) and Guangyun《廣韻》(1008 CE), two 
revised editions of  Qieyun, assemble around 15,000 and 26,194 characters 
distributed among 195 (76 characters per group) and 206 rhymes (127 
characters per group) respectively. Xinkan Yunlüe《新刊韻略》(also known as 
Pingshui Yun 平水韻) in the Song dynasty (1252 CE) further combines 
neighbouring rhyme groups into 106 groups in four tones, and such a 
framework has been used in classical Chinese poetry since. After the 
vernacular has replaced classical Chinese as the medium of  writing, rhyme 
groups of  different tones as well as close similarity of  sound are merged 
into larger groups: about 12,000 commonly-used characters are distributed 
among 18 rhymes (667 characters per group) in Zhonghua Xinyun《中華新韻》
(1950), and there were a number of  poets using Thirteen Rhymes 十三轍8 
prior to Zhonghua Xinyun (cf. Kwong, 2009: 199-200; Peng, 2005: 2-6). 
                                           
8 According to Cihai《辭海》, Thirteen Rhymes, in which the division of  scheme is based on 
Zhongzhou Rhymes 中州韻 and the Beijing dialects mixed with some elements of  the 
Hubei dialects, was originally used as a rhyming scheme for lyrics in Peking opera (1980: 18). 
There are thirteen rhyming groups in the scheme: fahua/masha 發花/麻沙 (a, ia, ua), suobo 梭
波 (o, uo, e), miexie 乜斜 (ê, ie, üe), gusu 姑蘇 (u), yiqi 一七/衣期 (i, ü, er, -i), huailai 懷來 (ai, 
uai) , huidui 灰堆 (ei, uei [ui]), yaotiao 遙條/遙迢 (ao, iao), youqiu 由求 (ou, iou [iu]), yanqian 言
前 (an, ian, uan, üan), renchen 人辰 (en, in, uen [un], ün) , jiangyang 江陽 (ang, iang, uang) and 
zhongdong 中東 (eng, ing, ueng, ong, iong). Although such a simplified division of  sounds has 
diluted rhyming effects (e.g. a slant or near rhyme effect results from an over-broad range of  
vowels in yiqi and zhongdong), Thirteen Rhymes has been adopted or advocated in modern 
Chinese poetry, songs and other spoken or sung literature in the early modern period (Qin, 
1975: 16; Xia, 1995: 99). 
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In sum, given its simpler syllabic structure, Chinese possesses more 
concentrated rhyme groups than English; meanwhile, orthographical and 
phonological differences also influence the rhythmic capacity of  the two 
languages. “Rhyme is a basic possibility of  language” (Lennard, [2005]2012: 
x), and so is rhythm, for both, being creative exploitations of  language 
resources, are something inherent in language. It can therefore be seen that 
linguistic features play a role in determining the prosodic potential of  one 
language, and hence the possibilities of  translating foreign prosodies into 
that language from the start. 
 
2.2. From Linguistic Attributes to Aesthetic Values 
As one scholar-poet writes, poetry “is certainly more than prosody 
and language, but prosody and language are fundamental to poetry, 
distinguishing it from other literary genres” (Kwong, 2013: 126). To state 
the importance of  poetic form in making a poem a poem is not to say that 
a good translation must preserve these features at all costs, or that any 
translation transferring these features must be a good one; nor does it mean 
to advocate formalism. It is simply to draw attention to the components of  
a poem that are most likely to drop out of  the translation: 
 
Components such as rhyme, rhythm, structure and number of  syllables, 
special rhetorical figures, etc., cannot be translated. In other words, 
those features that are unique to a particular language — features that 
distinguish the language from other languages — are usually 
untranslatable. From a semiotic point of  view, those features which 
rely for their aesthetic effect on the structure of  the signs themselves 
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are often untranslatable. 
(Gu, [1990]2004: 218) 
 
Being closely integrated with the poem probably more than as its “skin”, 
form is more than a mere poetic feature; as Kwong puts it, “[n]o prosodic 
form can guarantee good poetry by itself, but at least it fosters a sense of  
aesthetic direction” (2013: 137). Based on the above comments, one may 
argue that poetic form is strongly connected with aesthetics. What Wen 
Yiduo is to call the musical and architectural beauties of  Chinese poetry, for 
instance, are rooted in poetic form (see Chapter 3 for more detailed 
discussion). 
Moreover, in the case of  classical Chinese poetry, poetic form is also 
inspired by traditional Chinese aesthetics and philosophy. For instance, one 
can reasonably argue that prosody in regulated verse is associated with the 
philosophy of  the Yijing (or Book of  Changes), on the perception that the 
alternation of  level tone 平聲 and oblique tone 仄聲 (i.e. the other three 
non-level tones) represents the interrelation of  yin and yang (Li, 2011: 
50-64). It has also been suggested that there is an odd-even contrast 
between line length (i.e. five or seven characters/syllables in each line) and 
poem length (normally four or eight lines in each poem) in order to achieve 
a balance between symmetry and asymmetry (Wong, 2006: 7). Nevertheless, 
since form in regulated verse have been practised for centuries, practice has 
become rule, and therefore the aesthetic consideration behind form in 
regulated verse might be more impersonal and less distinguishable than that 
in modern Chinese poetry: in the case of  regulated verse, rules of  form are 
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predetermined, and poets are obliged to comply with them regardless of  
the content of  a poem, i.e. the same formal rules apply to every regulated 
poem, whether its theme be social criticism, love-friendship or 
nature-pastoral, whereas form in modern Chinese poetry is set by the poet 
and can vary from poem to poem (Chapter 3 will discuss this further using 
Wen Yiduo’s poems as a case study). While the difficulties in translating 
such features remain rooted in linguistic attributes, the question of  how to 
tackle the problem might have something to do with a translator’s aesthetic 
values, given that form is itself  an aesthetic moulding of  language. 
One fundamental premise underlying any perception of  
untranslatability is that the target text should reproduce everything from 
the source text, coupled with the reality that languages are different from 
one another. This section has examined from a linguistic perspective the 
position that linguistic and prosodic differences lead to an inborn difficulty 
(if  not impossibility) in translating poetic form across languages with great 
disparity like Chinese and English. Nevertheless, one has to admit that 
similarities do exist between languages, no matter how different they seem 
to be. For instance, rhymes can be found in Chinese and English, though 
the inventory of  rhyming resources might vary. By discussing the different 
prosodic capacity between the two languages, this study does not intend to 
propose absolute untranslatability or to ignore the common dimension of  
languages; it simply means to provide a more concrete discussion to 
elucidate why poetic form is often dropped out of  translation from Chinese 
to English by highlighting linguistic and prosodic differences between the 
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two languages.  
In sum, translation problems, in the case of  poetry translation, are 
rooted in linguistic and prosodic differences between source and target 
languages in basic ways. Based on the general observation that poetry 
translation is difficult (and impossible to some), this chapter proposes that 
poetic form is one of  the main reasons to account for poetry translation 
being mostly partial. As poetic form is perhaps the most distinguishable 
feature in denoting a poem, the relative non-transposability of  form across 
languages might bring readers (bilingual readers in particular) an impression 
that a translated formal poem is less “poem-like” than its source 
counterpart. One should note, however, that translation is, generally 
speaking, not intended for those who understand the source language; it is 
not entirely fair to criticize the target text while holding the source text as 
the sole judging standard. Thus, the necessity of  reproducing every aspect 
of  the source text is debatable, for one may doubt the significance of  
translating features like Chinese tone pattern into English under normal 
circumstances. Meanwhile, while this chapter investigates the matter on the 
premise that source-poet loyalty (i.e. re-creating the source text as much as 
one can in a viable receptor-language poem) is a default approach accepted 
by most translators (Jones, 2011: 144, 179-180), and that the content of  a 
poem takes priority over poetic form in translation, this is not the only 
translating approach. For instance, certain poetry translators like H. A. 
Giles, John Turner and Xu Yuanzhong choose to place a higher priority on 
the translation of  rhyme instead of  holding the source content sacred, so 
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that alteration of  sentence structure, omission or modification of  images 
used, and even heavy padding, are not uncommon in their translations (see 
further discussion in Chapter 4). Nevertheless, through discussing issues of  
language and poetics, a more solid foundation is laid for discussions of  
how linguistic and language-based aesthetic differences between Chinese 
and English influence poetry translation in actual practice in Chapters 3 and 
4.  
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Chapter 3: Case Study — Wen Yiduo’s New Metrical Verse 
3.1. Form and Modern Chinese Poetry 
During the New Culture Movement in the 1910s and 1920s, 
vernacular Chinese as the new written standard was promoted by scholars 
and intellectuals like Hu Shi, Chen Duxiu 陳獨秀 (1879-1942) and Lu Xun 
魯迅 (1881-1936). In his “Modest Proposals for the Reform of  Literature”
〈文學改良芻議〉, published in the journal New Youth《新青年》in January 
1917, Hu put forward eight guidelines to rejuvenate Chinese literature. 
These guidelines were summarized one year later into four principles in his 
“On a Constructive Literary Revolution”〈建設的文學革命論〉, in which the 
fourth point, “speak in the language of  the time in which you live 是什麼時
代的人，說什麼時代的話”, calls for a substitution of  classical Chinese with 
the vernacular language (Hu, [1918]1998b: 6-15, 44-57; trans. Chan, in Hu, 
[1918]1960/2000, 362). Labelling classical Chinese as a “dead language 死
文字”, Hu, in his introduction to The Great Anthology of  Chinese New Literature 
— Constructive Theories《中國新文學大系‧建設理論集》, went further by 
suggesting a replacement of  orthodox classical literature with a “living 
literature 活文學” through the establishment of  vernacular Chinese as the 
sole medium of  expression for all literary genres ([1935]1998a: 106-139). 
Echoing Hu’s “Modest Proposals”, Chen also proposed three tenets in his 
essay “On Literary Revolution”〈文學革命論〉, advocating a fundamental 
reform of  Chinese literature (see Hu, [1917]1998b: 15-18). 
Vernacular Chinese has since then become the standard language and 
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mainstream medium of  expression in modern Chinese literature. In 
addition to the change of  linguistic medium, there were voices proposing a 
reform of  Chinese poetry by discarding poetic form. One of  the leading 
advocates was Hu Shi: 
 
Restrictions of  form have hindered the free flow of  spirit and a full 
expression of  content. […] A lüshi consisting of  eight lines of  five or 
seven characters can never be rich in content, and a 
twenty-eight-character jueju can never allow for precise and detailed 
observation. Nor can a fixed-length line of  five or seven characters 
express any profound ideals or complicated feelings in a euphemistic 
manner. […] Without regard to prosody, tone pattern or line length, 
we should write poems on whatever topic we choose, and in whatever 
way we wish. 形式上的束縛，使精神不能自由發展，使良好的內容不
能充分表現。 […]五七言八句的律詩決不能容豐富的材料，二十八字
的絕句決不能寫精密的觀察，長短一定的七言五言決不能委婉達出高
深的理想與複雜的感情。[…]不拘格律，不拘平仄，不拘長短；有什
麼題目，做什麼詩；詩該怎樣做，就怎樣做。 
(Hu, [1919]1998b: 134, 138, my translation) 
 
Similarly, Guo Moruo 郭沫若 (1892-1978) argued for the beauty of  natural 
rhythm found in verse, and that rhyme is not the essence of  a poem 
([1922]1984: 226, 275). Under such influence, mainstream modern Chinese 
poetry tends towards free verse. One might expect the difficulty of  
translation to relax a little bit when the medium of  Chinese poetry moved 
to the vernacular language in the twentieth century, but a “modern classical 
poet” like Wen Yiduo, who wrote on the basis of  sharply articulated 
aesthetic views on modern Chinese poetry, may further intensify the 
difficulties inherent in translating Chinese poetry. 
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3.1.1. Wen Yiduo and His Poetics 
Born in Hubei Province, Wen received a traditional education in the 
Chinese classics prior to his exposure to Western literature, which 
prompted him to try the vernacular since the May Fourth Movement 五四
運動, as a student at Tsinghua College 清華學堂. Nevertheless, there was no 
lack of  classical poetry in Wen’s writings during his study at Tsinghua. In 
fact, 20 of  the 24 classical Chinese poems in The Complete Works of  Wen 
Yiduo《聞一多全集》were written in this period (Wen, 1993a: 274-289). 
Between 1922 and 1925 he studied in America, where he took courses in 
Victorian and modern poetry at Colorado College. Such an educational 
background has made his poems a bridge where East and West meet, as 
stated in his article “Local Colour in ‘The Goddesses’”〈《女神》之地方色彩〉, 
published in 1923. Wen believed that modern Chinese poetry should be the 
offspring of  a marriage of  Chinese and Western art, retaining native 
characteristics while assimilating the merits of  foreign poetry (Wen, 
[1923]1993b: 118). 
As an advocate of  the New Culture Movement, Wen, in an article “To 
Obsolete Poets”〈敬告落伍的詩家〉published in Tsinghua Journal《清華學刊》
in 1921, called on his fellow poets to write modern verse (Wen, 
[1921]1993b: 37-38). Disagreeing with Hu that modern poetry means a 
total surrender of  poetic form, which Hu referred to as “shackles and 
fetters 枷鎖鐐銬” in his essay “On New Poetry”〈談新詩〉([1919]1998b: 
134), Wen believed that natural prosody is not always perfect, and hence 
there is a need for art (i.e. poetic form) to remedy nature’s deficiency (Wen, 
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[1926]1993b: 138). Wen also argued for the aesthetic value of  classical 
poetry. He commenced his research titled “A Study of  Rhythm in Poetry” 
in 1921 (see the Chinese translation of  its outline, originally written in 
English, in Wen, [1922]1993b: 54-61) and finished his treatise “A Study of  
Lüshi”〈律詩底研究〉the year after, acknowledging the aesthetic suitability of  
lüshi in lyrical writing, and regarding the beauties as unique to Chinese 
aesthetics which are untranslatable ([1922]1993c: 159). While supporting 
borrowing from the West to reform Chinese poetry, Wen insisted on the 
necessity of  retaining Chinese aesthetics ([1922]1993c: 166). The two 
articles laid a foundation for his “Form in Poetry”〈詩的格律〉in 1926, in 
which Wen stated the significance of  poetic form and the “three beauties” 
in poetry. 
Along the way, the year 1923 marked the formation of  the Crescent 
Society in Wen’s studio apartment, with Wen as “the leading theoretician of  
the Crescent school” of  poetry 新月派 (Yeh, 1992:13). Under his and Xu 
Zhimo’s leadership, the Crescent school “ran counter to the main literary 
current which was drifting toward social and political literature” (Hsu, 1964: 
49). As noted by Kai-yu Hsu, Wen’s biographer, Wen’s contribution to 
modern Chinese poetry “lies chiefly in his theory about rhyme, form and 
imagery” (Hsu, 1964: 50). Using his verse for experiment and 
demonstration, Wen not only constructed “a new prosody for the new 
language” (Hsu, 1964: 50), but also contributed to the establishment of  a 
new genre in Chinese literature — “new metrical verse”.  
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3.1.1a. “Form in Poetry” 
At the beginning of  his essay, Wen compared form in poetry to rules 
of  chess to prove the essentiality of  poetic form, suggesting that one 
cannot dispense with form when writing poems, since “the more masterful 
a poet is, the more gracefully he will dance in his fetters 越有魄力的作家，越
是要帶着腳鐐跳舞才跳得痛快、跳得好” (Wen, [1926]1993b: 137, 139, trans. 
Trumbull, in Wen, [1926]1996: 321). Art cannot exist without form, and 
poetry “has never been divorced from formal and rhythmic considerations 
本來詩一向就沒有脫離過格律或節奏” ([1926]1993b: 140, trans. Trumbull, in 
Wen, [1926]1996: 322).  
Wen divided poetic form into a visual aspect and an auditory aspect. 
While the former consists of  evenly proportioned stanzas (in modern 
poetry) and orderly individual lines, the latter refers to metre, tone patterns, 
end-rhymes, etc. As Wen argued, the visual aspect, though of  secondary 
importance, cannot be entirely neglected in Chinese literature given the 
pictorial nature of  the language, which Chinese poets ought to take 
advantage of. Wen called such visual arrangement “architectural beauty” 建
築的美, which he regarded as one of  the features of  modern Chinese 
poetry ([1926]1993b: 140-141). Exploiting the square form of  Chinese 
characters, Wen wrote most of  his new metrical verse in evenly 
proportioned stanzas and orderly individual lines. He believed that unlike 
traditional practice, poetic form can be flexibly built in accordance with 
content in modern verse, adding variety to architectural beauty in 
comparison with classical Chinese poetry, in which the poetic pattern is 
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predetermined, fixed, and thereby dissociated from content ([1926]1993b: 
141-142). 
As for the auditory aspect, Wen largely inherited Rao Mengkan’s 饒孟
侃 (1902-1967) ideas stated in his “On the Metrics of  Modern Chinese 
Poetry”〈論新詩的音節〉(Rao, [1926]1991: 54-63) and “Further Discussion 
on the Metrics of  Modern Chinese Poetry”〈再論新詩的音節〉([1926]1991: 
64-70), arguing that metrics play an essential role in making a good poem, 
in mediating between sound and meaning. Of  all the components of  
“musical beauty” 音樂的美 in a poem, Wen particularly emphasized the 
importance of  metrical cadence which he called yinchi 音尺 in Chinese, 
breaking down individual lines into feet made up of  various numbers of  
characters. To Wen, the visual and auditory aspects are to a certain extent 
interrelated ([1926] 1993b: 140). A systematic metrical scheme ensures 
poetic euphony and eventually guarantees orderliness of  lines: “orderly 
lines are an inevitable phenomenon associated with metrically harmonized 
poetry 整齊的字句是調和的音節必然產生出來的現象” ([1926]1993b: 143, 
trans. Trumbull, in Wen, [1926]1996: 326). Although the significance of  
tone pattern in Wen’s new metrical verse has been reduced by his 
“invention” of  yinchi, one should note that traces of  tone pattern being part 
of  the rhythmic structure can still be found in some modern Chinese 
poems, including Zhu Xiang’s 朱湘 “Pawnshop”〈當舖〉and “Song of  
Picking Lotus”〈採蓮曲〉(Li, 2011: 242). 
Among the three beauties in poetry which Wen aspired towards, i.e. 
pictorial beauty 繪畫的美 (which refers to the use of  imagistic vocabulary), 
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musical beauty and architectural beauty, the latter two relate to poetic form 
as discussed above. Of  all the rules in poetry, Wen emphasized yinchi the 
most, for its success means the attainment of  both musical and 
architectural beauties ([1926]1993b: 143-144). 
Inspired by the metrical pattern of  Western poetry (e.g. the sonnet), 
Wen strove to employ the cadential feature of  Western poetry when writing 
his metrical verse. To achieve resonance in poetry, Wen proposed to divide 
each line into a certain number of  feet, using character count instead of  
syllable stress to measure feet ([1926]1993b: 143-144). In “Form in Poetry”, 
Wen used the first line of  his poem “Stagnant Water” (also translated by 
some as “Dead Water”)〈死水〉as a demonstration of  foot division: 
 
這是 ｜ 一溝 ｜ 絕望的 ｜ 死水 
 
He divided the above line into three “disyllabic (two-character) feet” 二字
尺 and one “trisyllabic (three-character) foot” 三字尺  ([1926]1993b: 
143-144). Placing yinchi at the core of  rhythmic composition while dropping 
tonal considerations in his new metrical verse, Wen’s tenets mark a 
significant break from regulated verse, in which tone pattern plays a major 
role in modulating rhythm. 
Wen was not the first in advocating poetic form in modern Chinese 
poetry. Nor is his “Form in Poetry” the first article of  the Crescent School. 
Nonetheless, “Form in Poetry” has remained variously influential in the 
development of  modern Chinese poetry, given the flourishing of  the 
School back then and the studies on Wen’s theories since. It also marked 
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the maturation of  Wen’s poetic art in both theory and practice. 
 
3.1.1b. Linguistics and Aesthetics in Form 
Believing that the new genre should be “the offspring of  a marriage 
of  Chinese and Western art 中西藝術結婚後產生的寧馨兒 ” (Wen, 
[1923]1993b: 118), Wen tried to combine the strengths of  classical Chinese 
poetry and Western poetry (e.g. sonnet) in his poetics. In theory, his poetics 
forges a closer bond between language and aesthetics in poetic form: 
 
Regulated Verse will never present more than one pattern for poetic 
composition, whereas the number of  patterns possible in New Poetry 
is limitless. […] When writing a poem in Regulated Verse, one must fit 
one’s theme and artistic conception into the predetermined pattern — 
almost as though one has been given a suit of  clothes, and no matter 
whether one is a man or a woman, an adult or a child, one must try to 
wear it as best one can. New Poetry, on the other hand, tailors itself  to 
individual needs. […] [W]ith Regulated Verse form and content are 
dissociated, whereas with New Poetry form is designed according to 
the spirit of  content. The format of  Regulated Verse has been 
determined for us by our predecessors, whereas the format of  New 
Poetry is decided upon spontaneously according to the artist’s 
predilection. 律詩永遠只有一個格式，但是新詩的格式是層出不窮的。
[…]做律詩，無論你的題材是什麼，意境是什麼，你非得把它擠進這
一種規定的格式裡去不可，仿佛不拘是男人，女人，大人，小孩，非
得穿一種樣式的衣服不可。但是新詩的格式是相體裁衣。[...]律詩的格
律與內容不發生關係，新詩的格式是根據內容的精神制造成的。[…]
律詩的格式是別人替我們定的，新詩的格式可以由我們自己的意匠來
隨時構造。 
(Wen, [1926]1993b: 141-142,  
trans. Trumbull, in Wen [1926]1996: 323-324) 
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To Wen, poetic form in modern verse is different from that of  
classical poetry: form in modern Chinese poetry is flexibly built in 
accordance with content, adding variety to architectural (and musical) 
beauty, whereas in classical Chinese poetry the poetic pattern is 
predetermined, fixed, and thereby dissociated from content. It could be 
seen that Wen’s tenets aim at building a closer relationship between form 
and content in a poem, by adding individual aesthetic considerations to 
linguistic attributes in constructing “a new prosody for the new language”. 
(The applications of  his tenets and their impacts on translation will be 
discussed in Section 3.3.3.) 
In his search for a new prosody for the new poetry, Wen not only tried 
to borrow from the West, but also attempted to inherit what he saw as the 
best elements of  classical Chinese poetry. It is no surprise that one faces 
most, if  not all, of  the constraints mentioned in Chapter 2 when translating 
Wen’s poems into English. What further complicates the problem is that, 
unlike classical regulated verse in which each poetic form is fixed regardless 
of  content, the rules of  form in modern Chinese poetry are determined by 
the poet himself  with regard to content and his aesthetic views. In the case 
of  Wen, his aesthetic tenets make it even more difficult to discard poetic 
form in translation, for the prosody (previously less attached to the content 
of  the poems themselves) has become one of  the core elements of  the 
poet’s works.9 In fact, Wen’s aspiration for poetic form leads to even more 
                                           
9 On the other hand, it is also possible to say that poetic form can become quite arbitrary in 
modern Chinese poetry, with ramifications for translation ranging from more freedom to 
more confusion. 
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translation problems, problems rooted in aesthetic premises which cannot 
be separated from linguistic attributes. 
One can say that Wen’s poetry stands at the crossroads not only of  
classical and modern Chinese poetry, but also of  Chinese poetry and 
Western poetry. Such hybridity brings out most of  the fundamental issues 
inherent in the English translation of  Chinese poetry. In choosing to look 
into Wen Yiduo’s poems and their English translations, the present study 
will examine poetry translation (in particular from Chinese into English) in 
greater depth by analysing both classical and modern Chinese poetry from 
a linguistic-aesthetic perspective. 
 
3.2. Analysis 
According to the 1993 edition of  The Complete Works of  Wen Yiduo, 
Wen has written more than 158 modern Chinese poems: 103 in Red Candle
《紅燭》(1923), 28 in Stagnant Water《死水》(1928), 27 in Addendum Collection
《集外詩》 (in Wen, 1993a), and some more in the collection of  his early 
works. At least 79 of  his poems have been translated into English (see 
Appendix 3.2a). Published after “Form in Poetry”, Stagnant Water is highly 
valued by Wen himself, who considered Red Candle (in which most poems 
are in the form of  free verse) inferior to his second collection of  poems 
(Zang, [1979]1986: 571). While the works in Red Candle are also of  
significance in Wen’s literary activity, there is no doubt that Stagnant Water 
possesses a more skilful and careful arrangement of  form, marking a 
maturation of  his poetics. 
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Focusing mainly on the metrical verse in Stagnant Water, the present 
study examines available English translations to see whether Wen’s practice 
of  his aesthetic tenets could be translated across languages. Three distinct 
formal patterns10 are selected as examples: 
 
3.2.1. Rectangular Shape 
According to Wen, a systematic metrical scheme guarantees 
orderliness of  lines. From a visual point of  view, a highly regular and 
uniform metrical division throughout the whole poem results in a perfectly 
rectangular shape of  form, in which each line is identical in length in terms 
of  character count. Often mockingly referred to as “dried bean-curd style” 
豆腐乾體, such a rectangular shape can be considered the ultimate result of  
Wen’s construction of  architectural beauty. The majority of  works in 
Stagnant Water belong to this category, such as “Perhaps”〈也許〉(Wen, 
[1925/1928]1993a: 140-141), “Stagnant Water” 〈 死 水 〉 (Wen, 
[1926/1928]1993a: 146-147), “Confession”〈口供〉(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 
126), “A Night Song”〈夜歌〉(Wen, [1928]1993a: 150-151), etc. There are 
also some minor variations of  the rectangular form, including “A Concept”
〈一個觀念〉(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 152-153), “Discovery”〈發現〉(Wen, 
[1927/1928]1993a: 153), etc. Here is “Stagnant Water” itself: 
 
 
                                           
10 One should note that there are some isolated, minute poems that do not entirely fall into the 
three types (see Appendix 3.2b). 
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死水 
這是｜一溝｜絕望的｜死水， 
清風｜吹不起｜半點｜漪淪。 
不如｜多扔些｜破銅｜爛鐵， 
爽性｜潑你的｜剩菜｜殘羹。 
 
也許｜銅的｜要綠成｜翡翠， 
鐵罐上｜鏽出｜幾瓣｜桃花； 
再讓｜油膩｜織一層｜羅綺， 
黴菌｜給他｜蒸出些｜雲霞。 
 
讓死水｜酵成｜一溝｜綠酒， 
飄滿了｜珍珠｜似的｜白沫； 
小珠們｜笑聲｜變成｜大珠， 
又被｜偷酒的｜花蚊｜咬破。 
 
那麼｜一溝｜絕望的｜死水， 
也就｜誇得上｜幾分｜鮮明。 
如果｜青蛙｜耐不住｜寂寞， 
又算｜死水｜叫出了｜歌聲。 
 
這是｜一溝｜絕望的｜死水， 
這裡｜斷不是｜美的｜所在， 
不如｜讓給｜醜惡｜來開墾， 
看他｜造出個｜什麼｜世界。 
(Wen, [1926/1928]1993a: 146-147; metrical division added) 
 
Used as an example in “Form in Poetry” itself, “Stagnant Water” has 
been regarded as a representative work of  Wen’s new metrical verse. The 
poem consists of  five four-line stanzas with nine characters in each line. 
Wen has divided each line into four metrical groups, i.e. three disyllabic 
(two-character) feet and one trisyllabic (three-character) foot. For instance, 
the metrical structure of  the first two lines of  the poem can be seen 
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respectively as 2 + 2 + 3 + 2 and 2 + 3 + 2 + 2 (Arabic numerals referring 
to number of  syllables and plus signs indicating caesuras11). As there is only 
one trisyllabic foot in each line, there are in total twenty trisyllabic feet in 
this poem: one appears in the final metrical group of  the line (Line 19), 
four in the first group (Lines 6, 9 10 and 11), seven in the second group 
(Lines 2, 3, 4, 12, 14, 18 and 20), and eight in the third group (Lines 1, 5, 7, 
8, 13, 15, 16 and 17). In short, most variations of  feet take place in the 
second and third metrical groups. In this poem, one can argue that 
combines with the poem’s heavy-hearted content, a highly regulated 
metrical structure created out of  a vernacular language that is not so regular 
naturally, may foster a sense of  heavy immobility or something resembling 
a monotone, which help reinforce the solemnness and despair the poem 
tries to convey, while befitting the image of  a ditch of  stagnant water at the 
same time. In terms of  rhyme, the second and fourth lines in each stanza 
are rhymed according to Thirteen Rhymes 十三轍 . 12  Possessing a 
proportioned structure of  stanzas and orderliness of  individual lines as well 
                                           
11 Caesura is a term derived from the Latin verb caedere, “to cut off ”, referring to “the place in a 
line of  verse where the metrical flow is temporarily ‘cut off ’” (Greene et al., 2012: 174). 
Traditionally, a caesura corresponds to a syntactic break in verse. In Greek and Latin prosody, 
a caesura refers to a break between words within a metrical foot; in Germanic and Old 
English alliterative poetry, it is “a formal device dividing each line centrally into two half  
lines”. In modern verse, however, a caesura can be placed flexibly, and there “may be several 
caesuras within a single line” (Merriam-Webster’s Encyclopedia of  Literature, 1995: 196). The term 
caesura “is frequently used metaphorically to mean any space, break or pause in a sequence”, 
and is considered interchangeable with pause by some critics (Greene et al., 2012: 174-175). 
12 In Hubei dialects, finals like /-eng/ and /-ing/ (as pronounced in Mandarin) are pronounced 
as /-en/ and /-in/ respectively and /-u[e]n/ as /-en/ (Local Chronicles Compilation 
Committee of  Hubei Province, 1996: 4; 12), and hence 「羹」, now pronounced as /ken/, 
rhymes with 「淪」 (now pronounced as /len/). Meanwhile, 「界」 is pronounced as /kai/ 
in Hubei dialects, which rhymes with 「在」(/tsai/) in the last stanza (Chao, et al., 1948: 1060). 
Five rhyme groups are used in “Stagnant Water”: renchen 人辰 (Stanza 1), fahua/masha 發花/
麻沙 (Stanza 2), suobo 梭坡 (Stanza 3), zhongdong 中東 (Stanza 4), and huailai 懷來 (Stanza 
5). Nevertheless, as it is unlikely that Wen wrote write his poems as dialectal poetry, the 
imperfect rhyme might suggest linguistic interference or an imperfect phonetic grasp. 
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as a distinctive metrical pattern plus end-rhymes, the poem basically 
embodies Wen’s architectural and musical beauties. There is no tonal 
architecture here, though, and in fact, despite his brief  mentioning of  tone 
pattern in “Form in Poetry” (Wen, [1926]1993b: 140), there is no distinctive 
tone pattern in most of  Wen’s metrical poems. (See Appendix 3.2.1 for a 
more detailed analysis.) 
Being one of  Wen’s masterpieces, the poem has been translated by 
various translators, including Harold Acton and Shih-Hsiang Ch’en (1936: 
151), Rewi Alley (1958: 320-321), Cyril Birch (1972: 356), Ho Yung (Payne, 
1947: 52-53), Kai-yu Hsu (1964: 65-66), Julia C. Lin (1972: 85-86), Tao 
Sanders (1972: 34), Gladys Yang (first published in 1960; see Wen, 1999: 
74-76) and Michelle Yeh (1992: 17). The majority of  the translations, 
however, do not seem to reflect the poem’s identity as one of  Wen’s 
experiments in executing his aesthetic tenets through poetic form. 
Given the differences between Chinese and English, it would be 
illogical to demand an exact reproduction of  poetic form across languages. 
A more sensible way of  looking into the issue might require questions 
asking whether any given translation appears to attempt an imitation of  the 
source poetic form, as well as whether any pattern or rule of  form 
“conversion” could be found in the translation. While it is impossible to 
expect a translation to fulfil architectural beauty by having the same number 
of  words and syllables as the source text, it may not be unreasonable 
(though the result would be artificial) to ask for some regularity in line 
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length,13 if  the poem strives to be an architecturally symmetrical poem. In 
a similar vein, metrical structure (such as pentameter, hexameter, 
heptameter etc.) and rhyme should be considered if  musical beauty is a goal. 
Below is a brief  summary of  the translated versions’ formal attributes: 
 
Table 3.2.1a. “Stagnant Water”〈死水〉and its Translations 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Acton & Ch’en Alley Birch Ho 
Number 
of  Stanzas 
5 5 5 5 5 
Lines per 
Stanza 
4 4 5-10 4 4 
Line 
Length 
9 char./ syll. 
5-11 wd./  
6-12 syll. 
2-9 wd./  
5-10 syll. 
6-9 wd./  
8-12 syll. 
5-11 wd./  
8-16 syll. 
Rhythm 
4 groups of  syll. 
feet per line 
No distinct 
pattern found 
No distinct 
pattern found 
No distinct 
pattern found 
No distinct 
pattern found 
Rhyme Yes No No No No 
 
 
Translations 
Hsu Lin Sanders Yang Yeh 
Number 
of  Stanzas 
5 5 5 5 5 
Lines per 
Stanza 
4 4 4 4 4 
Line 
Length 
7-10 wd./  
9-13 syll. 
6-11 wd./  
7-15 syll. 
5-14 wd./ 
 7-15 syll. 
5-10 wd./  
5-14 syll. 
3-9 wd./  
5-12 syll. 
Rhythm 
No distinct 
pattern found 
No distinct 
pattern found 
No distinct 
pattern found 
No distinct 
pattern found 
No distinct 
pattern found 
Rhyme Yes No No No No 
 
Among the various translations of  “Stagnant Water”, one stands out 
for its unique structure: 
 
DEAD WATER (trans. Rewi Alley) 
A ditch where lies a pool 
of  hopeless-looking, still 
water; even the winds cannot 
                                           
13 This can be either syllable length or visual line length (or even both), though seeking lines of  
the same visual length would be even more artificial, as the linear structure of  English words 
does not favour formation of  sentences in identical length. 
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breathe life into it; just 
something into which are thrown 
broken bits of  metal, garbage; 
 
yet even the copper scrap, 
dumped into it, may take on 
the colour of  emeralds; waste 
iron twist into the shape 
of  peach blossom; grease making 
a film-like silk, while decay 
gives rise to a gentle mist 
overhanging all; 
 
suppose the whole foul mess 
were to change into green wine, 
and in its fermenting throw up 
a foam of  glistening 
pearls, that laughing as they 
burst would change in turn 
to bigger pearls which in 
time would break, when lit 
on them the mosquitoes 
that live off  such wine; 
 
so is it that even this so dead and 
despairing pond may show some life; 
that should frogs be unable to bear 
its desolation, the water itself 
may start its own singing; 
 
this filthy, dreary pond; this, 
the antithesis of  all beauty, where 
evil takes its course so 
relentlessly, from the alchemy 
of  change shall we see what manner 
of  world will emerge. 
(Alley, 1958: 320-321) 
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Departing freely from the structure of  the source text (i.e. four lines in each 
stanza), Alley’s translation consists of  five to ten lines in one stanza. In 
punctuation, the whole translation reads like one long sentence spanning 
five stanzas, creating a rhythm more rushed than contemplative, and an 
effect closer to prose than to poetry. Such unconventional, or even 
eccentric, line-breaks and re-creation of  the rhythm are not uncommon in 
his translations of  Chinese poetry as he often created a style all his own for 
the poems he translated (see Alley, 1958 and Alley, 1980). According to 
Alley, “In translation maybe only the spirit and meaning [of  a poem] can be 
brought into English. The charm of  […] language is often quite 
untranslatable” (1980: xv), and his “main purpose” of  translating Chinese 
poetry was “to try to transmit the poet’s idea in a language which would 
enable the ordinary people of  the English-speaking world to understand 
the message — whether or not they were in the habit of  reading poetry or 
were familiar with the long history of  China” (1986: 254).14 Indeed, James 
Bertram observes in a review that rather than preserving the prosodic 
features of  a poem such as metre and tone pattern, it was “the content of  
these verses [that] Rewi Alley is most concerned to make available” (1985: 
100). In contrast, while other translators of  Wen’s “Stagnant Water” also 
put their main focus on the content of  the poem, most of  them respect the 
basic stanzaic structure of  the source text: 
 
                                           
14 Without taking translators’ statements (as well other statements cited in this study) for 
granted or at face value, it is clear that the translators in the case study largely put their 
emphasis on two elements — “message” (i.e. content of  the source text) and “(target) 
readers”. This, in turn, suggests an emphasis on translation as cross-cultural communication, 
as discussed in Chapter 4. 
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The Dead Water (trans. Harold Acton and Shih-Hsiang Ch’en) 
HERE is a ditch of  dead and hopeless water, 
No breeze can raise a ripple on its skin; 
Better cast into it scraps of  brass and iron 
And pour the refuse of  your dishes in. 
 
Maybe emeralds on the brass will grow, 
And rust on the iron turn to ruby flowers, 
Let rank oil weave a layer of  silky gauze 
And microbes broider cloudy patterns there. 
 
Let it ferment into a ditch of  wine, 
Green wine with opal froth upon the brim. 
A lustrous pearl will spring and swell in a laugh 
To be burst by gnats that come to rob the vintage. 
 
And thus a ditch of  dead and hopeless water 
May boast of  vivid colour. 
If  frogs cannot endure the deathly silence, 
The water may have songs. 
 
There is a ditch of  dead and hopeless water: 
The region where no beauty ever is. 
Better abandon it to ugliness— 
See from it what a world may still be wrought! 
(Acton & Ch’en, 1936: 151) 
 
Dead Water (trans. Cyril Birch) 
Here is a ditch of  hopeless dead water, 
The breeze can raise no ripple on this surface, 
Here’s where you dump old brass and rusty iron, 
Or cheerfully waste you leftover soup. 
 
But scraps of  brass may hue to turquoise, 
Peach blossoms flower from rusting cans, 
The greasy scum weave a texture of  gauze 
And a tinted haze steam up from the germs. 
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Let this dead water ferment into green wine 
Frothing with pearly beads of  foam: 
Tiny beads chuckle, turn into big beads, 
Burst at the onslaught of  raiding gnats. 
 
So this ditch of  hopeless dead water 
May well boast a certain splendor; 
Then if  the frogs can’t bear the silence 
Out of  dead water a song will rise. 
 
Here is a ditch of  hopeless dead water, 
Here is no place for beauty to dwell. 
Let ugliness take over and develop it, 
See what kind of  a world will emerge. 
(Birch, 1972: 356) 
 
DEAD WATER (trans. Ho Yung) 
HERE is a ditch of  dead and hopeless water: 
No breeze can raise a ripple on it. 
Best to throw in it scraps of  rusty iron and copper, 
And pour out in it the refuse of  meat and soup. 
 
Perhaps the copper will turn green as emeralds,  
Perhaps the rusty iron will assume the shape of  peach-blossoms. 
Let grease weave a layer of  silky gauze 
And bacteria puff  patches of  cloud and haze. 
 
So let the dead water ferment into green wine 
Littered with floating pearls of  white foam. 
Small pearls cackle aloud and become big pearls, 
Only to be burst like gnats to rob the vintage. 
 
And so this ditch of  dead and hopeless water 
May boast a touch of  brightness: 
If  the toads cannot endure the deadly silence, 
The water may burst out singing. 
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Here is a ditch of  dead and hopeless water, 
A region where beauty can never stay. 
Better abandon it to evil— 
Then, perhaps, some beauty will come out of  it. 
(Payne, 1947: 52-53) 
 
The Dead Water (trans. Julia C. Lin) 
This is a ditch of  hopelessly dead water. 
No clear breeze can raise half  a ripple on it. 
Why not throw in some rusty metal scraps, 
Or even some of  your leftover food and soup? 
 
Perhaps the copper will turn its green patina into jade, 
And on the tin can rust will bloom into peach blossoms; 
Then let grease weave a layer of  silk brocade, 
And germs brew out colored clouds. 
 
Let the dead water ferment into a ditch of  green wine, 
Filled with the floating pearllike white foam, 
The laughter of  small pearls turning into large pearls 
Only to be pierced when gnats come to steal the wine. 
 
Thus, a ditch of  hopelessly dead water 
May yet claim some small measure of  splendor. 
And if  the frogs cannot bear the loneliness, 
Let the dead water burst into song. 
 
This is a ditch of  hopelessly dead water, 
A place where beauty can never live. 
Might as well let vice cultivate it, 
And see what kind of  world it can create. 
(Lin, 1972: 85-86) 
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Dead Water (trans. Tao Tao Sanders) 
Here is a ditch of  hopeless dead water, 
The fresh breeze would not even raise half  a ripple. 
One might as well throw in a few more tins and scraps of  metal 
And why not pour in your left-over food and gravy. 
 
Perhaps the green of  the copper will turn into emerald, 
Rust on the tin cans emerge as petals of  peach blossom; 
Then let grease weave a layer of  patterned muslin, 
And bacteria brew vapours of  coloured clouds. 
 
Let the dead water ferment into a gully of  green wine, 
Floating pearl-like crowds of  white foam; 
The laughter of  small pearls will change them to large pearls 
Broken by mosquitoes to steal the alcohol. 
 
Even a ditch of  hopeless dead water 
Can boast of  some ornaments. 
If  the green frogs can’t bear the silence, 
Then we can say that the dead water can sing. 
 
Here is a ditch of  hopeless dead water, 
This cannot be a place where beauty lives, 
Better let ugliness cultivate it, 
And see what kind of  world comes of  it. 
(Sanders, 1972: 34) 
 
The Stagnant Ditch (trans. Gladys Yang) 
This is a ditch of  hopeless, stagnant water 
No breeze can ruffle; 
Better throw in more junk and scrap, 
Pour in slops and garbage. 
 
Brass may take on an emerald patina, 
Tin cans may rust in a pattern of  peach petals; 
Let scum weave a gauzy veil over the whole 
And bacteria generate evening clouds. 
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Let the stagnant water ferment, become green wine, 
Flecked with white foam like pearls; 
The sniggering of  small pearls makes large pearls 
To be bitten and broken by bibulous mosquitoes. 
 
Thus such a ditch of  hopeless, stagnant water 
May boast a certain novelty; 
And if  lonely frogs break the silence, 
To all intents the stagnant water is singing. 
 
This is a ditch of  hopeless, stagnant water; 
This, beyond doubt, is no abode of  Beauty; 
Better let the Demon of  Ugliness plough it up 
And see what he can make of  it. 
(Wen, 1999: 74-76) 
 
DEAD WATER (trans. Michelle Yeh) 
A bleak pool of  dead water 
Where no breeze can raise a ripple— 
One may as well throw in metal scraps 
And leftover food. 
 
Perhaps the metal will turn into emeralds, 
The rusty cans into peach blossoms; 
The grease will weave a silken gauze, 
And the mold will rise and become twilight clouds. 
 
Let the dead water ferment into a green wine 
In which white foam floats like pearls; 
Tiny pearls giggle and turn into big pearls, 
Then get broken by pilfering mosquitoes. 
 
Perhaps a bleak pool of  dead water 
Is fair after all. 
If  the frogs get lonely, 
They can bring music to the place. 
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A bleak pool of  dead water 
Where beauty cannot reside— 
One may as well let the Devil cultivate it 
And see what kind of  world he will create. 
(Yeh, 1992: 17) 
 
The above quotations of  the full translations have been long, but the 
common thread linking them can be summed up briefly. While most of  the 
translations follow Wen’s structure of  stanza and line division (i.e. five 
stanzas with four lines each), they are mostly in the form of  free verse, 
written without any distinct metrical structure or the use of  end-rhyme. 
There is no regular pattern in the variation of  line length either. In terms of  
syllable count, Yang’s translation shows the greatest disparity (nine syllables) 
between the numbers of  syllables in each line (the shortest line has five 
syllables, while the longest one has fourteen syllables). Such disparity is not 
alone in Yang’s translation. Variations are also found in other translations 
of  “Stagnant Water” in the range of  four to eight syllables (Acton and 
Ch’en: 6/12, Birch: 8/12, Ho: 8/16, Lin: 7/15, Sander: 7/15, Yeh: 5/12). A 
similar observation can also be found in terms of  character count. In short, 
there is hardly any feature in the translations that could indicate the 
translators’ endeavour to transfer any element (in terms of  rhyme and 
rhythm) of  Wen’s formal sculpturing (see Appendix 3.2.1a). 
Nonetheless, while the majority of  translations of  the poem discard 
most of  the formal features, there is at least one version that attempts some 
kind of  “translation” of  Wen’s architectural and musical beauties: 
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DEAD WATER (trans. Kai-yu Hsu) 
Here is a ditch of  hopelessly dead water. 
No breeze can raise a single ripple on it. 
Might as well throw in rusty metal scraps 
or even pour left-over food and soup in it. 
 
Perhaps the green on copper will become emeralds. 
Perhaps on tin cans peach blossoms will bloom. 
Then, let grease weave a layer of  silky gauze, 
and germs brew patches of  colorful spume. 
 
Let the dead water ferment into jade wine 
covered with floating pearls of  white scum. 
Small pearls chuckle and become big pearls, 
only to burst as gnats come to steal this rum. 
 
And so this ditch of  hopelessly dead water 
may still claim a touch of  something bright. 
And if  the frogs cannot bear the silence— 
the dead water will croak its song of  delight. 
 
Here is a ditch of  hopelessly dead water— 
a region where beauty can never reside. 
Might as well let the devil cultivate it— 
and see what sort of  world it can provide. 
(Hsu, 1964: 65-66) 
 
In Hsu’s adaptation, rhymes are found in even-numbered lines in 
keeping with the source poem, including “bloom/ spume” (Stanza 2), 
“scum/ rum” (Stanza 3), “bright/ delight” (Stanza 4), and “reside/ provide” 
(Stanza 5). Although the use of  rhyme is not flawless (for instance, the 
repetition of  “it” in Lines 2 and 4 of  Stanza 1 cannot be treated as rhyme 
in a strict sense), it shows traces of  Hsu’s awareness of  the original form 
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and attempt to reproduce it in his version of  “Dead Water”. Besides, half  
of  the twenty lines in Hsu’s translation are rendered in an identical number 
of  words (8) or syllables (11). While variations are found in other lines, 
most of  them are limited to a range of  two syllables (9-11, except for two 
lines with 12/13 syllables) and two words (7-9, except for one line with ten 
words) — certainly much smaller than the variations registered in the other 
cited translations (see Table 3.2.1a). Nonetheless, from a metrical 
perspective, no distinct pattern seems to be found even in a more 
form-sensitive translation like Hsu’s, suggesting that re-creation of  rhythm 
is an even more complicated issue faced by translators than rhyme. 
In the meantime, one should not hastily generalize on Hsu’s apparent 
success and make little of  the difficulties in retaining both poetic content 
and form. In fact, certain modifications of  content are made to make 
rhyming possible in Hsu’s “Dead Water”; for instance, the source image of  
“rosy clouds 雲霞” is replaced by “colorful spume” in Line 8, and the word 
“delight”, which cannot be found in the source text, is added in Line 16 in 
order to rhyme with “bright” in Line 14. Such re-creations might be 
considered unfaithful by critics who tend to hold the source text sacred, or 
simply distorting by those with a strict sense of  accuracy. While one should 
not rule out the possibility of  translating poetic form, translating form 
without altering the meaning remains quite a rarity: the fact that most 
translations end up in the form of  free verse has made Hsu’s version of  
“Dead Water” a rather exceptional case, not only among other versions of  
“Stagnant Water”, but also among his other translations of  Wen’s poems. 
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Apart from examining “Stagnant Water”, the present study has also 
looked into Wen’s other rectangular shape poems and their English 
translations. Detailed analysis of  a number of  poems, namely “Perhaps”, 
“Confession”, and “A Night Song”, can be found in Appendices 3.2.1b, 
3.2.1c and 3.2.1d respectively. The major observation can be summarised as 
follows: 
 
Table 3.2.1b. “Perhaps”〈也許〉and its Translations 
 
Source 
Poem 
Translations 
Ho Hsu Lin Sanders Woo Yeh 
Number 
of  Stanzas 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Lines per 
Stanza 
4 4 4 4 4 4* 4 
Line 
Length 
9 char./ 
syll. 
5-11 wd./ 
7-15 syll. 
5-9 wd./  
6-12 syll. 
5-10 wd./ 
5-14 syll. 
6-12 wd./ 
7-15 syll. 
5-9 wd./ 
5-11 syll. 
5-11wd./ 
6-12 syll. 
Rhythm 
4 groups of  
syllabic feet 
per line 
No distinct 
pattern 
found 
No distinct 
pattern 
found 
No distinct 
pattern 
found 
No distinct 
pattern 
found 
No distinct 
pattern 
found 
No distinct 
pattern 
found 
Rhyme Yes No 
Partial/ 
Attempted 
Rhyming 
No No No No 
(* Except for Stanza 2) 
 
Table 3.2.1c. “Confession”〈口供〉and its Translations 
 
Source 
Poem 
Translations 
Ho Hsu Lin Sanders Woo Yeh 
Number 
of  Stanzas 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Lines per 
Stanza 
8+2 8+2 8+2 8+2 8+2 9+2 8+2 
Line 
Length 
11 char./ 
syll. 
7-15 wd./ 
9-17 syll. 
8-11 wd./ 
9-14 syll. 
8-13 wd./ 
10-15 syll. 
8-14 wd./ 
10-16 syll. 
6-10 wd./ 
6-13 syll. 
6-10 wd./ 
7-14 syll. 
Rhythm 
5 groups 
of  syllabic 
feet per 
line* 
No distinct 
pattern 
found 
No distinct 
pattern 
found 
No distinct 
pattern 
found 
No distinct 
pattern 
found 
No distinct 
pattern 
found 
No distinct 
pattern 
found 
Rhyme Yes No 
Partial/ 
Attempted 
Rhyming 
No No No No 
(* Except for Line 4) 
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Table 3.2.1d. “A Night Song”〈夜歌〉and its Translations 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Acton & Ch’en Hsu Sanders 
Number of  
Stanzas 
4 4 4 4 
Lines per 
Stanza 
4 4 4 4 
Line 
Length 
9 char./ syll. 4-9 wd./ 6-13 syll. 6-9 wd./ 8-12 syll. 6-14 wd./ 8-15 syll. 
Rhythm 
4 groups of  syllabic 
feet per line 
No distinct pattern 
found 
No distinct pattern 
found 
No distinct pattern 
found 
Rhyme Yes No No No 
 
In short, the above findings largely echo those for “Stagnant Water”: 
while the translations generally follow the macro-structure of  the source 
poem (e.g. number of  stanzas and number of  lines per stanza), the 
micro-structure (e.g. rhythm and rhyme) is mostly left untranslated. Among 
the various translations, Hsu’s versions of  “Perhaps” (1964: 65) and 
“Confession” (1964: 57-58) show certain traces of  an attempt at rhyming. 
Nonetheless, unlike his translated version of  “Dead Water”, only partial 
rhyming is found in those two cases: for instance, only two out of  ten lines 
are rhymed in “Confession”; slant rhyme is used in “Perhaps” (i.e. “water/ 
hear” in Stanza 3). Rhyming is simply given up for “The Night Song” (Hsu, 
1964: 66). Hsu also gives up rhyming in his translations of  other metrical 
poems by Wen (see Appendix 3.2c). All these counter examples show that 
Hsu’s rhymed translation of  “Dead Water” is an exception. 
 
3.2.2. Non-Rectangular Regular Shape 
As noted by Wen himself, one distinction of  the new metrical verse 
from classical regulated verse in terms of  poetic form is that form and 
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patterns in the new metrical verse can be varied and tailored by poets 
according to content. Consequently, the so-called “dried bean-curd style” is 
not the only structure found in Stagnant Water. While architectural and 
musical beauties are basic premises, a certain degree of  variation is to be 
expected: the number of  characters in each line need not always be 
identical throughout the poem, nor is the number of  metrical feet in each 
line. Nonetheless, this does not mean that lines of  poetry are written 
without rules as found in free verse. In fact, despite its non-rectangular 
shape, the pattern of  form could still be regular and strictly regulated, as in 
“Don’t Blame Me”〈你莫怨我〉(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 136-137), “Forget 
Her”〈忘掉她〉(Wen, [1928]1993a: 142-144), “I Wanted to Come Back”〈我
要回來〉(Wen, [1928]1993a: 149-150), etc. Here is one example: 
 
忘掉她 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花，── 
 那⁞朝霞｜在⁞花瓣上， 
 那⁞花心的｜一縷⁞香── 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 像⁞春風裡｜一出⁞夢， 
 像⁞夢裡的｜一聲⁞鐘， 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 聽⁞蟋蟀｜唱得⁞多好， 
 看⁞墓草｜長得⁞多高； 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
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忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 她⁞已經｜忘記了⁞你， 
 她⁞什麼｜都⁞記不起； 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 年華⁞那朋友｜真好， 
 他⁞明天｜就教你老； 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 如果｜是⁞有人⁞要問， 
 就說｜沒有⁞那個⁞人； 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 像⁞春風裡｜一出⁞夢， 
 像⁞夢裡的｜一聲⁞鐘， 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
(Wen, [1928]1993a: 142-144; metrical division added) 
 
Borrowing the images of  “Let It Be Forgotten” (1919), a rhymed 
poem written by Sara Teasdale (1884-1933) (see Teasdale, [1919]1984: 62), 
“Forget Her” is a poem written to mourn Wen’s eldest daughter, who died 
of  illness at the age of  four. While expressing his grief  and sorrow, Wen 
was still mindful of  his experiment on poetic form. Extending Teasdale’s 
two quatrains, Wen wrote his poem in seven quatrains, with a ten-character 
line comprised of  three metrical groups15 (i.e.「忘掉她」, 「像一朵」 and 「忘
掉的花」) repeating in the first and fourth lines in each stanza as a refrain 
throughout the poem. With the second and third lines of  each stanza being 
                                           
15 Possible minor pauses within a metrical group are indicated by the symbol “⁞”. 
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the only varying lines (each with seven characters in two metrical groups: 
e.g. 「那朝霞」and「在花瓣上」in Line 2, Stanza 1; 「那花心的」and「一縷
香」in Line 3, Stanza 1), an enclosed pattern is formed. One may observe (i) 
the evenly proportioned structure of  stanza (i.e. the quatrains) and 
orderliness of  individual lines (i.e. equal length in every first and fourth 
lines, and in every second and third lines) achieving architectural beauty, 
and (ii) the systematic metrical scheme (i.e. identical sum of  metrical groups 
in every first and fourth lines, and in every second and third lines) and a 
couplet rhyme scheme in every second and third lines (i.e. aa, bb, cc, dd, cc, ee, 
bb without regard to tone, partial repetition insignificant) guaranteeing 
some sort of  musical beauty, as well as creating a sense of  unity (see 
Appendix 3.2.2a). One may argue that the repetitive, enclosed metrical 
structure produces an effect of  fenced-in resonance (which is further 
strengthened by the use of  rhyme), creating an impression that the poet 
keeps trying to talk himself  out of  mourning his departed daughter, hence 
intensifying the sorrowfulness of  the poem. 
Hsu (1964: 56-57) and Sanders (1972: 29-30) have translated this 
poem into English. Neither, however, translated it into rhymed verse, 
though traces of  an attempt at rhyming can be found in Stanzas 2 and 7 in 
Hsu’s version: 
 
FORGET HER (trans. Kai-yu Hsu) 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower— 
   That ray of  morning sun on a petal 
   That whiff  of  fragrance from a blossom— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
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Forget her, as a forgotten flower, 
   As a dream in the wind of  spring, 
   As in a dream, a bell’s ring. 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
   Listen, how sweetly the crickets sing; 
   Look, how tall the grass has grown. 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
   No longer does she remember you. 
   Nothing now lingers in her memory. 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
   Youth, what a charming friend, 
   Who makes you old overnight. 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
   If  anyone should ask, 
   Tell him she never existed. 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
   As a dream in the wind of  spring, 
   As in a dream, a bell’s ring. 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
(Hsu, 1964: 56-57) 
 
Forget Her (trans. Tao Tao Sanders) 
Forget her like a forgotten flower, 
    The morning clouds on the petal, 
    The scent from the heart of  the flower— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
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Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
    Like a dream scene in the spring breeze, 
    Like the striking of  a clock in a dream, 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
    Listen how well the crickets sing, 
    Look how tall the grass grows on the grave; 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
    She has already forgotten you, 
    She cannot remember anything at all, 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
    Youth is a really good friend, 
    He’ll make you old by tomorrow, 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
    If  anyone were to ask, 
    Then say there was no such person; 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
    Like a dream scene in the spring breeze, 
    Like the striking of  a clock in a dream, 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
(Sanders, 1972: 29-30) 
 
In addition, no definite metre can be found throughout the two 
translated poems. While both translators retain the enclosed seven-quatrain 
pattern mainly due to the poem’s repetitive structure, neither is able to 
imitate the orderliness or symmetry of  lines whether in terms of  visual 
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effect, word count or syllable count: line length in the second and third 
lines of  each stanza ranges from four to eight words (Hsu) and five to nine 
words (Sanders) respectively; similarly, variations in syllabic count, ranging 
from one (e.g. 6/7 in Hsu’s case; 7/8 in Sanders’s version) to four syllables 
(e.g. 6/10 in Hsu’s case; 7/11 in Sanders’s version), are also found in the 
two translations. Furthermore, there is no pattern of  syllable or word count 
in their translations matching that of  the source text (see Appendix 3.2.2a). 
 
Table 3.2.2a. “Forget Her”〈忘掉她〉and its Translations 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Hsu Sanders 
Number of  Stanzas 7 7 7 
Lines per Stanza 4 4 4 
Line Length 
7 char. / syll. 
(Refrain: 10 char. / syll.) 
4-8 wd. / 6-10 syll. 
(Refrain: 6 wd. / 10 syll.) 
5-9 wd. / 7-11 syll. 
(Refrain: 6 wd. / 10 syll.) 
Rhythm 
2 groups of  syll. feet per line  
(Refrain: 3 groups per line) 
No distinct pattern found No distinct pattern found 
Rhyme Yes Partial/ Attempted Rhyming No 
 
Similar findings are also found in the translations of  other poems of  
this category, especially in “Don’t Blame Me” and “I Wanted to Come 
Home” (see Appendices 3.2.2b and 3.2.2c for more detailed analysis): 
 
Table 3.2.2b. “Don’t Blame Me”〈你莫怨我〉and its Translations 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Hsu Sanders 
Number of  
Stanzas 
5 5 5 
Lines per 
Stanza 
5 5 5 
Line Length 
4 char. / syll. (Lines 1 & 5) 
7 char. / syll. (Lines 2-4) 
3-4 wd. / 3-6 syll. (Lines 1 & 5) 
6-11 wd. /7-15 syll. (Lines 2-4) 
3-6 wd. / 3-8 syll. (Lines 1 & 5) 
5-9 wd. /6-11 syll. (Lines 2-4) 
Rhythm 
1 group of  syll. feet per line 
(Lines 1 & 5) 
3 groups of  syll. feet per line 
(Lines 2-4) 
No distinct pattern found No distinct pattern found 
Rhyme Yes Partial/ Attempted Rhyming No 
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Table 3.2.2c. “I Wanted to Come Home”〈我要回來〉and its Translations 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Hsu Sanders 
Number of  
Stanzas 
4 4 4 
Lines per 
Stanza 
5 5 5 
Line Length 
4 char. / syll. (Lines 1 & 5) 
10 char. / syll. (Lines 2-4) 
4-5 wd. / 4-6 syll. (Lines 1 & 5) 
8-13 wd. /9-17 syll. (Lines 2-4) 
4-5 wd. /4-6 syll. (Lines 1 & 5) 
6-11 wd. /8-14 syll. (Lines 2- 4) 
Rhythm 
1 group of  syllabic feet 
per line (Lines 1&5) 
4 groups of  syllabic feet 
per line (Lines 2-4) 
No distinct pattern found No distinct pattern found 
Rhyme Yes Partial/ Attempted Rhyming No 
 
Again, rhythm and rhyme in the source poem are largely discarded in 
the translation. While the rhyming attempt found in Hsu’s “Don’t Blame 
Me” and “I Wanted to Come Home” shows once again that the translator 
is aware of  Wen’s aesthetics in poetry, the rhyming pattern is not regular: 
some lines are not rhymed (i.e. Line 4, Stanza 1 as well as Line 2, Stanza 3 
in “I Wanted to Come Home”) and a mix of  perfect rhymes and slant 
rhymes is used within the same poem. This further proves that rhyming in 
English is more difficult than in Chinese, and the content of  a poem often 
takes priority over poetic form in translation when both cannot be 
preserved at the same time. 
 
3.2.3. Sonnet 
Wen once compared lüshi to the sonnet, considering both poetic 
forms outstanding (Wen, [1922]1993c: 145). In fact, it was the iambic 
pentameter in the sonnet that inspired Wen to invent the concept of  yinchi 
on the basis of  “pause” 頓/逗 in Chinese (Zhu et al., 2000: 556; Luan & 
Chang, 2003: 125). Having a high regard for the sonnet, Wen made several 
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attempts to transplant the poetic form into Chinese poetry, such as “Storm 
in a Teacup”〈風波〉(Wen, [1921/1923]1993a: 44-45) in Red Candle, as well as  
“Withdrawal”〈收回〉(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 127) and “You Swear by the 
Sun”〈‘你指着太陽起誓’〉(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 128) in Stagnant Water. 
Consider the last example: 
 
‘你指着太陽起誓’ 
你⁞指着｜太陽｜起誓，｜叫⁞天邊的｜寒雁 
說⁞你的｜忠貞。｜好了，｜我⁞完全｜相信⁞你， 
甚至｜熱情｜開出｜淚花，｜我也｜不詫異。 
只是｜你⁞要說｜什麼｜海枯，｜什麼｜石爛......  
那便｜笑得死⁞我。｜這｜一口氣的｜功夫 
還⁞不夠｜我⁞陶醉的？｜還說｜什麼｜”永久”？ 
愛，｜你⁞知道｜我⁞只有｜一口氣的｜貪圖， 
快來｜箍緊｜我的⁞心，｜快！｜啊，｜你走，｜你走......  
 
我｜早⁞算就了｜你⁞那一手──｜也⁞不是｜變卦── 
“永久” ｜早⁞許給了｜別人，｜秕糠｜是⁞我的份， 
別人｜得的｜才是｜你的｜菁花──｜不壞的｜千春。 
你⁞不信？｜假如｜一天｜死神｜拿出｜你的｜花押， 
你⁞走不走？｜去去！｜去⁞戀着｜他的｜懷抱， 
跟他｜去講｜那⁞海枯石爛｜不變的｜貞操！ 
(Wen, [1927]1993a: 128; metrical division added) 
 
It needs to be admitted that while Wen’s dedicated efforts in creating 
metrical regularity can be seen almost everywhere in his poetic experiments, 
such efforts are not without artificiality. For example, tetrasyllabic feet like 
「笑得死我」 as well as 「一口氣的」 might be too long for a largely 
monosyllabic or disyllabic language. Besides, the number of  metrical 
groups is not entirely identical within each couplet: in Stanza 1, there are 
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five metrical groups in Line 7 but arguably seven groups in Line 8. While 
one can make the number of  division even if  one changes the two minor 
pauses in Line 7 (indicated by “⁞”) into full caesuras, the effect may be 
choppy and artificial. Furthermore, while the division is chiefly 
syntactically-based (see Section 3.3.2), a certain degree of  arbitrariness is 
not uncommon at the edges of  metrical groups, making the feet division 
somewhat disputable at some points, especially when greater variation of  
the read-aloud experience in the scanning process can be expected from 
reader to reader. While the above division merely illustrates one provisional 
attempt among a number of  possible metrical divisions, its partial 
arbitrariness and uncertainty do not prevent one from pointing out, in a 
general manner, Wen’s attempts in establishing a certain degree of  
regularity in metrical pattern. 
In his article “On the Sonnet”〈談商籟體〉(1931), Wen defined the 
structure of  his ideal sonnet as a full circle: the octave (the first eight lines) 
as the first half, and the sestet (the last six lines) as the latter half, within 
which each is subdivided into two sections: the first section (lines 1-4) 
serves as introduction 起, the second (lines 5-8) as elucidation 承, the third 
(lines 9-12 or lines 9-11) as transition 轉, and the fourth (lines 13-14 or 
lines 12-14) as conclusion 合  ([1931]1993b: 168). While the above 
structure mainly concerns content, it is also related to the form of  sonnets. 
“You Swear by the Sun” employs a rhyme scheme abba-cdcd-effe-gg, matching 
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his ideal sonnet structural division.16 Attempting to use his ideal structure 
of  the sonnet in this poem, Wen further divided the fourteen lines into 
seven couplets in terms of  line length and metrical arrangement. While 
there is a slight deviation of  line length (of  one character) in the last 
couplet of  the poem (i.e. while there are only thirteen characters in Line 13, 
Line 14 consists of  fourteen characters), it is possible to identify an 
identical number of  metrical groups in each couplet (except for the fourth 
couplet; see Appendix 3.2.3a), thereby suggesting yet another alternative 
way of  presenting architectural and musical beauties. Admittedly, though, 
given the partial arbitrariness and even inconsistency in the division of  
metrical groups, whether the aesthetic effect of  the metrical effort is 
considered significant from a translator’s point of  view is debatable. This 
will be further discussed in Section 3.3.3. 
Different from the poetic form discussed in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, 
the sonnet is a form imported from the West, proven viable in English by 
various poets ranging from William Shakespeare (1564-1616) to Elizabeth 
Barrett Browning (1806-1861). Nonetheless, despite the assimilability of  
the poetic form, neither of  the available English translations (Hsu, 1964: 59; 
Sanders, 1972: 19) of  “You Swear by the Sun” is written in the metrical 
structure of  the sonnet, or resembles it in terms of  metre and rhyme: 
                                           
16 “The most common form of  the sonnet is a fourteen-line poem in two parts: an octave 
(eight lines) and a sestet (six lines). The octave can be divided into two four-line stanzas and 
the sestet can be divided into one four-line stanza and a couplet (the two lines at the end). 
The chance to have two lines at the end, set off  from the rest of  the poem, often gives the 
poet the moment to conclude the poem’s thought in a momentous and satisfying way” 
(Padgett, 1987: 189). With iambic pentameter being the most common metrical structure of  
the English sonnet, the poetic form employs a wide variety of  rhyme scheme, from 
abab-cdcd-efef-gg (Shakespeare) to abba-abba-cddc-ee (commonly used in the English version of  
the Petrarchan sonnet). “You Swear by the Sun” could be taken as a mixture of  both. 
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‘YOU SWEAR BY THE SUN’ (trans. Kai-yu Hsu) 
You swear by the sun, and let the wintry geese on the horizon 
Attest to your faithfulness. Fine, I believe completely, 
Even if  you should burst out in tears I wouldn’t be surprised. 
Only if  you wanted to talk about “The sea may dry up and the rocks may rot…” 
That would make me laugh to death. Isn’t this moment while my breath lasts 
Not enough to get me drunk? What need is there to talk about “forever”? 
Love, you know my desire lasts only the duration of  one breath, 
Hurry up then and squeeze my heart, hurry, ah, you’d better go, you go… 
 
I have long guessed your trick — no, it’s not that you’ve changed— 
“Forever” you have long promised someone else, only the dregs are my lot. 
What the others get is your essence — the eternal spring. 
So you don’t believe me? But if  one day Death produced your own signature, 
Will you go? Yes, go to linger in His embrace and only  
Talk to Him about your undying loyalty. 
(Hsu, 1964: 59) 
 
‘You swear by the sun’ (trans. Tao Tao Sanders) 
You swear by the sun, and call on the horizon’s cold swans, 
And talk about your constancy. Very well, I believe you completely, 
And even those tears blossoming from your hot passion don’t surprise me, 
But if  you were to talk of  the constancy of  seas and mountains… 
Then I should die with laughter. Isn’t this instant 
Enough to make me drunk with happiness? Why talk of  ‘forever’? 
Love? You know that I have no more than a puff  of  breath of  desire. 
Hurry and grip my heart! Hurry! But you are going, you’re going… 
 
I’ve long anticipated that trick — it isn’t any changefulness— 
‘Forever’ was long ago given to someone else, only the chaff  is my share. 
Your youth is what the others have received — your imperishable spring. 
You don’t believe me? If  one day Death were to show you his warrant, 
Would you go? Go, go to his embrace, 
And talk to him about your constancy like the sea and the mountain. 
(Sanders, 1972: 19) 
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Except for the two-part structure containing eight and six lines 
respectively, the translations are more in the form of  free verse than in that 
of  the sonnet: no iambic pentameter or any distinctive metrical structure 
can be found; no rhyme is used; nor is there a regular pattern of  syllable 
count (12-20 syllables in Hsu’s translation and 9-20 in Sanders’s case) in 
each line. While the content of  the poem is largely retained in the 
translations, its form is largely left unattended (see Appendix 3.2.3a). 
 
Table 3.2.3a. “You Swear by the Sun”〈‘你指着太陽起誓’〉and its Translations 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Hsu Sanders 
Number of  Stanzas 2 2 2 
Lines per Stanza 8 + 6 8 + 6 8 + 6 
Line Length 
13-15 char. / syll. 
(same line length within each couplet*) 
7-17 wd. /  
12-20 syll. 
8-15 wd. / 9-20 syll. 
Rhythm 
5-7 groups of  syllabic feet per line 
(same no. of  feet in each couplet**) 
No distinct pattern 
found 
No distinct pattern 
found 
Rhyme Yes No No 
(* Except for the last couplet of Stanza 2;   ** Except for the last couplet of Stanza 1) 
 
A similar observation can be found in the translations of  another 
sonnet by Wen, “Withdrawal” (see detailed analysis in Appendix 3.2.3b). 
Like most translators of  Wen’s poems, the two translators of  the sonnet 
seems to focus on the translation of  the source content, and only “translate” 
the formal features that can be shared by the two languages (e.g. stanzaic 
pattern and number of  lines), leaving the language-specific features (e.g. 
rhythm) untranslated. 
 
Table 3.2.3b. “Withdrawal”〈收回〉and its Translations 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Hsu Sanders 
Number of  Stanzas 3 3 3 
Lines per Stanza 4+4+6 4+4+6 4+4+6 
Line Length 12-13 char. / syll. 8-15 wd. / 10-17 syll. 7-16 wd. / 8-22 syll. 
Rhythm 5 groups of  syllabic feet per line No distinct pattern found No distinct pattern found 
Rhyme Yes No No 
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As a whole, the analysis in Section 3.2 has no intention to evaluate the 
quality of  the translations in terms of  whether Wen’s aesthetic principles 
are preserved or highlighted. The analysis merely serves as concrete 
evidence of  the difficulty in transferring poetic form without jeopardizing 
the content. Unlike classical poetry in which form is less attached to the 
poet’s specific sentiments, Wen’s new metrical verse, as claimed by himself, 
is written in a form tailored to the sentiments or aesthetics of  the poem as 
understood by the poet. One must admit that this tailoring carries 
subjective validity rather than absolute truth. No doubt most translators of  
Wen’s poems (in particular Hsu, Wen’s biographer, and Sanders, who 
translated forty-two poems from both Red Candles and Stagnant Water) are 
aware of  his tenets. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Jones once suggests that 
source-poet loyalty is a default approach accepted by most translators. In 
fact, such an approach is also found in most of  the translations of  Wen’s 
poems in the sense that alteration of  the source content is kept to a 
minimum in most translations. That is to say, the majority of  translators 
re-create the source text as much as they can in a viable receptor-language 
poem wherever possible. Nevertheless, one should pay attention to the 
translators’ proviso “where possible”: as noted by Jones, translators “see 
the duty to re-create semantics and style as a default position, but not […] 
as an absolute one: when the duty becomes impossible to fulfil, they have 
to relax their normative guidelines” (2011, 179). Based on the above 
analysis, it is clear that when such “impossibility” is found to be present, 
the content of  a poem takes priority over poetic form in translation partly 
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because the latter is far more difficult to re-create. This is in line with the 
premise in Chapter 2, and the disposal of  most elements of  poetic form in 
the translations of  Wen’s poems from Chinese to English corroborate the 
general statement that if  something has to be given up to make poetry 
translation possible, it is most often elements with strong linguistic roots 
like form that are given up. In order to “translate” Wen into English, part 
of  him has to go. “Languages are not homologous, and to attempt to 
render the sense is to lose the form, […] while to attempt to imitate the 
form inevitably loses the sense” (Robinson, 2010: 38). If  it is impossible to 
translate both content and form, poetic form is most likely to be the 
inevitable loss.17  
Such difficulties are not unique to Wen’s new metrical verse, as these 
problems have also been found in translating classical Chinese poetry, in 
particular regulated verse. Nonetheless, the hybridity of  Wen’s poetry (i.e. 
being in part a legacy of  classical Chinese poetry and in part a Chinese 
adaptation of  Western formal attributes) brings out most of  the 
fundamental issues inherent in poetry translation, enabling the above case 
study to facilitate a more comprehensive analysis of  the subject. Wen’s 
                                           
17  Another perspective is given by Walter Benjamin in his metaphor of  translation as 
“fragments of  a [greater] vessel”: “[f]ragments of  a vessel which are to be glued together 
must match one another in the smallest details, although they need not be like one another. 
In the same way a translation, instead of  resembling the meaning of  the original, must 
lovingly and in detail incorporate the original’s mode of  signification, thus making both the 
original and the translation recognizable as fragments of  a greater language, just as fragments 
are part of  a vessel. [...] This may be achieved, above all, by a literal rendering of  the syntax 
which proves words rather than sentences to be the primary element of  the translator” 
([1923]2000: 21). This, of  course, does not solve the issue conclusively, since whether or not 
the “original’s mode of  signification” can work in the same way or carry the same degree of  
significance in the context of  the target language/culture is open to question. In any case, 
the target text does not necessarily have to be an exact reproduction of  the source text. This 
will be further discussed in Section 4.2. 
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conscious attempt to create a form for modern Chinese poetry that varies 
from poem to poem has, in conception, released new metrical verse from 
the fixity of  form found in classical regulated verse, and such flexibility 
might also in theory lessen the difficulties encountered during the 
translation process, in the sense that translators now should have more 
room for creativity and autonomy in re-creating a form that suits the 
translated poem. On the other hand, Wen’s aesthetic tenets make it even 
more difficult to discard poetic form in translation, for the prosody, 
previously less attached to the content of  the poems themselves (as in 
regulated verse), has become by Wen’s own logic a core element of  the 
poet’s works. One further complication concerns the question as to 
whether the tailored form is really necessary for the content expressed, and 
thus demands to be translated as well. In any case, as languages are 
essentially different from one another and poetic form is inherently rooted 
in language itself, translation difficulties remain in actual practice if  one 
regards translation as a (maximal) reproduction of  attributes found in the 
source text. 
 
3.3. Implications 
The analysis in Section 3.2 serves as evidence to confirm the argument 
of  Chapter 2, that poetic form tends to be dropped in translation due to 
linguistic differences. Meanwhile, the implications of  the case study may 
offer us some glimpses of  the nature of  translation. 
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3.3.1. Obscuration by Translation 
Given that linguistic constraints create an objective impossibility for 
literal translation in most cases, in particular the translation of  poetic form 
which is essentially language-specific, the dropping of  form in translation 
could be seen as a “necessary sacrifice” made by translators in order to 
make the poem translatable. While it is fair to say some poetic elements are 
more or less untranslatable, this does not render poetry translation 
impossible, as long as we accept differences between the source and target 
texts (see Section 4.2 for further discussion.). At the same time, such 
sacrifice may lead to a certain degree of  obscuration. 
As mentioned before, a genre of  a text is to a certain extent defined 
by its intrinsic form, the general functions such intrinsic form strives to 
perform, and extrinsic framing around the text (Jones, 2011: 29-32); and 
intrinsic form is certainly one of  the most prominent features of  poetry 
not dissociable from its total artistic effect. With form being left out in 
translation, the translated poem, though made possible by the act, might be 
less structurally distinct as a poem compared to its original. 
Take the translations of  Wen’s poems again as examples. As seen in 
Section 3.2, the majority of  Wen’s metrical verse is translated into free verse 
in English. It is no doubt understandable that it is virtually impossible to 
re-create Wen’s metrical pattern in English, and that a reproduction of  
rhyme schemes in the target text might risk losing too much of  the sense. 
Yet, one inevitable side-effect of  this is that in translation there may appear 
to be no significant differences between a metrical poem and free verse in 
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terms of  form, for now they are both in the form of  free verse in the target 
language. More importantly, the total artistic effect of  the original poem is 
necessarily compromised. 
Similarly, one can scarcely tell whether the translated poem is originally 
a classical or a modern one in the immediate way that source readers can 
make the identification. There are two major elements that help readers 
distinguish whether a Chinese poem belongs to a classical or a modern one: 
language and form. The former is made indistinguishable by inter-lingual 
translation, so that regardless of  its source language being classical or 
vernacular Chinese, the original poem is translated into the same receptor 
language. Notwithstanding the possibility that there are still other elements 
that might be able to help the readers identify the poem (e.g. content and 
style), the basic fact that intrinsic form is mostly untranslated necessarily 
blurs the boundary between sub-genres in the translation process. 
A scholar has pointed out that “If  translators use too fluent a style of  
translation, they cover up the heterogeneous nature and erase the 
transformative, political qualities of  the source text and its translation” 
(Gentzler, 2002: 200). In the case of  poetry translation, I believe the more 
fundamental level of  the issue is not political, but aesthetic. As languages 
are different from one another in some aspects, some features (especially 
language-specific features) usually have to be forsaken in translation in 
order to overcome the literal impossibility; and by covering up the 
heterogeneous nature, obscuration inevitably arises. While this might be 
compensated by extrinsic framing (e.g. a book title clearly stating which 
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sub-genre the poems belong to, a footnote or an article explaining the 
formal features and other relevant background information of  the source 
poem, etc.), such obscuration in fact reflects the reality that the prosodic 
potential of  a language in poetry writing partly determines its aesthetic 
capacity. In terms of  translation, this means that the prosodic effect of  a 
translated poem is partly defined by the capacity of  the target language. 
Furthermore, the so-called “obscuration” might also suggest that 
certain elements are made invisible in translation, reflecting the existence of  
certain dominant practices within the target culture. As mentioned in 
Section 3.1.1, Wen’s poems and poetics are chosen as a case study because 
of  the hybridity involved: his poetry and poetics represent a mix of  
traditional Chinese, modern Chinese and Western elements, which can 
highlight problems in the English translation of  Chinese poetry. We have 
seen how his aesthetic tenets tried to modernise classical Chinese poetics by 
introducing an organic poetic form, and how his concepts of  a poem’s 
musical beauty is partly inspired by certain elements of  English prosody 
such as stress pattern. If  Wen’s poetics (particularly the concept of  yinchi 
and the form of  the sonnet) is to a certain extent a form of  cultural 
translation from the West, the translation of  Wen’s new metrical verse can be 
seen as a translation of  poetic form back to the West. Nevertheless, while 
the translation of  the sonnet from English to Chinese enriches the target 
language in some way (i.e. the emergence of  the sonnet form in Chinese), 
the translation of  Wen’s sonnet from Chinese to English brings no 
significant impact to the sonnet form already existent in the target language 
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(i.e. English). Certain elements in Wen’s sonnet form may thus be dropped 
in translation, and the overall hybridity of  Wen’s sonnet becomes 
consciously or unconsciously obscured. To a certain extent, this fact echoes 
the observation that the then prevailing Anglo-American translation 
tradition 18  often promotes a “transparent, fluent translating style” by 
smoothing out certain foreign or alienating elements (Hatim, 2014: 50-51). 
Such a domesticating approach may lead to the result that poems look 
similar to one another in translation, while also bringing out questions 
regarding the significance of  certain elements in the source culture/text 
being changed in the context of  the target culture. This will be further 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
 
3.3.2. Translatability and Target Language Capacity 
The above discussion has shown that problems regarding the 
translation of  poetic form are rooted in linguistic differences (in this case 
between Chinese and English), pointing out that to a certain extent, 
untranslatability of  poetic form refers to a natural, objective impossibility 
arising from language differences. This “impossibility” does not entail a 
hopeless situation, for as Boase-Beier & Holman point out, translation 
creativity is often triggered and enhanced by constraints (1999: 1-17). Such 
creativity makes translation possible, but is also confined by linguistic 
constraints; thus translatability is basically determined by the capacity of  
                                           
18 Referring at least to the period in which Wen’s poems are translated into English. 
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the target language. A more detailed discussion of  Wen’s “translation” of  
Western poetic form in his metrical verse, particularly in the case of  his 
yinchi, might help us better understand why a specific formal feature like 
rhythm is largely left out in poetry translation, as seen in Section 3.2. 
One outcome of  the invention of  yinchi is that the importance of  tone 
pattern as one of  the elements constituting rhythm in Chinese poetry is 
reduced: despite Wen’s brief  mention of  tone pattern as one of  the 
auditory elements in poetry ([1926]1993b: 140), a distinct pattern of  
tonality can seldom (if  at all) be found in his new metrical verse; rather, 
yinchi has become the core rhythmic pattern in Wen’s poems. 
Wen was not alone in giving up tone pattern. In fact, there were voices 
arguing against the function of  tone pattern in the vernacular since the 
1910-20s: 
 
There are many differences between the pingze [i.e. tone pattern] in the 
vernacular and that in classical verse. A character may be in oblique 
tone when pronounced alone, but switches to a very light level tone 
when it becomes part of  a word. For instance, characters originally in 
oblique tone like de and le are no longer pronounced so in phrases like 
“Sao xue de ren [the man who brushes off  the snow]” and “Sao jingle 
dongbian [Swept out the east side]”. We can effectively say that there is 
no longer a distinctive tone pattern in vernacular verse; instead, we 
find a contrastive pattern of  pitch and stress. 白話裡的平仄，與詩韻裡
的平仄有許多大不相同的地方。同一個字，單獨用來是仄聲，若同別
的字連用，成為別的字的一部分，就成了很輕的平聲了。例如「的」
字，「了」字，都是仄聲字，在「掃雪的人」 和「掃淨了東邊」裡，
便不成仄聲了。我們簡直可以說，白話詩裡只有輕重高下，沒有嚴格
的平仄。 
(Hu, [1919]1998b: 143, my translation) 
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In a similar vein, Liu Dabai 劉大白 (1880-1932) even claimed that tone 
pattern as a rhythmic tool has already gone bankrupt (Liu, [1926~]1981: 
292). Some contemporary poets and literary scholars also share this 
perspective: Bian Zhilin 卞之琳 (1910-2000) remarked that he did not think 
that tone pattern should be a core prosodic concern in modern vernacular 
poetry (Bian, 1984: 163). Zhao also points out that tone pattern has 
become less distinct in vernacular verse, since the length of  each character 
has been reduced orally: he argues that the read-aloud speed of  modern 
Chinese poetry is theoretically faster than that of  classical Chinese poetry, 
and particles pronounced in the neutral tone 輕聲 in Mandarin further 
lessen the resonance effects of  tone pattern (Zhao, 1979: 49).  
Compared to the modern vernacular language, classical Chinese is a 
language of  greater pithiness and evocative potential (which is often 
regarded as a feature of  poetic language) as well as parataxis (which can 
dispense with grammatical items like particles, prepositions, pronouns, etc.). 
Accordingly, a relatively distinct tone pattern is aesthetically viable in 
classical Chinese. Modern Chinese, on the other hand, is not as paratactic 
as classical Chinese, and most of  the items dispensable in the latter are 
required in the former’s sentence construction in order to be grammatically 
correct. These grammatical items, particularly “empty word” particles like 
de 的 and le 了, are generally pronounced in neutral or weaker tone, hence 
blurring the distinction between level and oblique tones as noted by Zhao. 
Furthermore, Mandarin Chinese also sees an increased emergence of  
polysyllabic words, within which the neutral tone is not uncommon. As the 
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neutral tone of  some characters is not fixed (e.g. the second character in 
words such as késou 咳嗽 and luóbo 蘿蔔 should be pronounced in the 
neutral tone, and those in words like jīhuì 機會 and wèizhì 位置 can be 
pronounced in the neutral tone or in their original tones19), tone pattern in 
vernacular Chinese can be arbitrary in some cases.  
Tone transformation in Mandarin Chinese has also undermined tone 
distinction in vernacular Chinese. First is the loss of  the entering tone: 
characters previously pronounced in the entering tone in Middle Chinese 
中古音 are now pronounced in the other three tones (i.e. level, rising and 
departing) in Mandarin Chinese. Besides, although the traditional level tone 
in Middle Chinese has diversified into yinping 陰平 (first tone, or high-level 
tone) and yangping 陽平 (second tone, or mid-rising tone) respectively, the 
second tone, rising from mid-level to high pitch, is not really “level”. At the 
very least, the traditional tone division is not as applicable to Mandarin 
Chinese as it is to Middle Chinese and to some southern dialects (e.g. 
Cantonese and Fukienese) today. Since tone pattern is not as viable in 
modern Chinese poetry as in classical Chinese poetry, those who propose a 
surrender of  poetic form have found a reason to discard a weakened 
rhythmic pattern, while those who argue for the need of  rhythmic form 
have to search for a substitute. 
Nonetheless, it has been argued by some that the disposal of  tone 
pattern in modern Chinese poetry is a matter of  strategic consideration 
rather than necessity, for the emergence of  neutral-toned particles and 
                                           
19 See Li et al., 2012: 63-71 for more detailed explanation. 
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disyllabic words was already found during the Ming and Qing dynasties, and 
the proportion of  characters undergoing change in tone pattern remains 
small (Li, 2011: 241-243). A more likely reason for some modern poets to 
reject tone pattern is perhaps to draw a demarcation line between classical 
and modern Chinese poetry. In any case, tone pattern has been regarded by 
most modern poets as unviable and obsolete, either linguistically or 
strategically, and formalists have to look for a new rhythmic pattern for 
substitution. For the Crescent School, translation of  Western prosody 
seemed to offer the answer. 
In Wen’s case, “translation” of  the English stress pattern appears to be 
his solution. Yet, one might find on closer examination that his yinchi is in 
fact more a vernacular variation of  the caesura (or pause)20 long employed 
in classical Chinese poetry than an adaptation of  Western prosody. Take the 
first line of  “Stagnant Water” again as an example: 
 
這是 
(代詞+動詞) 
(demonstrative + verb to be) 
一溝 
(數量詞) 
(number + classifier) 
絕望的 
(形容詞) 
(adjective) 
死水 
(名詞) 
(noun) 
 
Here the feet are in fact divided in terms of  parts of  speech or phrase, 
with no direct relation to tone and stress. Nor is the rhythm created 
distinctively different from the natural rhythm of  the language, given that 
metre is basically syntactic division (Zhu, 2005: 222; Li, 2012: 305-307). The 
rhythmic pattern of  this line is 2 + 2 + 3 + 2, which essentially 
demonstrates no significant difference from the use of  caesuras (e.g. 2 + 3 
                                           
20 See Footnote 11 (p. 43) for the definition of  caesura. 
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for pentasyllabic lines and 2 + 2 + 3 for heptasyllabic lines) in classical 
Chinese poetry.21  Notwithstanding Wen’s attempt to make his modern 
verse “the offspring of  a marriage of  Chinese and Western art”, his 
“translation” of  Western metre remains more in the nature of  a theoretical 
adaptation (or inspiration), and the implementation of  yinchi is still based on 
“pause” in Chinese. This might be due to the relative lack of  potential in 
Chinese in producing a distinct and systematic stress pattern. 
Despite being a tonal language, Chinese does have stress — especially 
in the modern vernacular, the language of  Wen’s poetry. Nevertheless, 
stress in Chinese often refers to stress on certain syllables on account of  
their specific position than stressed syllables themselves, i.e., stress attached 
to the syllable itself  (Li, 2011: 213). Unlike polysyllabic English, with a 
preliminary stress pattern attached to the word itself  as the smallest 
meaningful unit, Chinese is considered morphosyllabic given that its 
smallest meaningful unit (in the form of  character) is the morpheme which 
is largely monosyllabic (as discussed in Section 2.1.1a). Owing to its 
                                           
21 The use of  caesuras in Chinese poetry can be traced to Shijing (or the Book of  Song), which “is 
made up largely of  poems composed in tetrasyllabic lines. A tetrasyllabic line almost 
uniformly consists of  two disyllabic segments. So 2 + 2 becomes the distinctive semantic 
rhythm of  tetrasyllabic shi poetry. Depending on the words chosen, this 2 + 2 rhythm enacts 
either a subject + predicate or a topic + comment construction” (Cai, 2008, 382) In the early 
works of  Chuci (or the Songs of  the South), the basic rhythm is 3 + 2, within which the initial 
trisyllabic segment “is made up of  a monosyllabic word and a binome and entails a minor 
pause [...] Thus the semantic rhythm may be detailed as (1 + 2 or 2 + 1) + 2”. One should 
note that, “The total number of  5 [syllables], however, should not be confused with the 
actual character count of  a line. A line of  an early Chuci work contains one pause-indicating 
character, xi [兮], placed in the middle (after the third word)” (Cai, 2008, 382) Although 
hexasyllabic line (including the character xi) is not the only form of  line length found in 
Chuci (common structure also included pentasyllabic and heptasyllabic lines, and irregular line 
length within a poem is not uncommon), and the pause indicator xi is repositioned to the 
end of  the first line of  each couplet in later Chuci works, the 3 + 2 rhythm has a lasting 
impact on Chinese poetry in that disyllabic segment is often considered the basic rhythmic 
unit. 
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morphosyllabic and largely monosyllabic tradition, Chinese characters are 
mostly stressed if  pronounced alone, and any contrastive stress pattern can 
only be found on the word level (if  polysyllabic)22 or above (i.e. sense 
group), where the assignment of  stress varies according to the position and 
syntactic function each character holds in the linguistic expression. For 
instance, Yang Tso concludes that in Mandarin metrical structure, “the 
primary stress always falls on the last full-toned syllable, the secondary 
stress is assigned to the first tone-bearing element, and the rest receive the 
weak stress” (1990: 219). This indicates the importance of  the position of  a 
character in determining stress at certain syllables, and at the same time 
suggests that the syllable itself  has little to do with stress. Besides, stress on 
the sentence level is generally related to grammar 語法重音, emphasis 強調
重音, emotion 感情重音, etc., found in the utterance (Li et al., 2012: 7-10). 
Although the emergence of  the neutral tone (mostly unstressed) has 
enabled a greater stress contrast among characters, the number of  fixed 
neutral-toned characters remains a minority. In fact, the proportion of  
characters pronounced in the neutral tone is generally below 10-20%, and 
the disparity between the number of  tone-bearing syllables and that of  
neutral-toned syllables has prevented a regular rhythmic pattern in terms of  
stress (Zhao, 1979: 49). Furthermore, except for a limited number of  
characters pronounced in the neutral tone, such as particles (e.g. de 的, le 了, 
ma 嗎) and the second (or last) character of  certain polysyllabic words (e.g. 
                                           
22 Disyllabic words in Mandarin Chinese “may be either iambs or trochees”, whereas in cases of  
words (or phrases) with three characters or above, “the last has primary stress, the first 
secondary, and the medial syllable(s) weak stress” (Chao 1948: 26, 148; Shen, 1990: 2). 
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rènshi 認識 and gūniang 姑娘), Chinese characters are largely tone-bearing; 
while tone-bearing characters can be stressed or unstressed, stress variation 
is relatively indistinguishable in Chinese. 
In short, despite its inventory of  polysyllabic words, Chinese 
characters, being morphosyllabic, are mostly stressed syllables; in spite of  
Yang Tso’s conclusion that the primary stress falls on the last full-toned 
syllable in Mandarin, stress variation is generally acceptable since stress is 
not phonemic in Chinese, and therefore the language cannot achieve a 
stress pattern as distinct as in English (Chen 2000: 160; Wang, 1958/2005: 
865). Besides, shifting mostly in accordance with contexts of  syntax, 
emphasis and emotion, stress in Chinese has little connection with the 
vocabulary itself  (in contrast to English stress pattern), and is therefore 
much harder to regulate (He, [1954]1985: 65-67). Despite the fact that there 
were poets and scholars who advocated the adoption of  stress pattern in 
modern Chinese poetry, including Lu Zhiwei 陸志韋 (1894-1970), George 
K. C. Yeh 葉公超 (1904-1981), Luo Niansheng 羅念生 (1904-1990), etc. 
(Li, 2011: 160-163), others might not find applying stress pattern to 
modern Chinese verse feasible. As the stress potential of  Chinese is weaker 
than English given its lack of  distinctiveness and certainty, stress is not a 
primary concern in Wen’s yinchi despite the fact that its source of  
inspiration is English metre. Instead, Wen chose to divide feet on the basis 
of  syntactic caesura, which has in fact been practised for a long time in 
Chinese. While this might also suggest that stress-based English is not 
capable of  re-creating whatever rhythm Wen might have intended, it shows 
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how translation is to a certain extent defined by the target language’s 
capacity and the translator’s perception of  the target language’s capacity. 
Translation often involves creativity, particularly when literal 
translation is considered undesirable. The capacity of  such creativity is 
partly determined by the potential of  the target language. As shown in 
Wen’s “translation” of  metre, stress pattern is not “translated” since it is 
regarded not viable enough in the target language (Chinese in this case) to 
produce a significant resonance effect. Rather, such metre is, to many, 
“translated” in another way by a reinforced emphasis on caesura (which 
replaces stress as units of  foot) because caesura and character count are 
relatively more viable in the target language, making the re-creation more 
feasible. In other words, the capacity of  the target language plays a 
significant role in determining how far a creative rendition of  the source 
text is feasible.  
As the capacity of  creativity of  a translation largely depends on the 
potential of  the target language, such creativity is to a certain extent unique 
to the target language. One may argue that though dependent on the source 
text in terms of  its source of  reference and inspiration, translation 
somehow stands on its own as a work of  art: the source text and the target 
text “are both original, even if  the core is the same” (Matiu, 2008: 127). 
Translated texts, even the most source-oriented ones, are composed in, and 
more or less governed by, the norms of  the target language; and the notion 
of  untranslatability might have more to do with the target language instead 
of  being source-prominent (see Section 4.2 for further discussion). 
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3.3.3. Untranslatability and Translation 
The majority of  the translations discussed in this case study are in the 
form of  free verse. While we must not hastily conclude that such a strategy 
must be a result of  linguistic difficulties or untranslatability23, we may point 
to the common traits of  translation strategies shared by most translators in 
this study: 
 
It is an established fact in Translation Studies that if  a dozen 
translators tackle the same poem, they will produce a dozen different 
versions. And yet somewhere in those dozen versions there will be 
what Popovič calls the ‘invariant core’ of  the original poem. [...] 
Transformations, or variants, are those changes which do not modify 
the core of  meaning but influence the expressive form. In short, the 
invariant can be defined as that which exists in common between all 
existing translations of  a single work.  
(Bassnett, 2002: 35) 
 
Based on the case study, it seems that the content of  the source poem is the 
“invariant core”: while there are admittedly variations of  diction and even 
changes of  images etc., the modification of  the poem content is generally 
kept to a minimum compared to the treatment of  poetic form. This echoes 
the principles proposed in Chapter 2: source-poet loyalty is a default 
approach accepted by most translators, and the content of  a poem takes 
priority over poetic form in translation. 
Yet before any discussion of  linguistic difficulties in translating form 
                                           
23 The fact that something is not translated does not necessarily mean that it cannot be 
translated. 
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takes place, one fundamental prerequisite is the existence of  meaningful 
form. In Wen’s case, architectural form does exist in theory, but whether or 
not all the designed formal features are functionally meaningful in reality is 
questionable, e.g. the metrical division in “You Swear by the Sun” contains 
an element of  arbitrariness or even inconsistency as discussed in Section 
3.2.3. At the very least, the degree of  significance of  form in Wen’s poem 
varies from reader to reader even within the source culture. For instance, 
while Wen claimed that poetic form in modern Chinese poetry is more 
flexible and therefore more closely related to the content of  a poem, 
whether any form is truly the necessary and best form for any given 
content in practice is open to question.24 In practice, the majority of  Wen’s 
poems with distinctive form generally fall into the three types as discussed 
in Section 3.2: rectangular shape, non-rectangular regular shape and the 
sonnet, and one may easily question whether these three types of  form 
suffice to cover what he wishes to express: if  the translator (as a reader) 
does not see the aesthetic effect of  the metrical or prosodic effort even in 
the source text, there seems to be little point in translating poetic form, 
regardless of  the difficulties of  translating it. 
This does not mean that the translators in this case study choose not 
to translate poetic form because they do not acknowledge the aesthetic 
effect of  Wen’s effort. Nonetheless, one may observe that while linguistic 
                                           
24 For instance, one may question the necessity of  (and rationale behind) fixing the second and 
third lines of  each stanza in “Forget Her” at seven syllables in length. Besides, although the 
content of  many poems in Stagnant Water are considered solemn, heavy-hearted or depressing 
(Gao, 2004: 152-156), one may reasonably question whether the monotone structure found 
in “Stagnant Water” is equally applicable to his other poems. 
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features partly determine the prosodic potential of  one language and hence 
the possibilities of  translating foreign prosodies into that language from the 
start, it is also up to the translator to decide whether the translation of  
form is of  any significance. While the existence and aesthetic significance 
of  form in the source poem may influence the translator’s choice of  
strategy, source-text elements are not the only dimension in translation, 
which is in nature confined by the target language and culture. Hence, even 
where a formal feature (such as rhyme) is clear, distinctive and even 
relatively transposable, whether it is translated or not is a decision partly 
related to extra-linguistic factors (see Part Two for further discussion). 
In short, the analysis of  linguistic differences between Chinese and 
English regarding rhythm and rhyme in Section 2.1 has elucidated on a 
theoretical level why poetic form is often left out or given partial treatment, 
and the case study in this chapter has proven statistically that form, in 
particular rhythmic pattern, is indeed mostly abandoned by translators of  
Wen’s poems. As a result of  these findings, the discussion in Section 3.3.1 
observes that translation may actually obscure aesthetic issues inherent in 
the source language, since the so-called “loss” is found not only on the 
linguistic level, but also on the aesthetic level (e.g. target readers can scarcely 
tell whether the poem is originally a classical or a modern one in the 
immediate way that source readers can). Such obscuration reflects the 
reality that the prosodic potential of  one language partly determines its 
aesthetic capacity in poetry writing and re-writing. This echoes the 
argument in Section 3.3.2 that the capacity of  the target language decides to 
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a certain extent how far a (creative) rendition of  the source text is feasible. 
Working between languages, translation is bound to be framed by the 
linguistic context, and the potential of  the target language is influential in 
determining the extent of  translation, as the target text, as end-product, is 
built on the target language. 
As languages are essentially different from one another, 
untranslatability — seen most prominently in poetry translation — can be 
seen as a natural consequence of  differences between two languages; it 
does not necessarily imply one-sided “loss”. In fact, whether the 
untranslated elements should be regarded as “loss” or not involves value 
judgement and vantage point. Neither the so-called “loss” nor “gain” is the 
primary focus of  this study. Since translation is usually not intended for 
those who understand the source language, it is not fair merely to criticize 
the target text by holding the source text sacred. And if  “loss” generally 
refers to “the disappearance of  certain features in the target language text 
which are present in the source language text” (Nozizwe & Ncube, 2014: 
676), the concept is viewed from the perspective of  the source text. By the 
same token, “gain” is a concept viewed from that of  the target text, 
representing an enrichment or clarification of  the source text “as a direct 
result of  the translation process” (Bassnett, 2002: 38) — an additional 
presence.25 Viewed from different perspectives, the two concepts are not 
                                           
25 On the other hand, those with a strict or absolute sense of  equivalence (i.e. those who hold 
that “translation loss embraces any failure to replicate a ST exactly”) might argue that “a 
so-called gain is actually a loss” (Hervey et al., 1995: 16, 17). 
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strictly comparable.26 In the present study, individual translations are not 
evaluated or criticized, and translation is seen not as an accounting matter 
of  “gain” and “loss”, but as a cultural activity with its own purpose. 
While translators in theory tend to resolve on an “optimal” solution, 
Levý ([1967]2000) argued that actual translation work is pragmatic in nature. 
According to his argument, translation is a decision process, and one might 
see the untranslated elements as a “necessary sacrifice” made by translators 
in their decision making in exchange for other translation effects. In this 
sense, translation strategies are more an active choice of  translators than a 
mere passive reaction to obstacles encountered, and linguistic differences 
alone cannot fully account for the untranslated elements of  the source text. 
This issue will be further discussed in Chapter 4. 
  
                                           
26 While both “loss” and “gain” involve comparison between the source and target texts, “loss” 
is a concept viewed from the perspective of  the source text in that the source text is held as 
the standard of  comparison, whereas “gain” places the target text as the object of  emphasis 
to assess what the translation can achieve. It is not entirely fair to evaluate a translation by 
merely assessing whether “loss” is greater than “gain” or vice versa, especially when the two 
concepts involve different foci of  discussion. 
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Part Two: Why Get Lost in Translation? 
Chapter 4: The Dynamics of Exchange in Translation 
4.1. Translation as a Decision Process 
Translation is by nature “a process of  communication” (Levý, 
[1967]2000: 148). As the product of  this process, the target text serves to 
convey the source text to the target audience. As translation is made 
possible by translators and their team,27 translation involves a decision 
process in which the translator often faces the “necessity of  choosing 
among a certain number of  alternatives” (Levý, [1967]2000: 148). While it 
makes no sense to overlook the influence of  linguistic constraints during 
the translating process, one will miss the full picture by over-emphasizing 
linguistic factors as the sole explanation for the non-translation of  certain 
elements. As Levý put it, translation is governed by a system of  instructions, 
which are “both objective, dependent on the linguistic material, and 
subjective, of  which the most important are the structure of  the translator’s 
memory, his aesthetic standards, etc.” ([1967]2000: 150-151). In fact, the 
possibilities of  the target language only provide the basic perimeters for 
what and how much the translation can convey, and the textual outcome is 
determined by the translator within these perimeters. 
                                           
27 Nowadays, translation is often a more or less collaborative work, with the participation of  
and contributions not only from the individual translator, but also from the editor, publisher, 
text helper(s), etc. However, given that “[p]oetry translators […] do enjoy more working 
autonomy than translators in many other genres” (Jones, 2011: 187), and the impossibility of  
distinguishing, without reporting by the participants, whether a textual decision is made by 
the translator or the editor or both, this study is inclined to call participants “translator”, on 
the understanding that the translation might in fact be a collaborative work. 
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According to Levý, translation as a decision process is “minimax” in 
nature, in which the translator intuitively “resolves for that one of  the 
possible solutions which promises a maximum of  effect with a minimum 
of  effort”, and translators, “as a rule, adopt a pessimistic strategy, they are 
anxious to accept those solutions only whose ‘value’ […] does not fall 
under a certain minimum limit admissible by their linguistic or aesthetic 
standards” ([1967]2000: 156). Whether translators consciously adopt such a 
“minimax” approach in practice is open to question, but this description of  
translation behaviour indicates that translators do not just react passively to 
obstacles or difficulties encountered; instead, their linguistic or aesthetic 
perceptions also play a role in formulating translation strategies.  
In a similar vein, Jones argues that: 
 
Important sources of  a poetry translator’s partisanship are her or his 
beliefs. […] Three types of  ideology appear to be particularly 
important in poetry translation. “Social-political” ideologies are 
ideologies of  politics proper, gender, sexuality, etc. […] “Aesthetic 
ideologies” are beliefs about literary communication […] These are 
closely linked to translation norms; and, by informing concepts of  
good practice, they underlie professional ethics. Thirdly, “intercultural 
ideologies” are beliefs about source-receptor culture relation. 
(Jones, 2011: 48-49) 
 
The first type, “social-political” ideologies, concerns mainly the content of  
a poem; the latter two, on the other hand, are relevant to both content and 
form. Textual decisions in poetry translation “are inevitably informed by 
aesthetic and intercultural ideologies: the translator’s view of  what makes a 
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good poem or translation, plus how it should be communicated to a target 
reader” (Jones, 2011: 195). These ideologies point to what Hurtado Albir & 
Alves call “cognitive processing”: “Apart from being an act of  
communication and a textual operation, translation/interpreting is also the 
result of  the cognitive processing carried out by translators/interpreters” 
(2009: 54). The present study will now proceed to study factors affecting 
textual decisions, in terms of  aesthetic taste, perception of  poetry and the 
translator’s expertise. 
 
4.1.1. Factors Affecting Textual Decisions in Poetry Translation 
4.1.1a. Aesthetic Taste 
Poetry is partly about personal taste and judgement; so is the aesthetic 
value of  the prosodic dimension of  poetry. Such value judgement is 
influential in determining one’s translation strategies. Consider for instance 
the use of  rhyme, the most obvious element of  poetic form, in English 
translations of  classical Chinese poetry: such translations can be divided 
into rhyming and non-rhyming translations. Translators of  the rhyming 
school, such as H. A. Giles, John Turner and Xu Yuanzhong, generally 
place rhyme in a position of  significant aesthetic importance. For instance, 
Turner considered the rhyming and metrical systems of  classical Chinese 
poetry “more purely wrought and exquisite than any other”, and thus 
regularly employs rhyme in his translations “to preserve the singing or 
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musical quality in Chinese”; he found the rendering of  classical regulate 
verse into free verse “unfair to Chinese poets” (Turner, 1989: xxv). Xu, 
who believes that “a poetic translation should be as beautiful as the original 
in sense, in sound and, if  possible, in form” (Xu, 1987: 6), also shares a 
similar view on whether rhyme deserves treatment in translation: from Xu’s 
perspective, if  the source text itself  is a rhymed poem, a non-rhymed 
translation could never transplant the “style, artistic conception or flavour” 
of  the source poem, given the inseparability of  poetic form and content 
(1988: 36). It is not uncommon to find in rhymed translations alterations of  
sentence structure, omissions or modifications of  images used or even 
padding, which Turner regarded as “artistic expansion” (1989: xvii). To 
translators of  the rhyming school, rhyme means more than a mere prosodic 
feature; it is indispensable to the aesthetic value of  a poem. 
On the other hand, translators who value the content of  a poem or 
the images in a piece of  writing over the aesthetic significance of  rhyme 
and other formal features, tend to adopt a different approach in poetry 
translation. For example, Waley considered the content of  a poem “of  
most interest to American readers” and rendered classical regulated verse 
into non-rhymed translations, for he could not agree that sense could be 
sacrificed to sound (1941: Preface). Similarly, Alley believed that if  he could 
catch the meaning of  a poem, his translation of  that poem would be able to 
“carry its spirit, though it is not possible to pass on the power and cadence 
of  the original”, and translation will “fall flat” if  any attempt “is made to 
use poetic rhyming” (1986: 257). The application of  his prose-like form, 
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which is different from the original structure when translating Chinese 
poetry (e.g. translating the source poem into one long sentence spanning 
various number of  stanzas, as shown in his version of  “Dead Water” in 
Section 3.2.1), also suggests that his rendering of  Chinese poetry involves 
personal aesthetic mediation (some might even say distortion). It is clearly 
Alley’s active choice to replace the source formal structure with his own 
“form” when translating Chinese poems. 
Notwithstanding the observation that source-poet loyalty is commonly 
taken as a translation norm or even social agreement among most 
translators (Jones, 2011: 144, 178), the catch is the translators’ proviso 
“where possible”. Given that it is linguistically impossible to transport all 
the source elements to the target text, translators have to choose which 
elements of  the poem take precedence over others in the translated version. 
In other words, translators decide whether or not they see the re-creation 
of  certain elements (semantic or stylistic) as an absolute duty, and whether 
their normative guidelines can be relaxed when the duty becomes 
impossible to fulfil (Jones, 2011: 179). While re-creating rhyme tends to be 
an absolute duty for the rhyming school, the same duty is optional (rather 
than mandatory) for many other translators, including presumably the 
translators of  Wen’s poems. It is clear that the aesthetic priorities of  
individual translators play a significant role in influencing their judgement 
of  whether the source poem’s prosodic features merit treatment in 
translation at the expense of  other features. 
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4.1.1b. Perception of  Poetry 
Apart from individual aesthetic preferences, general perceptions of  
what a poem should encompass in a culture also help to shape the 
translation of  poetry. In some cases, perception of  a poem in the source 
language is quite different from that in the target language. Take rhyme 
again as an example: Chinese rhymed poems are translated into English 
more often as non-rhymed verse than as rhymed poems. While this might 
result from the scarcity of  (and thus difficulty in constructing) rhyme in 
English as discussed in Section 2.1.2, the less common appearance of  
rhyme in English verse might also have an influence on English readers’ 
perception of  rhyme as optional feature in poetry. As Kwong has pointed 
out, “Since English rhymes less naturally than Chinese, English translators 
may feel no great sense of  loss in giving up rhyme, but as virtually all 
classical Chinese poetry is rhymed, Chinese translators may feel a strong 
need to retain rhyme in poetry” (2009: 189). Hsu’s translation of  Wen’s 
metrical poems, for instance, shows a clear awareness of  rhyme used in the 
source text; though not always successful, Hsu’s efforts in transposing the 
source rhyming feature can be easily seen in “Dead Water” and “Perhaps” 
(as discussed in Section 3.2.1).  
The cultural identity of  translators, of  course, is only one factor 
bearing on choices of  strategy in translation; the majority of  Chinese 
translators have chosen to translate rhymed Chinese poetry into free verse. 
This is likely due to the translator’s individual perception of  the “exchange 
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ratio” in textual decisions, and possibly to the fact that their target readers 
do not necessarily feel the same need (as the source readers generally do) to 
retain rhyme in poetry. What matters more would be the target readers’ 
perception expected by translators: 
 
[C]ommunication between poetry translators and target readers 
follows general rules of  interpersonal communication. One such rule 
is that a writer intends to communicate a certain ‘message’ to readers 
and, bearing in mind readers’ likely knowledge schemata, tries to give 
the right amount and type of  signals for them to grasp this message 
[…] In literature, […] these signals may be hard to reduce to one clear 
interpretation — but, I would argue, this does not mean that the 
author’s intent is unreadable from literary texts, as some theorists have 
claimed […] It does mean, however, that while translators are 
translating, they need to guess their target readers’ knowledge 
schemata — plus other factors such as readers’ cognitive processing 
ability or their emotional openness to the text. 
(Jones, 2011: 37) 
 
As Lennard observes, rhyme “was formalized early in Chinese and 
Arabic poetry, but in the West the idea of  rhyme as a formal characteristic 
of  poetry is relatively recent. No classical Hebrew, Greek, or Latin poets 
normally used rhyme, depending instead on parallel grammar or metres 
based on vowel-length, while Anglo-Saxon poets used the repetition of  
vowels or consonants known as assonance and alliteration” ([2005]2012: x). 
Rhyme in English verse is not as common a feature as in Chinese poetry, 
and its necessity is presumably weaker in English readers’ perception of  a 
translated poem. Target readers, particularly those who know little about 
the source language and literature, seldom expect a reproduction or 
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transposition of  a source formal feature, especially when it is not common 
practice in the target literary system.28  
Jones observes that “Like all schemata, they [norms and perceptions] 
reduce the cognitive load involved in processing experience by imposing 
patterns. This enables poetry translators to automatize at least part of  their 
task — deciding how far the target poem should resemble the source, say” 
(2011: 178). The largely non-rhyming poetic tradition found in English 
poetry (Osers, 1998: 59) enables translators to find it more acceptable and 
justifiable to abandon rhyme when translating Chinese rhymed poetry into 
English, compared to translators who translate English rhymed poetry into 
Chinese. Similarly, the significance of  translating Chinese poetic features 
(e.g. tone pattern, identical line length in terms of  character count, etc.) into 
English is small, for apart from the question of  their transportability, those 
features are normally not expected and mean very little in a non-tonal, 
alphabetic language. Despite Osers’s observation that there is little evidence 
of  norms being “consistently or even extensively reflected in translation 
practice” (1998: 61), the common practice found in the target literary 
system, and the translator’s knowledge schemata about the target readers, 
are influential in forming part of  the system of  instructions, which is often 
“subsumed into a general intuition for what output ‘feels right’” (Jones, 
2011: 177). 
As with the previous factor of  the translator’s aesthetic taste, 
                                           
28 As Beum points out, “no one today would pick up a recently published poem and expect it to 
be blank verse or ottava rima. Poetry without formal structuring — ‘free verse’ and modes 
radically to its left — came well into its own in the twentieth century and has won many 
converts” ( Beum & Shapiro, 2006: viii). 
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perceptions held by target readers or existing norms in the target language, 
its culture or literary system, stand among a spectrum of  factors in 
affecting translation strategies. For instance, the translator can conceivably 
impose his/her choice of  a translation strategy that results in an outcome 
unfamiliar to target readers, and sustained repetitions (or repetitive 
introductions of  a foreign word, phrase, style, etc.) can create a 
familiarization effect that makes a “strange” translation sound natural in the 
target language in the course of  time. In other words, translation may be, in 
Venuti’s terms, foreignized or domesticated (1995: 5, 20) and this may also 
partly reflect power relations between the source and target languages and 
the position of  the target text in the target literary system. As a translator, 
for example, Lu Xun once advocated retaining foreign source-language 
linguistic structures in the Chinese target text to enrich the Chinese 
language, as he considered Chinese deficient in precision compared to 
European languages ([1931]1981: 382-383). In other words, one may say 
that Lu Xun’s foreignizing (Europeanizing) impulse in translation arose 
from his perception that European languages are better developed than, if  
not superior to, vernacular Chinese, within the political context of  a weak, 
quasi-colonialized China yearning to Westernize and be strong. To look in 
the other direction, English translations of  Wen’s poems tell a rather 
different story. Given Western hegemony in modern culture and literature, 
Chinese poetry (especially modern Chinese poetry) still occupies a relatively 
peripheral position in the Anglo-American literary system. Furthermore, 
many of  the English translations of  Wen’s poems are part of  introductory 
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readings in modern Chinese poetry or anthologies which serve to introduce 
modern Chinese poetry to English readers. For example, Julia Lin, one of  
the translators of  Wen’s poems, plainly states in the preface to her Modern 
Chinese Poetry: An Introduction (in which the translations of  Wen’s poems are 
found): “The purpose of  this book is to make the new poetry more 
accessible to readers in the West” (Lin, 1972: vii). In trying to make the 
poems “more accessible”, the translator logically has to shift his/her main 
focus from the source poem to the target readership, including paying 
attention to target readers’ perception of  poetry. Under such circumstances, 
the majority of  these translations tend to conform to the norms found in 
the target literary system (as well as readers’ perception of  a poem), and 
elements foreign to the system (e.g. tone pattern, even line length, etc.) are 
likely to be discarded. But once again, “power relations” may be totally 
irrelevant to any individual translator. 
 
4.1.1c. Translator’s Expertise 
In addition to the translator’s aesthetic standards and knowledge 
schemata of  target readers, competence is also one factor affecting 
translation strategies: 
 
Another issue related to cognitive aspects of  translation is the 
competence that underlies the work of  translators/interpreters and 
enables them to carry out the cognitive operations necessary for the 
adequate unfolding of  the translation process: this is known as 
translation competence (TC). [...] TC consists of  several components 
(linguistic and extralinguistic knowledge, documentation skills, etc.), 
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located at different levels (knowledge, abilities, etc.). In addition, some 
authors argue that TC also entails a strategic component geared to 
problem solving and decision making. 
(Hurtado Albir & Alves, 2009: 63-64) 
 
This is not to say that translators who choose to transport or re-create 
formal elements of  the source poem in the target text are more skilful than 
those who choose not to do so; nor does it mean to place translations in 
prosodic form above those in free verse. The point being made here is 
simply this: how comfortable a translator feels about translating rhyme and 
rhythm in the source text will partly determine the direction of  his/her 
translation approach. 
This is precisely what Jones finds out in his interview with five poetry 
translators. He points out that a translator’s self-evaluation of  his/her own 
ability helps determine which approach he/she is likely to choose when 
translating poetry: 
 
One sub-expertise cited was the ability to produce target-poem 
rhyme-schemes, supporting the widely-held view that this requires 
special skill. One translator felt he had this skill, and two translators 
felt they lacked it […] For one translator, inability to rhyme meant not 
translating rhymed source poems. For another, however, it meant 
converting rhymed source poems to unrhymed target poems. 
(Jones, 2011: 105) 
 
Nonetheless, even when a translator is capable of  producing rhyme 
and rhythm in the target poem, it does not necessarily entail a choice of  
prosodic translation over free verse. If  translators in reality tend to adopt a 
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“pessimistic minimax strategy” as Levý argued, they will choose to 
renounce translation of  form if  the price to pay for “complicating his task” 
by doing so is considered too great (Levý, [1967]2000: 156). In other words, 
the translator is likely to abandon form in his/her translation if  (among 
other factors) the skills he/she possesses cannot significantly ease the 
difficulty or reduce the efforts of  transporting form. Back to the case study 
of  the translations of  Wen’s poems, it is obvious from Hsu’s rhymed “Dead 
Water” that the translator is capable of  producing target-poem 
rhyme-schemes. Yet such competence does not guarantee that Hsu’s 
translations of  Wen’s metrical verse would always be rhymed. On the 
contrary, many of  Hsu’s translations of  Wen’s poems are non-rhymed, and 
this might echo the situation mentioned by Levý that the price of  
complicating his/her work by transporting rhyme is so immense that a 
translator would rather not do so. 
This, however, is partly subject to the premise that there is social 
agreement that the translator’s decision of  renouncing poetic form is 
accepted in the target culture. If  rhythm and rhyme are considered essential 
elements of  a poem in the target culture, the translator is likely to feel 
greater obligation to keep them in the translation with less regard to 
his/her own competence; and those who feel extremely uncomfortable 
with producing such elements in the target text are more likely to choose 
not to translate poetry in prosodic form, rather than converting the source 
poems into free verse. 
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4.2. Translation as Cultural Transmission 
If  translation is viewed as “a process of  communication”, it is 
inevitably a process of  cultural transmission. In this context, the text itself, 
rather than a particular word, phrase or other linguistic elements, becomes 
the minimal unit of  translation. More importantly, the text is not perceived 
by target readers, as it is by most source readers (i.e. insiders), as the major 
cue of  meaning:29 
 
[T]ranslation as intercultural communication requires treating the text 
itself  as only one of  the cues of  meaning. Other, “silent”, “hidden” 
and “unconscious” factors, which when shared may be termed cultural, 
determine how a text will be understood. In translating, a new text will 
be created which will be read according to a different map or model of  
the world, through a series of  different set of  perception filters. 
(Katan, 2009: 91) 
 
While such “silent”, “hidden” and “unconscious” factors partly determine 
how a text will be understood and thus lead to different readings of  a text, 
readers also evaluate the text and its use of  language “according to their own 
value system”, and “[e]ach readership is hence bound to receive the text 
according to their own expectations” (Katan, 2009: 75, 84). From one end, 
untranslatability refers to the impossibility of  an exact reproduction of  the 
                                           
29 Generally speaking, the text itself  should not be the only cue of  meaning even to source 
readers. Nonetheless, as noted by Dillon, insiders “have large funds of  special information 
about other relevant claims, received opinion, and previous positions of  the writer [...] they 
are in a position to evaluate what is said in terms of  what is alluded to, obliquely touched on, 
or even unsaid” (1992: 39-40). Such background information might be internalized in the 
source readers’ knowledge schemata in contrast to target readers. This might lead readers to 
perceive the text as the major, if  not only, cue of  meaning. 
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source text in translation. Nonetheless, under the premise that translation is 
cultural transmission, the differences between source and target languages 
(and cultures) suggest that such exact reproduction, even if  possible, may 
not work in the target text in terms of  effect: 
 
Intercultural communication — communication between people of  
different cultures — cannot allow the easy assumption of  similarity. By 
definition, cultures are different in their languages, behaviour patterns, 
and values. So an attempt to use one’s self  as a predictor of  shared 
assumptions and responses to messages is unlikely to work. Because 
cultures embody such variety in patterns of  perception and behaviour, 
approaches to communication in cross-cultural situations guard against 
inappropriate assumptions of  similarity and encourage the 
consideration of  difference. In other words, the intercultural 
communication approach is difference-based.  
(Bennett, 1998: 3) 
 
This is in the target side’s sense of  untranslatability, focusing not on 
the impossibility of  “faithfully” reproducing the text, but on the fact that 
any such “faithful” reproduction, even if  possible, does not carry the same 
significance or produce the same effect in the target context to make the 
intercultural communication effective, especially since the meaning and 
significance of  a text (or certain elements found in the text) may change 
over time: 
 
The greatest problem when translating a text from a period remote in 
time is not only that the poet and his contemporaries are dead, but the 
significance of  the poem in its context is dead too [...] and no amount 
of  fidelity to the original form, shape or tone will help the rebirth of  a 
new line of  communication [...] unless the TL system is taken into 
account equally. 
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(Bassnett, 2002: 88-89) 
 
Here Bassnett mainly refers to translation problems where great 
historical distance exists between the source text and the target culture and 
activity. Yet, such problems also emerge when there is a great cultural 
distance between the two languages. Just as the importance of  a fixed 
poetic form has been greatly reduced in modern Chinese poetry, the 
significance of  formal features in English poetry also differs from that in 
Chinese verse. Rigid fidelity to the original form is thus obstructive in 
making the translation an effective one, if  we accept that translation is 
cross-culturally communicative in nature. Since translation is by nature 
moulded by the target language, it is often the target language system that 
needs to be “taken into account” when translating or evaluating a 
translation; after all, translation is largely intended for target language users 
rather than those who understand the source language. 
As noted by Lefevere, a translation problem “tends to disappear [...] as 
soon as the only reason for the problem’s existence that can disappear does 
so: as soon as the translation poetics [...] no longer consists of  a series of  
prescriptions, but of  descriptions of  possible strategies translators can 
make use of  and have made use of ” (1992b: 101). If  the notion of  
untranslatability is rooted in the search for sameness,30 the problem of  
untranslatability should in theory not exist if  translation is viewed as 
cultural transmission, for the approach for intercultural communication is 
                                           
30 In fact, the existence of  sameness in the translation activity is also impossible. As Bassnett 
argues, “sameness cannot even exist between two TL versions of  the same text, let alone 
between the SL and the TL version” (2002, 37-38). 
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“difference-based”. At the very least, some intractable problems in 
translation that exist from a source-text point of  view will either disappear 
or cease to be significant once the focus shifts to translation as 
cross-cultural communication attending to the needs of  the target reader. 
In other words, that poetic form is generally not translated from Chinese 
into English (as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3) is not purely a result of  the 
fact that form is lost amid linguistic differences and non-transferability 
between the two languages, but also an outcome of  intercultural 
considerations, i.e. form is not translated because it may be considered 
insignificant or dispensable in the target context. In this sense, poetic form 
is not something passively lost in translation; rather, the abandonment of  
form is to a certain extent an active strategic decision made by translators in 
order to make translation and intercultural communication more effective. 
 
4.3. Untranslatability and Poetry Translation 
Traditional discussions of  translatability are mainly rooted in the 
notion of  sameness (i.e. whether translation can produce the same quality 
as the source text in terms of  meaning, form, function, etc.) and difference 
(i.e. whether a text can be seen as translation when it is different from its 
source counterpart) (Robinson, 2010: 100). One may in fact see “sameness” 
and “difference” as two sides of  the same coin, with both concepts 
pointing to the question of  fidelity or faithfulness, resulting in a notion of  
untranslatability that is source-prominent and somewhat error-hunting to 
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some people. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that while the focus of  such 
discussions typically lies in the source text, it is possible to argue that it is 
ultimately the target text as end-product that matters within the translation 
framework. If, as Jones argues, “source language is not a major influence on 
translator behaviour or perceptions” (2011: 87), one may also argue that the 
source text serves mainly to lay down a framework or material for the 
translation activity, and need not be a major factor in determining the 
translatability of  a text; the question of  translatability and its degree both 
depend on the potential of  the target language — the operating language 
of  the translation activity. From this end of  the matter, it is the target 
language that literally sets a limit to what translation can achieve, and thus 
determines the translatability of  a text. The act of  translating is in fact an 
acknowledgement, conscious or unconscious, of  the influence of  the target 
language over translation; and since it is already accepted that languages are 
not homologous, difference and discrepancy between the source and target 
texts should be taken as a given fact. Once the objective impossibility of  
literal translation is acknowledged, one is to some extent released from the 
burden of  approximating fidelity, and becomes partly liberated towards a 
more creative re-creation of  poetry, with the source text taken as a guiding 
reference instead of  an unalterable sacred standard. There is no inescapable 
(at least no one-sided) reason to lament any “loss” of  poetry in translation, 
for the elements are not just something passively lost in the translation 
process, but also a result of  conscious decisions by translators to enable 
effective transmission or communication. 
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Furthermore, notwithstanding the wide consensus that poetry is the 
most difficult major genre to translate, this difficulty or seeming 
impossibility is not unique to poetry translation. Arguing that “It’s not the 
‘poetic’ that cannot be translated, fully or partially, it’s the whole of  the 
original’s language itself ” (Robinson, 2010: 58), Robinson goes further to 
suggest that as poetry translation is not in nature categorically different 
from translation of  other genres generally held as translatable, poetry is 
ultimately translatable: 
 
As we have seen, the exact reproduction of  the poetry of  the original 
is strictly impossible. However, since no translation can be such a 
reproduction, while this sets a limit to what translating can achieve, it 
doesn’t set such a limit only to the translation of  poetry but to the 
translation of  anything, and to those translations from experience 
which are original poems. Once this is accepted, then it becomes 
possible to see how poetry, like everything else, is translatable, if  that 
word is understood to mean a remaking in the other terms of  a 
different structure of  materials. 
(Robinson, 2010: 173) 
 
Despite Robinson’s contention, it needs to be acknowledged that 
poetry is generally more difficult to translate than other genres. 
Nevertheless, once we accept that absolute sameness is literally impossible 
in translation due to linguistic differences, and that poetry translation, 
despite having more “re-creation-impossible” points than translation of  
other genres (Jones, 2011: 179), is not categorically different in nature, one 
can always engage in the translation activity. While the capacity of  the 
target language sets a limit on what can be done in the target text, it is 
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ultimately the translator’s decisions that shape the final product (as 
discussed in Section 4.1). Rather than being totally lost during the process 
of  translation, poetry can be fruitfully brought to a different language by 
translators through thoughtful adjustment and re-creation. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 
5.1. General Summary 
Starting from a famous aphorism widely attributed to Robert Frost, 
the present study has looked into traditional discussions of  untranslatability 
in a more concrete and empirical manner, by adopting a linguistic 
perspective to elucidate the reasons why poetic form is often lost in 
translation. To choose poetic form as a topic of  discussion is not to 
advocate formalism, or to state that a “perfect” translation must include the 
formal elements of  a source poem. In fact, such a translation approach is 
often criticized for its “overemphasis of  one or more elements of  the 
poem at the expense of  the whole” (Bassnett, 2002: 87). The evaluation of  
the translation should be left to the informed reader, and this study has no 
intention to judge or criticize the efforts made by individual translators.  
Needless to say, poetic form is not the only factor that accounts for 
the difficulty of  translating a poem: interpretation of  the source poem, for 
instance, is often another challenge faced by translators, given that the 
conciseness and suggestiveness of  a poem often generate various readings 
and interpretations of  the source text which cannot be all tackled and 
translated in a target text. Still, poetic form is chosen as the focus of  
discussion here, because it is one of  the most distinguishable features in a 
poem, and often the first feature that strikes the eye when one reads a 
poem. At the same time, it is also one of  the features most frequently and 
quickly dropped during the process of  translation. It is this double 
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prominence that makes poetic form a good subject for discussion in this 
study. The linguistic perspective is chosen as a basis for discussion, not 
because it is one among many perspectives on the same plane, but because 
artistic expression is ultimately rooted in linguistic capabilities. As 
substantiated by the case study in Chapter 3, linguistic factors set a limit to 
what can be translated at the fundamental level of  translation. 
Untranslatability here basically refers to a literal impossibility (Robinson, 
2010), and as languages contain differences from one another, 
untranslatability can be seen as a natural and inevitable consequence that 
does not imply “total loss”. In fact, whether the untranslated elements 
should be regarded as “loss” or not involves value judgement, and losses 
and gains in translation are not the primary focus of  this study. Given the 
objective impossibility of  literally transporting poetic form, one might see 
the untranslated elements as a “necessary sacrifice” made by translators in 
exchange for desired translation effects. 
Acknowledging that not every untranslated element is a result of  
linguistic constraints, Chapter 4 has tried to show that translation strategies 
can be an active choice of  decision making rather than a mere passive 
reaction to obstacles encountered. Indeed, while linguistic constraints 
largely determine what can be translated, whether something is actually 
translated or not also depends on the competence or preference of  
individual translators, such as their aesthetic taste and perception of  poetry.  
Since poetic form is one of  the most obvious intrinsic features 
helping readers to distinguish one genre or sub-genre from others, 
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translation might blur the configuration of  the original text (e.g. blurring 
the boundary between classical and modern Chinese poetry). Such 
obscuration produced by poetry translation reflects the reality that the 
prosodic potential of  one language partly determines its aesthetic capacity. 
As the capacity of  the target language sets a limit on how far a creative 
rendition of  the source text is feasible and which parts of  the text can be 
more fully translated (or not at all), one may conclude that translation, 
basically working between languages, is bound to be framed by the context 
of  the target language that produces the target text as an end-product. 
While in common perception the notion of  untranslatability emphasizes 
the source text, in the context of  the goals of  translation it may ultimately 
be the target text that matters more. As an alternative point of  departure, 
translators may openly accept the reality that the target language sets a limit 
to what translation can achieve, thus determining the degree of  
translatability of  a text. As languages are not homologous, differences and 
discrepancies between the source and target texts should be taken as a 
given fact. Since form and the total artistic effect are more closely 
integrated in poetry than in other genres, such discrepancies between the 
source and target texts are probably most prominent in poetry, and one 
may even say that the higher the poetic achievement is in the original text, 
the larger will the potential gap be between it and any translated version — 
i.e., the larger will be the “loss”. 
Nevertheless, once the objective impossibility of  literal translation is 
fully acknowledged, the so-called “loss” in translation need not be taken as 
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a hopeless problem, nor should poetry translation be seen as a categorically 
unique case. Like other genres, poetry is translatable within the limits of  
linguistic and aesthetic capacities, and the textual outcome is partly 
determined by the translator’s active decisions instead of  being merely tied 
down by linguistic constraints. 
As the focus of  discussion in this thesis moves from source-side 
factors to target-side factors, it is possible to see a certain degree of  
uneasiness or tension between the two perspectives; one may wonder about 
the linkage and relationship between Part One and Part Two. Given that 
translation is necessarily a product of  variable mediation and negotiation 
between the source and target sides without any definitive answer in 
concept and in practice, the two perspectives will continue to co-exist and 
stand in tensional relationship to each other, reflective of  the duality and 
complexity of  the nature of  translation itself. The translation process and 
the translators’ decision making inevitably involve considerations from both 
the source (e.g. linguistic nature and cross-linguistic transferability, etc.) and 
target sides (e.g. readership, acceptability of  the text, etc.); like the concepts 
of  “gain” and “loss”, the two parts involve different foci of  discussion 
which do not cancel each other out, and neither source nor target 
perspective can claim total precedence over the other. Textual and aesthetic 
“loss” may be an empirical fact from the source point of  view, but as 
reiterated in Section 5.2, that does not mean people have a balanced 
understanding of  this “loss” and of  translation itself. If  we wish to look at 
the fuller picture of  translation, we should not merely ask whether 
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something is translatable or not, or whether source-side or target-side 
factors are more important, but reflect on the intrinsic nature of  translation, 
on what our premises are when we see translation, and then to maintain a 
balanced vision. 
 
5.2. Why Get Lost in Translation? 
If  we follow the track of  translation problems back to their roots, it is 
not surprising to find the search for close correspondence (if  not sameness) 
one of  the basic factors underlying translation issues. Although sameness 
with reference to a sacred source text is no longer held as an essential 
doctrine in translation studies today, many non-specialists or laymen still 
view translation as a direct process of  decoding and encoding (i.e. 
transcoding one language into another through the search for equivalents), 
expecting the translated text to be more or less an exact reproduction of  
the source text. Bilingual readers are likely to compare the source and target 
texts, consciously or unconsciously holding the former as the standard of  
comparison. Such overemphasis on the source text, I believe, has to some 
extent blurred our focus of  discussion, especially when translation is itself  
a means of  communication and cultural transmission. 
In the final analysis, there is no single perspective on the activity of  
translation. One can never deny the importance of  source text, for 
translation does not generally exist without it. Nevertheless, just as the 
source text is basically intended for source rather than foreign readers, the 
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target text is generally intended for target language users rather than those 
who understand the source language. Such differences in readership imply 
that a mere reproduction of  the source text does not necessarily work in 
the target system. This is not to overturn the principle of  “faithfulness”, 
but to question the logic of  rigid faithfulness to the source text. The 
Chinese translator Yan Fu 嚴復 once proposed three requirements in 
translation in some “General Remarks on Translation”〈譯例言〉, a preface 
to his Chinese translation of  Thomas Henry Huxley’s (1825-1895) Evolution 
and Ethics: faithfulness 信, comprehensibility 達 and elegance 雅 (Yan, 
[1898]1986: 1321). For many years, these three requirements have formed 
not only the main conceptual grid for Chinese translation theories, but also 
one of  the most commonly used standards for evaluating translations, 
often with the added implication that “faithfulness” is the most important 
requirement among the three. Nonetheless, Yan’s remark that “a translation 
that is faithful but not comprehensible is no translation at all 顧信矣不達，雖
譯猶不譯也” (Yan, [1898]1986: 1321, trans. Hsu, in Yan, [1898]1973: 4) 
points out that translation is communicative in nature, and that linguistic 
faithfulness alone does not suffice for effective communication. This 
echoes the discussion in Section 4.2 of  the present study. 
In other words, if  translation is viewed as a reproduction of  the 
source text, which is then held as the standard of  comparison or evaluation, 
linguistic (along with paralinguistic) differences will account for most of  the 
translation difficulties or problems. In the case of  poetry translation as seen 
in Chapter 2, linguistic differences do constitute the fundamental reasons 
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for poetry to “get lost” in translation. Nevertheless, linguistic differences 
do not account for the whole picture, and non-translation does not 
necessarily mean passive loss. As one looks closer at the actual practice of  
translation, one may find that whether something is translated or not is an 
active choice of  translators rather than a mere passive reaction to obstacles 
encountered. The translators’ approaches discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 
indicate that translation is communicative in most cases. As we recall from 
Section 4.2, if  translation serves as a means for intercultural 
communication or cultural transmission, differences between the source 
and target texts are a given, not only because languages (as well as cultures) 
differ from one another, but because effective communication requires 
different treatments in different situations. In this case, there is no reason 
for translation to be exactly the same as the source text. Nor is literal 
correspondence a must for translation to be an effective one; what matters 
more is significant correspondence in the target system that frames 
readership experiences. Once this precondition for untranslatability (i.e. the 
search for sameness) disappears, that is no need for any rigid measurement 
of  “loss” in translation. 
 
5.3. Afterword 
Through assessment from both the perspectives of  the source and 
target texts/cultures, this study tries to give a balanced discussion on some 
abiding problems in poetry translation. Such a dual-perspective approach is 
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chosen for the simple reason that in most cases, literary translation involves 
a balancing act between the source and target sides. On one side, linguistic 
factors are likely to be placed at the forefront from the source-text 
perspective; on the other side, the “foreign” readership, which involves 
cultural considerations, logically becomes the focus from the target 
perspective, especially when translation is regarded as cross-cultural 
communication. Matters of  priority and relevance therefore shift as the 
perspective shifts, and there can be no absolute answer. While this study 
can offer no conclusive answer to the question of  poetry translation, the 
moving evaluation accurately reflects the tension and ambiguity inherent 
not only in the relationship between the source and target texts, but also in 
the basic structure of  the translation debate. 
By re-evaluating the relationship between source and target texts and 
discussing the factors (both linguistic and extra-linguistic) affecting 
translation, this study has attempted to shed more light on poetry 
translation and hopefully helped to clarify the issue of  the untranslatability 
of  poetry. While pointing out differences between languages as well as 
cultures, this study does not deny similarities between them. Nevertheless, 
as most of  the translation issues discussed in this thesis focus on the side 
of  differences, the study has placed its emphasis on discrepancies more 
than similarities. The investigation is by no means comprehensive, for 
poetry translation is a vast topic that could be discussed from various 
perspectives or within different theoretical frameworks. Moreover, this 
study has investigated the matter partly on the premise that source-poet 
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loyalty (i.e. re-creating the source text as much as one can in a viable 
receptor-language poem) is a default approach accepted by most translators 
(Jones, 2011: 144, 179-180). This, as we have seen, is not the only 
translating approach. Furthermore, linguistic factors do not provide a full 
account of  the issues of  poetry translation, and factors like translation aims, 
censorship and power relations between different systems might be 
variously important in affecting a translator’s approach, and hence the 
textual outcome in other cases and other genres. Further research in these 
areas will greatly benefit our understanding of  the nature of  translation. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 3.2a. List of  English Translations of  Wen Yiduo’s Poems 
Note: The below list is modification of  the bibliography of  translations of  Wen’s Poems 
presented in Gibbs, Donald A. and Li, Yun-chen (1975), A Bibliography of  Studies 
and Translations of  Modern Chinese Literature, 1918-1942, Cambridge, Mass.: East 
Asian Research Centre, pp. 196-202. 
 
Major Sources of  Translations: 
1. Acton, Harold and Ch’en, Shih-Hsiang, trans. (1936). Modern Chinese Poetry. London: 
Duckworth. 
2. Alley, Rewi (1958). The People Sing: More Translations of  Poems and Songs of  the 
People of  China. Peking: R. Alley. 
3. Birch, Cyril, ed. (1972). Anthology of  Chinese Literature. Volume 2: From the 14th 
Century to the Present Day. New York: Grove Press. 
4. Hsu, Kai-yu, trans. and ed. (1964). Twentieth Century Chinese Poetry: An Anthology. 
New York: Anchor Books. 
5. Hsu, Kai-yu (1980). Wen I-to. Boston: Twayne. 
6. Lin, Julia C. (1972). Modern Chinese Poetry: An Introduction. London: Allen and 
Unwin. 
7. Payne, Robert, ed. (1947). Contemporary Chinese Poetry. London: Routledge. 
8. Sanders, Tao Tao, trans. (1972). Red Candle: Selected Poems by Wen I-to. London: 
Jonathan Cape Ltd. 
9. Wen, Yiduo (1999). Selected Poems by Wen Yiduo [Bilingual Version]. Beijing: 
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《紅燭》Red Candle 
〈紅燭〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 7-9) 
“Red Candle” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 57-58) 
“Red Candle” (trans. Gladys Yang, in Yang, 1960: 3-5, in Wen, 1999: 2-6) 
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〈李白之死〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 10-18) 
“The Death of  Li Po” (Excerpt) (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 59) 
 
〈西岸〉(Wen, [1920/1923]1993a: 28-31) 
“The Western Bank” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 60-63) 
 
〈雪〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 34) 
“Snow” (trans. Gloria Rogers, in Wen, 1999: 8) 
“Snow” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 64) 
 
〈黃昏〉(雨夜篇) (Wen, [1920/1923]1993a: 36-37) 
“Evening” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 65) 
 
〈二月廬〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 39) 
“February Hut” (trans. Catherine Yi-yu Cho Woo, in Wen, 1999: 10) 
 
〈美與愛〉(Wen, [1921/1923]1993a: 41-42) 
“Beauty and Love” (trans. Julia Lin, in Lin, 1972: 91) 
 
〈詩人〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 42-43) 
“A Poet” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 66-67) 
 
〈回顧〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 45-46) 
“Retrospection” (trans. Gloria Rogers, in Wen, 1999: 12) 
“Looking Back” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 68) 
 
〈失敗〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 49) 
“Defeat” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 69) 
 
〈貢臣〉(Wen, [1922/1923]1993a: 49-50) 
“A Vassal” (trans. Ho Yung, in Payne, 1947: 49) 
“The Tributaries” (trans. Gloria Rogers, in Wen, 1999: 14) 
 
〈死〉(Wen, [1922/1923]1993a: 53-54) 
“Death” (trans. Ho Yung, in Payne, 1947: 57-58) 
“Death” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 51-52)  
“Death” (trans. Julia Lin, in Lin, 1972: 92-93) 
 
〈青春〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 57) 
“On Spring” (trans. Vincent Shih, in Wen, 1999: 16) 
 
〈宇宙〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 58) 
“The Universe” (trans. Gloria Rogers, in Wen, 1999: 18) 
 
〈國手〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 58) 
“Chess-player” (trans. Ho Yung, in Payne, 1947: 54) 
“Champion” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 51) 
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〈春之首章〉(Wen, [1922/1923]1993a: 59-61) 
“Spring Rain” (trans. Ho Yung, in Payne, 1947: 58-59)  
 
〈鐘聲〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 67) 
“The Sound of  the Clock” (trans. Catherine Yi-yu Cho Woo, in Wen, 1999: 24) 
 
〈謝罪以後〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 68-69) 
“After Apology” (trans. Catherine Yi-yu Cho Woo, in Wen, 1999: 20-22) 
 
〈懺悔〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 69) 
“Remorse” (trans. Michelle Yeh, in Yeh, 1992: 13) 
 
〈黃鳥〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 70-71) 
“Yellow Bird” (trans. Catherine Yi-yu Cho Woo, in Wen, 1999: 26-28) 
 
〈藝術底忠臣〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 71-72) 
“The Loyal Minister of Art” (trans. Julia Lin, in Lin, 1972: 88) 
 
〈初夏一夜的印象〉(Wen, [1922/1923]1993a: 72-73) 
“Early Summer Night” (trans. Ho Yung, in Payne, 1947: 57) 
 
〈孤雁〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 79-82)  
“The Lone Yan” (trans. Vincent Shih, in Wen, 1999: 30-36) 
 
〈火柴〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 84) 
“Match Sticks” (trans. Catherine Yi-yu Cho Woo, in Wen, 1999: 54) 
 
〈玄思〉(Wen, [1922/1923]1993a: 85) 
“Rhapsodical Thoughts” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 70) 
“Musing” (trans. Catherine Yi-yu Cho Woo, in Wen, 1999: 56) 
 
〈我是一個流囚〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 86-87) 
“I am a Young, Strong Exile” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 71-72)  
 
〈太陽吟〉(Wen, [1922/1923]1993a: 92-94) 
“Song of the Sun” (trans. Gloria Rogers, in Wen, 1999: 38-42) 
 
〈憶菊〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 94-97) 
“Remember Chrysanthemums” (trans. Gloria Rogers, in Wen, 1999: 44-50) 
 
〈秋色〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 97-101) 
“Autumn Beauty” (trans. Ho Yung, in Payne, 1947: 49-52)  
“Autumn Colors” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 52-54) 
 
〈秋之末日〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 103) 
“The Last Day of  Autumn” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 73) 
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〈小溪〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 104) 
“The Stream” (trans. Ho Yung, in Payne, 1947: 55-57) 
“Small Brook” (trans. Julia Lin, in Lin, 1972: 95)  
“The Stream” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 75) 
 
〈稚松〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 104-105) 
“Young Pine” (trans. Gloria Rogers, in Wen, 1999: 52) 
 
〈爛果〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 105) 
“Rotten Fruit” (trans. Gloria Rogers, in Wen, 1999: 60) 
“Rotten Fruit” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 74) 
 
〈色彩〉(Wen, [1922/1923]1993a: 105-106) 
“Colours” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 76)  
“Colors” (trans. Michelle Yeh, in Yeh, 1992: 14) 
 
〈夢者〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 106) 
“The Dreamer” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 54) 
 
〈紅豆篇〉(Wen, [1923]1993a: 107-122) 
“Red Beans” (Nos. 1, 5, 9, 10, 11, 14, 40, 41) (trans. Julia Lin, in Wen, 1999: 62-68) 
“Scarlet Beads” (Nos. 10, 14, 19, 26, 42) (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 77-78) 
“Red Beans” (Nos. 7, 10, 13, 14, 23) (trans. Michelle Yeh, in Yeh, 1992: 13) 
 
《死水》Stagnant Water 
〈口供〉(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 126) 
“The Confession” (trans. Ho Yung, in Payne, 1947: 54) 
“Confession” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 57-58)  
“Confession” (trans. Julia Lin, in Lin, 1972: 100) 
“Confession” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 17) 
“Confession” (trans. Catherine Yi-yu Cho Woo, in Wen, 1999: 70) 
“Confession” (trans. Michelle Yeh, in Yeh, 1992: 16) 
 
〈收回〉(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 127) 
“Collect” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1980: 112) 
“Withdrawal” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 18) 
 
〈‘你指着太陽起誓’〉 (Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 128) 
“You Swear by the Sun” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 59) 
“You Swear by the Sun” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 19) 
 
〈什麼夢〉(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 129) 
“What Dream” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1980: 108) 
“What Dream?” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 20) 
 
〈大鼓師〉(Wen, [1925/1928]1993a: 130-134) 
“The Drum Singer” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1980: 106-107) 
“The Ballad Singer” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 21-23) 
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〈狼狽〉(Wen, [1925/1928]1993a: 134-136) 
“Chagrin” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1980: 83) 
“Dilemma” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 24) 
 
〈你莫怨我〉(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 136-137) 
“Don’t Blame Me” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1980: 108-109) 
“Don’t Blame Me” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 25) 
 
〈你看〉(Wen, [1925/1928]1993a: 138-140) 
“You See” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1980: 105-106) 
“Look” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 26-27)  
 
〈也許〉(Wen, [1925/1928]1993a: 140-141) 
“Perhaps” (trans. Ho Yung, in Payne, 1947: 53) 
“Perhaps” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 65) 
“Perhaps” (trans. Julia Lin, in Lin, 1972: 94) 
“Perhaps” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 28) 
“Perhaps” (trans. Catherine Yi-yu Cho Woo, in Wen, 1999: 72) 
“Perhaps” (trans. Michelle Yeh, in Yeh, 1992: 15-16) 
 
〈忘掉她〉(Wen, [1928]1993a: 142-144) 
“Forget Her” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 56-57) 
“Forget Her” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 29-30) 
 
〈淚雨〉(Wen, [1928]1993a: 144-145) 
“Tear Rain” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 31-32) 
 
〈末日〉(Wen, [1925/1928]1993a: 145-146) 
“The Last Day” (trans. H. Acton & S. H. Ch’en, in Acton & Ch’en, 1936: 157) 
“The Last Day” (trans. Ho Yung, in Payne, 1947: 54-55)  
“The Last Day” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 55)  
“The Last Day” (trans. Julia Lin, in Lin, 1972: 93)  
“The Last Day” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 33) 
“The End” (trans. Michelle Yeh, in Yeh, 1992: 16) 
 
〈死水〉(Wen, [1926/1928]1993a: 146-147) 
“The Dead Water” (trans. H. Acton & S. H. Ch’en, in Acton & Ch’en, 1936: 151)  
“Dead Water” (trans. Rewi Alley, in Alley, 1958: 320-321) 
“Dead Water” (trans. Cyril Birch, in Birch, 1972: 356)  
“Dead Water” (trans. Ho Yung, in Payne, 1947: 52-53) 
“Dead Water” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 65-66) 
“The Dead Water” (trans. Julia Lin, in Lin, 1972: 85-86)  
“Dead Water” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 34) 
“The Stagnant Ditch” (trans. Gladys Yang, in Yang, 1960: 5; in Wen, 1999, 74-76) 
“Dead Water” (trans. Michelle Yeh, in Yeh, 1992: 17) 
 
〈春光〉(Wen, [1926/1928]1993a: 148) 
“Spring Light” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 35) 
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〈黃昏〉(Wen, [1926/1928]1993a: 148-149) 
“Dusk” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 36) 
 
〈我要回來〉(Wen, [1928]1993a: 149-150) 
“I Wanted to Come Home” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1980: 111) 
“I Wanted to Come Back” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 37) 
 
〈夜歌〉(Wen, [1928]1993a: 150-151) 
“A Night Song” (trans. H. Acton & S. H. Ch’en, in Acton & Ch’en, 1936: 156)  
“The Night Song” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 66) 
“Night Song” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 38)  
 
〈心跳〉(〈靜夜〉) (Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 151-152) 
“Quiet Night” (trans. Rewi Alley, in Alley, 1958: 329-330) 
“Tranquil Night” (trans. Cyril Birch, in Birch, 1972: 357-358) 
“The Heart Beats” (trans. Ho Yung, in Payne, 1947: 56)  
“Quiet Night” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 62) 
“Quiet Night” (trans. Julia Lin, in Wen, 1999: 78-80) 
“Quiet Night” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 39-40)  
 
〈一個觀念〉(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 152-153) 
“The Idea” (trans. Rewi Alley, in Alley, 1958: 325-326) 
“A Concept” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 58) 
“One Concept” (trans. Julia Lin, in Wen, 1999: 82) 
“A Concept” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 41) 
 
〈發現〉(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 153) 
“The Search” (trans. Rewi Alley, in Alley, 1958: 323-324) 
“I Come, I Shout ...” (trans. Ho Yung, in Payne, 1947: 55) 
“Discovery” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 58; in Wen, 1999: 84) 
“Discovery” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 42) 
 
〈祈禱〉(Wen, [1928]1993a: 154-155) 
“Asked in Reverence” (trans. Rewi Alley, in Alley, 1958: 327-328) 
“Prayer” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 63-64) 
 
〈一句話〉(Wen, [1928]1993a: 155-156) 
“These Words” (trans. Rewi Alley, in Alley, 1958: 322) 
“One Sentence” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 64)  
“A Phrase” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 43) 
“This Name” (trans. Gladys Yang, in Yang, 1960: 7) 
 
〈荒村〉(Wen, [1928]1993a: 156-158) 
“The Deserted Village” (trans. H. Acton & S. H. Ch’en, in Acton & Ch’en, 1936: 
152-153) 
“The Deserted Village” (trans. Ho Yung, in Payne, 1947: 59-61) 
“The Deserted Village” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 60-61, in Wen, 1999: 88-92)  
“The Deserted Village” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 44-46) 
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〈罪過〉(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 158-159) 
“A Crime” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1980: 113) 
“Sins” (trans. Gloria Rogers, in Wen, 1999: 94) 
“Fault” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 47) 
 
〈天安門〉(Wen, [1926/1928]1993a: 159-162) 
“T’ien-an men” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1980: 99-100) 
“T’ien-an men” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 48-49) 
 
〈飛毛腿〉(Wen, [1928]1993a: 162-163) 
“Fei-mao t’ui” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1980: 112-113) 
 
〈洗衣歌〉(Wen, [1925/1928]1993a: 163-166) 
“The Laundryman’s Song” (trans. H. Acton & S. H. Ch’en, in Acton & Ch’en, 1936: 154- 
   155)  
“Song of the Laundryman” (trans. Rewi Alley, in Alley, 1958: 331-333) 
“The Laundry Song” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 55-56)  
“The Song of  the Laundry” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 50-51)  
“The Laundryman’s Song” (trans. Gladys Yang, in Yang, 1960: 6-7; in Wen, 1999:96-98) 
 
〈聞一多先生的書桌〉(Wen, [1925/1928]1993a: 167-168) 
“Mr. Wen I-to’s Desk” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1980: 118) 
“Mr. Wen’s Desk” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 52-53)  
 
《集外詩》Addendum Collection 
〈答辯〉(Wen, [1928]1993a: 258-259) 
“A Reply” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 63) 
 
〈奇蹟〉(Wen, [1931]1993a: 260-262) 
“Miracle” (trans. Kai-yu Hsu, in Hsu, 1964: 67-68) 
“Wonder” (trans. T. T. Sanders, in Sanders, 1972: 81-83) 
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Appendix 3.2b. Poetic Form of  Wen’s Poems in Stagnant Water《死水》 
 Rectangular 
Shape* 
Non-rectangular 
Regular Shape* 
Sonnet Others 
口供     
收回     
“你指著太陽起誓”     
什麼夢？     
大鼓師  O   
狼狽    #
你莫怨我     
你看 O    
也許     
忘掉她     
淚雨 O    
末日     
死水     
春光     
黃昏     
我要回來     
夜歌     
心跳     
一個觀念     
發現     
祈禱     
一句話    ##
荒村     
罪過     
天安門     
飛毛腿     
洗衣歌     
聞一多先生的書桌  O   
* including minor variation 
O: attempted form 
#  attempted uniformity in metrical division 
## attempted mixture of  Rectangular Shape and Non-rectangular Regular Shape 
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Appendix 3.2c. Kai-Yu Hsu’s Translations of  Stagnant Water 《死水》 
 Stanzaic Pattern Rhythmic Pattern Rhyme 
Confession   O 
Collect    
‘You Swear by the Sun’    
What Dream   O 
The Drum Singer   O 
Chagrin   O 
Don’t Blame Me   O 
You See    
Perhaps   O 
Forget Her   O 
The Last Day #   
Dead Water    
I Wanted to Come Home   O 
The Night Song    
Quiet Night    
A Concept    
Discovery   O 
Prayer    
One Sentence    
The Deserted Village    
A Crime    
T’ien-an men    
Fei-mao t’ui    
The Laundry Song #   
Mr. Wen I-to’s Desk #   
# with minor variation 
O: partial/attempted rhyming 
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Appendix 3.2.1a. “Stagnant Water” 〈死水〉 
Brief  Summary: 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Acton & Ch’en Alley Birch Ho 
Number 
of  Stanzas 
5 5 5 5 5 
Lines per 
Stanza 
4 4 5-10 4 4 
Line 
Length 
9 char./ syll. 
5-11 wd./  
6-12 syll. 
2-9 wd./  
5-10 syll. 
6-9 wd./  
8-12 syll. 
5-11 wd./  
8-16 syll. 
Rhythm 
4 groups of  syll. 
feet per line 
No distinct 
pattern found 
No distinct 
pattern found 
No distinct 
pattern found 
No distinct 
pattern found 
Rhyme Yes No No No No 
 
 
Translations 
Hsu Lin Sanders Yang Yeh 
Number 
of  Stanzas 
5 5 5 5 5 
Lines per 
Stanza 
4 4 4 4 4 
Line 
Length 
7-10 wd./  
9-13 syll. 
6-11 wd./  
7-15 syll. 
5-14 wd./ 
 7-15 syll. 
5-10 wd./  
5-14 syll. 
3-9 wd./  
5-12 syll. 
Rhythm 
No distinct 
pattern found 
No distinct 
pattern found 
No distinct 
pattern found 
No distinct 
pattern found 
No distinct 
pattern found 
Rhyme Yes No No No No 
Table 3.2.1a. “Stagnant Water” and its Translations 
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死水 字數 音尺  
這是｜一溝｜絕望的｜死水， 
清風｜吹不起｜半點｜漪淪 a。 
不如｜多扔些｜破銅｜爛鐵， 
爽性｜潑你的｜剩菜｜殘羹 a。 
 
也許｜銅的｜要綠成｜翡翠， 
鐵罐上｜鏽出｜幾瓣｜桃花 b； 
再讓｜油膩｜織一層｜羅綺， 
黴菌｜給他｜蒸出些｜雲霞 b。 
 
讓死水｜酵成｜一溝｜綠酒， 
飄滿了｜珍珠｜似的｜白沫 c； 
小珠們｜笑聲｜變成｜大珠， 
又被｜偷酒的｜花蚊｜咬破 c。 
 
那麼｜一溝｜絕望的｜死水， 
也就｜誇得上｜幾分｜鮮明 d。 
如果｜青蛙｜耐不住｜寂寞， 
又算｜死水｜叫出了｜歌聲 d。 
 
這是｜一溝｜絕望的｜死水， 
這裡｜斷不是｜美的｜所在 e， 
不如｜讓給｜醜惡｜來開墾， 
看他｜造出個｜什麼｜世界 e。 
9 
9 
9 
9 
 
9 
9 
9 
9 
 
9 
9 
9 
9 
 
9 
9 
9 
9 
 
9 
9 
9 
9 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
仄仄平平平仄仄仄仄 
平平平仄仄仄仄平平 
仄平平平平仄平仄仄 
仄仄平仄仄仄仄平平 
 
仄仄平仄仄仄平仄仄 
仄仄仄仄平仄仄平平 
仄仄平仄平平平平仄 
平平仄平平平平平平 
 
仄仄仄仄平平平仄仄 
平仄仄平平仄仄平仄 
仄平仄仄平仄平仄平 
仄仄平仄仄平平仄仄 
 
仄仄平平平仄仄仄仄 
仄仄平仄仄仄平平平 
平仄平平仄平仄仄仄 
仄仄仄仄仄平仄平平 
 
仄仄平平平仄仄仄仄 
仄仄仄平仄仄仄仄仄 
仄平仄仄仄仄平平仄 
仄平仄平仄平仄仄仄 
 
(Wen, [1926/1928]1993a: 146-147; analysis added) 
 
韻部︰(十三轍) 
a人辰*  b發花  c梭波 
d中東  e懷來* 
* see Footnote 12 in Section 3.2.1 
   
 #斜體為輕聲字 
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The Dead Water  
(trans. Harold Acton and Shih-Hsiang Ch’en) 
Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
  ／  —— ／ — ／  — ／ — ／— 
HERE is a ditch of dead and hopeless water, 
—  ／  —  ／ —／—  — — ／ 
No breeze can raise a ripple on its skin; 
／ — ／／—— ／  — ／ — ／— 
Better cast into it scraps of brass and iron 
 —  ／  — ／ — —  —  ／— ／ 
And pour the refuse of your dishes in. 
 
／ —  ／——  — —  ／ — ／ 
Maybe emeralds on the brass will grow, 
 —  ／ — — ／— ／ — ／— ／— 
And rust on the iron turn to ruby flowers, 
 ／ ／  — ／  —／——／— ／ 
Let rank oil weave a layer of silky gauze 
 —  ／ —  ／ —  ／ — ／ —   ／ 
And microbes broider cloudy patterns there. 
 
／ —  — ／／—— ／ — ／ 
Let it ferment into a ditch of wine, 
 ／  ／ —  ／— ／  —／ —  ／ 
Green wine with opal froth upon the brim. 
— ／ —  ／ —  ／  — ／ —— ／ 
A lustrous pearl will spring and swell in a laugh 
—  — ／  — ／  —  ／ — ／ — ／ — 
To be burst by gnats that come to rob the vintage. 
 
 —  ／ — ／ — ／  — ／ — ／— 
And thus a ditch of dead and hopeless water 
 —  ／ — ／— ／— 
May boast of vivid colour. 
—  ／ — ／ — ／ — ／ —  ／— 
If frogs cannot endure the deathly silence, 
 — ／ — —  —   ／ 
The water may have songs. 
 
 ／ —— ／  — ／  — ／ —  ／— 
There is a ditch of dead and hopeless water: 
 — ／ — ／ — ／ — ／—／ 
The region where no beauty ever is. 
 ／— — ／———／—— 
Better abandon it to ugliness— 
 ／ — — ／ — ／ — — — ／ 
See from it what a world may still be wrought! 
 
9 
 
9 
 
9 
 
8 
 
 
7 
 
9 
 
9 
 
6 
 
 
8 
 
8 
 
10 
 
11 
 
 
9 
 
5 
 
7 
 
5 
 
 
9 
 
7 
 
5 
 
10 
 
11 
 
10 
 
12 
 
10 
 
 
10 
 
12 
 
11 
 
10 
 
 
10 
 
10 
 
11 
 
12 
 
 
11 
 
7 
 
11 
 
6 
 
 
11 
 
10 
 
10 
 
10 
 
(Acton & Ch’en, 1936: 151) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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DEAD WATER (trans. Rewi Alley) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
－ ／  － ／ －／ 
A ditch where lies a pool 
－  ／ － ／－  ／ 
of  hopeless-looking, still 
／－ ／－－ ／   － ／ 
water; even the winds cannot 
 ／ ／ ／－／ ／ 
breathe life into it; just 
 ／ － ／－ ／  －  ／ 
something into which are thrown 
 ／－ ／ － ／－ ／－ 
broken bits of  metal, garbage; 
 
－ ／－－ ／ － ／ 
yet even the copper scrap, 
  ／ ／－－ －  ／ － 
dumped into it, may take on 
－ ／ － －／－－  ／ 
the colour of  emeralds; waste 
／－ ／／－ － ／ 
iron twist into the shape 
－ ／ ／ －  ／ ／－ 
of  peach blossom; grease making 
－／ － ／ － －／ 
a film-like silk, while decay 
 ／ ／－－／－ ／ 
gives rise to a gentle mist 
／－ ／－ ／ 
overhanging all; 
 
－ ／ － ／ ／ ／ 
suppose the whole foul mess 
－  －  ／ ／－ ／ ／ 
were to change into green wine, 
－ －－ － ／ － ／ ／ 
and in its fermenting throw up 
－ ／ － ／－－ 
a foam of  glistening 
 ／  － ／ － － － 
pearls, that laughing as they  
 ／ －  ／ － ／ 
burst would change in turn 
－ ／－ ／  ／ － 
to bigger pearls which in 
 ／ －  ／ － ／ 
time would break, when lit 
－ － － ／ －－ 
on them the mosquitoes 
－ ／  ／ ／  ／ 
that live off  such wine; 
 
／－／－ ／－ ／／ ／ － 
so is it that even this so dead and 
 － ／－ ／ － ／ ／  ／ 
despairing pond may show some life; 
 － －  ／ －－／－－ ／ 
that should frogs be unable to bear 
－ ／－／－－ ／－ －／ 
its desolation, the water itself 
－ ／ － ／ ／－ 
may start its own singing; 
 
／ ／－  ／－ ／ ／ 
this filthy, dreary pond; this, 
－ －／－－－ ／／－  ／ 
the antithesis of  all beauty, where 
／－ ／－  ／ ／ 
evil takes its course so 
－ ／－－ ／ －／－－ 
relentlessly, from the alchemy 
－ ／  － － ／ ／ ／ － 
of  change shall we see what manner 
－ ／ － － ／ 
of  world will emerge. 
 
6 
 
3 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
6 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
6 
 
2 
 
 
5 
 
6 
 
6 
 
4 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
4 
 
5 
 
 
9 
 
6 
 
7 
 
5 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
6 
 
5 
 
4 
 
7 
 
4 
 
6 
 
6 
 
8 
 
6 
 
7 
 
8 
 
 
7 
 
7 
 
8 
 
7 
 
7 
 
7 
 
7 
 
5 
 
 
6 
 
7 
 
8 
 
6 
 
6 
 
5 
 
6 
 
5 
 
6 
 
5 
 
 
10 
 
8 
 
9 
 
10 
 
6 
 
 
7 
 
10 
 
6 
 
9 
 
8 
 
5 
 
(Alley, 1958: 320-321) 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including 
secondary stress) 
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Dead Water (trans. Cyril Birch) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
／ —— ／  — ／  —   ／ ／— 
Here is a ditch of hopeless dead water, 
—    ／   —  ／ ／ ／— —  ／ ／ — 
The breeze can raise no ripple on this surface, 
／    ／  —   ／   ／ —  —  ／—／— 
Here’s where you dump old brass and rusty iron, 
—  ／— —   ／  —  ／／— ／ 
Or cheerfully waste you leftover soup. 
 
—   ／  —  ／  —  ／ —  ／ — 
But scraps of brass may hue to turquoise, 
／   ／  — ／ —  —  ／ —  ／ 
Peach blossoms flower from rusting cans, 
—  ／ —  ／   ／  —／ — —  ／ 
The greasy scum weave a texture of gauze 
—— ／—  ／   ／  ／  —  —  ／ 
And a tinted haze steam up from the germs. 
 
／  —  ／  ／—  ／— ／—  ／   ／ 
Let this dead water ferment into green wine 
 ／  —  —  ／—  ／  —  ／ 
Frothing with pearly beads of foam: 
／—  ／   ／ —  ／ ／— ／  ／ 
Tiny beads chuckle, turn into big beads, 
  ／ — —  ／ —  — ／ —  ／ 
Burst at the onslaught of raiding gnats. 
 
— ／   ／ — ／  —  ／  ／— 
So this ditch of hopeless dead water 
—   ／   ／ — ／—  ／  — 
May well boast a certain splendor; 
—  — —  ／   ／  ／ —  ／— 
Then if the frogs can’t bear the silence 
／ —  ／ ／— — ／  —  ／ 
Out of dead water a song will rise. 
 
／ —— ／  — ／  —   ／ ／— 
Here is a ditch of hopeless dead water, 
／ — ／  ／  — ／ ——  ／ 
Here is no place for beauty to dwell. 
／ ／——  ／ ／— — —／— — 
Let ugliness take over and develop it, 
 ／  ／  ／ ——  ／  — — ／ 
See what kind of a world will emerge. 
 
8 
 
9 
 
9 
 
6 
 
 
8 
 
6 
 
8 
 
9 
 
 
8 
 
6 
 
7 
 
7 
 
 
7 
 
6 
 
8 
 
8 
 
 
8 
 
8 
 
7 
 
8 
 
10 
 
11 
 
11 
 
10 
 
 
9 
 
9 
 
10 
 
10 
 
 
11 
 
8 
 
10 
 
9 
 
 
9 
 
8 
 
9 
 
9 
 
 
10 
 
9 
 
12 
 
9 
 
 (Birch, 1972: 356) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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DEAD WATER (trans. Ho Yung) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
 ／  —— ／ —  ／  —  ／ — ／— 
HERE is a ditch of dead and hopeless water: 
—  ／  — ／ —／— — — 
No breeze can raise a ripple on it. 
 ／ —  ／ —— ／  —／— ／— —  ／— 
Best to throw in it scraps of rusty iron and copper, 
 —  ／ ／ ——— ／ — — ／  — ／ 
And pour out in it the refuse of meat and soup. 
 
 — ／  — ／ —  — ／ ／ — ／—— 
Perhaps the copper will turn green as emeralds,  
 — ／ — ／— ／— ／ — ／ — ／ —  ／ ／ — 
Perhaps the rusty iron will assume the shape of peach-blossoms. 
／  ／  ／ —／— —／— ／ 
Let grease weave a layer of silky gauze 
—  —／—— ／ ／ —  — ／ — ／ 
And bacteria puff patches of cloud and haze. 
 
— ／ — ／ ／ — — ／ ／—   ／ ／ 
So let the dead water ferment into green wine 
／ — — ／ —  ／  — ／ ／ 
Littered with floating pearls of white foam. 
 ／ ／  ／—  —／ — — ／ ／ ／ 
Small pearls cackle aloud and become big pearls, 
／— — — ／ — ／ — ／ — ／ — 
Only to be burst like gnats to rob the vintage. 
 
 —  ／ ／  ／ — ／ — ／ — ／— 
And so this ditch of dead and hopeless water 
 — ／  — ／  — ／ — 
May boast a touch of brightness: 
—— ／ — ／ — ／ —  ／—  ／— 
If the toads cannot endure the deadly silence, 
 — ／—  — ／ ／ ／— 
The water may burst out singing. 
 
 ／ —— ／  — ／ — ／ — ／— 
Here is a ditch of dead and hopeless water, 
— ／—  — ／— — ／ — ／ 
A region where beauty can never stay. 
／— —／— ／—／— 
Better abandon it to evil— 
 —  — ／ ／  ／— — ／ ／ —— 
Then, perhaps, some beauty will come out of it. 
 
9 
 
8 
 
11 
 
11 
 
 
8 
 
10 
 
8 
 
8 
 
 
9 
 
7 
 
8 
 
10 
 
 
9 
 
6 
 
8 
 
6 
 
 
9 
 
7 
 
5 
 
9 
 
11 
 
9 
 
14 
 
12 
 
 
12 
 
16 
 
10 
 
12 
 
 
12 
 
9 
 
11 
 
12 
 
 
11 
 
7 
 
12 
 
8 
 
 
11 
 
10 
 
9 
 
11 
 
(Payne, 1947: 52-53) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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DEAD WATER (trans. Kai-yu Hsu) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
 ／  —— ／ — ／ — — ／ ／— 
Here is a ditch of  hopelessly dead water. 
— ／  — ／  —／— ／—  —— 
No breeze can raise a single ripple on it. 
 — —  ／ ／ — ／— ／— ／ 
Might as well throw in rusty metal scraps 
— ／— ／ ／ ／— ／ —  ／  —— 
or even pour left-over food and soup in it. 
 
—  ／ — ／ — ／ — ／ — ／  ／—— 
Perhaps the green on copper will become emeralds. 
—  ／ — ／ ／ ／  ／ —   —  ／ 
Perhaps on tin cans peach blossoms will bloom. 
 —  ／ ／  ／ —／— — ／— ／ 
Then, let grease weave a layer of  silky gauze, 
 — ／   ／ ／ — —  ／——  ／ 
and germs brew patches of  colorful spume. 
 
／  — ／ ／—  — ／ ／— ／  ／ 
Let the dead water ferment into jade wine 
／ — — ／ —   ／ — ／ ／ 
covered with floating pearls of  white scum. 
 ／  ／ ／ — ／ — ／ ／ ／ 
Small pearls chuckle and become big pearls, 
／——  ／ — ／  ／  — ／ — ／ 
only to burst as gnats come to steal this rum. 
 
 —  ／ — ／ — ／— —  ／ ／— 
And so this ditch of  hopelessly dead water 
 —  ／ ／ — ／ —  ／  —  ／ 
may still claim a touch of  something bright. 
 — — — ／ — ／ ／  — ／— 
And if  the frogs cannot bear the silence— 
—  ／ ／— — ／ —  ／ —  —／ 
the dead water will croak its song of  delight. 
 
 ／ —— ／  — ／ — — ／ ／— 
Here is a ditch of  hopelessly dead water— 
—／—  — ／—  —  ／— —／ 
a region where beauty can never reside. 
— —  ／ ／— ／— ／— — — 
Might as well let the devil cultivate it— 
—  ／ ／ —  — ／ ／ — — ／ 
and see what sort of  world it can provide. 
 
8 
 
9 
 
8 
 
9 
 
 
8 
 
8 
 
9 
 
7 
 
 
8 
 
7 
 
7 
 
10 
 
 
8 
 
8 
 
8 
 
9 
 
 
8 
 
7 
 
8 
 
9 
 
11 
 
11 
 
10 
 
12 
 
 
13 
 
10 
 
11 
 
10 
 
 
11 
 
9 
 
9 
 
11 
 
 
11 
 
9 
 
10 
 
11 
 
 
11 
 
11 
 
11 
 
10 
 
 (Hsu, 1964: 65-66) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
   rhyme 
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The Dead Water (trans. Julia C. Lin) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
 ／ —— ／ — ／ — — ／  ／— 
This is a ditch of hopelessly dead water. 
—  ／  ／  — ／   ／—／— — — 
No clear breeze can raise half a ripple on it. 
／ ／ ／ — ／ ／— ／— ／ 
Why not throw in some rusty metal scraps, 
— ／— ／ —  —  ／／—  ／  — ／ 
Or even some of your leftover food and soup? 
 
 — ／  — ／ —  — ／ —   ／ ／——／— ／ 
Perhaps the copper will turn its green patina into jade, 
 —  — — ／  ／ ／ —  ／  ／—  ／ ／ — 
And on the tin can rust will bloom into peach blossoms; 
—  ／  ／   ／  —／—— ／  — ／ 
Then let grease weave a layer of silk brocade, 
 —  ／  ／ — ／ — ／ 
And germs brew out colored clouds. 
 
／  —  ／ ／— — ／ ／——  ／ —  ／ ／ 
Let the dead water ferment into a ditch of green wine, 
 ／ —  —  ／ —  ／ —  ／  ／ 
Filled with the floating pearllike white foam, 
—  ／ —  — ／  ／ ／ — ／—  ／ ／ 
The laughter of small pearls turning into large pearls 
／—— —   ／    —  ／ ／ —  ／ — ／ 
Only to be pierced when gnats come to steal the wine. 
 
 ／ —／  — ／— —  ／ ／— 
Thus, a ditch of hopelessly dead water 
 —  ／ ／  — ／  ／ — — ／ — 
May yet claim some small measure of splendor. 
— — — ／   — ／ ／ — ／— — 
And if the frogs cannot bear the loneliness, 
 ／ —  ／ ／ — ／ ／— ／ 
Let the dead water burst into song. 
 
 ／ ——  ／ — ／— — ／  ／— 
This is a ditch of hopelessly dead water, 
— ／  — ／—  — ／— ／ 
A place where beauty can never live. 
 — —  ／ ／ ／ ／— — — 
Might as well let vice cultivate it, 
 — ／ ／   ／— ／ — — ／— 
And see what kind of world it can create. 
 
8 
 
10 
 
8 
 
9 
 
 
10 
 
11 
 
9 
 
6 
 
 
11 
 
7 
 
9 
 
11 
 
 
7 
 
8 
 
8 
 
7 
 
 
8 
 
7 
 
7 
 
9 
 
11 
 
11 
 
10 
 
12 
 
 
15 
 
13 
 
11 
 
7 
 
 
14 
 
9 
 
12 
 
12 
 
 
10 
 
10 
 
11 
 
9 
 
 
11 
 
9 
 
9 
 
10 
 
(Lin, 1972: 85-86) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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Dead Water (trans. Tao Tao Sanders) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
 ／ ——  ／ —  ／ —   ／ ／— 
Here is a ditch of  hopeless dead water, 
 — ／  ／   — ／ ／— ／  ／— ／— 
The fresh breeze would not even raise half  a ripple. 
 —  — —  ／ ／  —— ／ ／ ／ —  ／   — ／— 
One might as well throw in a few more tins and scraps of  metal 
 —  ／ ／ ／ — —   ／ ／— ／ — ／— 
And why not pour in your left-over food and gravy. 
 
 — ／ — ／ — —  ／— — ／ ／—／— — 
Perhaps the green of  the copper will turn into emerald, 
 ／  — — ／  ／ — ／ — ／— —  ／   ／ — 
Rust on the tin cans emerge as petals of  peach blossom; 
 — ／ ／  ／  —／—— ／ —  ／— 
Then let grease weave a layer of  patterned muslin, 
 — —／—— ／ ／ — —  ／—  ／ 
And bacteria brew vapours of  coloured clouds. 
 
／  — ／ ／—  — ／／——／— — ／ ／ 
Let the dead water ferment into a gully of  green wine, 
／ — ／ —  ／ — ／ ／ 
Floating pearl-like crowds of  white foam; 
 — ／ —  — ／ ／  —  ／  — — ／ ／ 
The laughter of  small pearls will change them to large pearls 
／ —  ／ — ／ —  — ／ — ／—— 
Broken by mosquitoes to steal the alcohol. 
 
／— — ／ — ／ —   ／ ／— 
Even a ditch of  hopeless dead water 
 —  ／ — ／   ／— — 
Can boast of  some ornaments. 
— — ／  ／  ／ ／  — ／ — 
If  the green frogs can’t bear the silence, 
 — ／ —  ／ — —  ／ ／—  — ／ 
Then we can say that the dead water can sing. 
 
 ／ —— ／  — ／ —   ／  ／— 
Here is a ditch of  hopeless dead water, 
 —  — ／ — — ／ —  ／ — ／ 
This cannot be a place where beauty lives, 
／—  ／ ／—— ／——— 
Better let ugliness cultivate it, 
 —  ／ ／ ／  — ／  ／ —— 
And see what kind of  world comes of  it. 
 
8 
 
10 
 
14 
 
10 
 
 
10 
 
11 
 
9 
 
7 
 
 
11 
 
6 
 
11 
 
7 
 
 
7 
 
5 
 
8 
 
10 
 
 
8 
 
8 
 
5 
 
9 
 
10 
 
12 
 
15 
 
13 
 
 
15 
 
14 
 
12 
 
12 
 
 
15 
 
8 
 
12 
 
12 
 
 
10 
 
7 
 
9 
 
11 
 
 
10 
 
10 
 
10 
 
9 
 
(Sanders, 1972: 34) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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The Stagnant Ditch (trans. Gladys Yang) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
 ／ —— ／  — ／ —  ／ — ／— 
This is a ditch of  hopeless, stagnant water 
—  ／   — ／— 
No breeze can ruffle; 
／ —  ／ — ／ ／ —  ／ 
Better throw in more junk and scrap, 
 ／ — ／  — ／ — 
Pour in slops and garbage. 
 
 ／  —  ／  — — ／—— ／—— 
Brass may take on an emerald patina, 
 ／  ／  — ／—— ／ — — ／  ／— 
Tin cans may rust in a pattern of  peach petals; 
 ／ ／  ／ — ／— ／／— —  ／ 
Let scum weave a gauzy veil over the whole 
 —  ／—— ／—— ／——  ／ 
And bacteria generate evening clouds. 
 
／  — ／ — ／—  — ／  — ／  ／ ／ 
Let the stagnant water ferment, become green wine, 
 ／  —  ／ ／ — ／ 
Flecked with white foam like pearls; 
 —  ／ — — —  ／ —   ／  ／ —  
The sniggering of  small pearls makes large pearls 
— — ／ — — ／ — — ／ ——  — ／ — 
To be bitten and broken by bibulous mosquitoes. 
 
 —  ／ — ／  — ／ —   ／ —  ／— 
Thus such a ditch of  hopeless, stagnant water 
 —  ／ — ／— ／—— 
May boast a certain novelty; 
 — — ／— ／  ／ —  ／ — 
And if  lonely frogs break the silence, 
— ／ — ／ —  ／ —  ／— — ／— 
To all intents the stagnant water is singing. 
 
 ／ —— ／ —  ／ —  ／ — ／— 
This is a ditch of  hopeless, stagnant water; 
 ／  — ／  ／ — ／ —／ — ／— 
This, beyond doubt, is no abode of  Beauty; 
 ／— ／ —  ／ — — ／— —  ／ —／ 
Better let the Demon of  Ugliness plough it up 
 — ／ ／ —  — ／ — ／ 
And see what he can make of  it. 
 
8 
 
4 
 
7 
 
5 
 
 
7 
 
10 
 
9 
 
5 
 
 
8 
 
6 
 
8 
 
8 
 
 
8 
 
5 
 
7 
 
8 
 
 
8 
 
8 
 
9 
 
8 
 
11 
 
5 
 
8 
 
6 
 
 
11 
 
12 
 
11 
 
11 
 
 
12 
 
6 
 
10 
 
14 
 
 
11 
 
8 
 
9 
 
12 
 
 
11 
 
11 
 
13 
 
8 
 
(Wen, 1999: 74-76) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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DEAD WATER (tr. Michelle Yeh) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
— ／ ／  —  ／ ／— 
A bleak pool of dead water 
 — — ／  —  ／ —／— 
Where no breeze can raise a ripple— 
 —  — — ／  ／  — ／—  ／ 
One may as well throw in metal scraps 
 — ／／—  ／ 
And leftover food. 
 
 — ／ —  ／— — ／ ／— ／—— 
Perhaps the metal will turn into emeralds, 
 — ／— ／ ／— ／  ／ — 
The rusty cans into peach blossoms; 
 — ／  — ／ — ／— ／ 
The grease will weave a silken gauze, 
 —  —  ／ — ／ —  — ／ ／ — ／ 
And the mold will rise and become twilight clouds. 
 
／ — ／ ／—  — ／ ／—— ／ ／ 
Let the dead water ferment into a green wine 
— —  ／  — ／  ／ ／ 
In which white foam floats like pearls; 
／— ／ ／—  — ／ ／—／ ／ 
Tiny pearls giggle and turn into big pearls, 
 — ／ ／—  — ／——  — ／ — 
Then get broken by pilfering mosquitoes. 
 
 — ／ — ／ ／ — ／ ／— 
Perhaps a bleak pool of dead water 
— ／／—／ 
Is fair after all. 
—— ／ ／ ／— 
If the frogs get lonely, 
—  — ／ ／—  — — ／ 
They can bring music to the place. 
 
— ／ ／ — ／ ／— 
A bleak pool of dead water 
 ／ ／ —  — ／ —／ 
Where beauty cannot reside— 
 — —  — ／ ／ — ／— ／——— 
One may as well let the Devil cultivate it 
 — ／ ／  ／  — ／ — — ／— 
And see what kind of world he will create. 
 
6 
 
7 
 
8 
 
3 
 
 
7 
 
6 
 
7 
 
9 
 
 
9 
 
7 
 
8 
 
6 
 
 
7 
 
4 
 
5 
 
7 
 
 
6 
 
4 
 
9 
 
9 
 
7 
 
8 
 
9 
 
5 
 
 
12 
 
9 
 
8 
 
11 
 
 
12 
 
7 
 
11 
 
11 
 
 
9 
 
5 
 
6 
 
8 
 
 
7 
 
7 
 
12 
 
10 
 
 (Yeh, 1992: 17) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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Appendix 3.2.1b. “Perhaps” 〈也許〉 
Brief  Summary: 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Ho Hsu Lin Sanders Woo Yeh 
Number 
of  
Stanzas 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Lines per 
Stanza 
4 4 4 4 4 4* 4 
Line 
Length 
9 char./ syll. 
5-11 wd./ 
7-15 syll. 
5-9 wd./ 
6-12 syll. 
5-10 wd./ 
5-14 syll. 
6-12 wd./ 
7-15 syll. 
5-9 wd./ 
5-11 syll. 
5-11wd./ 
6-12 syll. 
Rhythm 
4 groups of  
syllabic feet 
per line 
No 
distinct 
pattern 
found 
No distinct 
pattern 
found 
No 
distinct 
pattern 
found 
No 
distinct 
pattern 
found 
No 
distinct 
pattern 
found 
No 
distinct 
pattern 
found 
Rhyme Yes No 
Partial/ 
Attempted 
Rhyming 
No No No No 
(* Except for Stanza 2) 
Table 3.2.1b. “Perhaps” and its Translations  
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也許 
——葬歌 
字數 音尺 
也許｜你⁞真是｜哭得｜太累， 
也許，｜也許｜你要｜睡一睡*， 
那麼｜叫⁞夜鷹｜不要｜咳嗽， 
蛙｜不要⁞號，｜蝙蝠｜不要⁞飛*。 
 
不許｜陽光｜撥⁞你的｜眼簾， 
不許｜清風｜刷上｜你的⁞眉*， 
無論｜誰都｜不能｜驚醒⁞你， 
撐｜一傘｜松蔭｜庇護⁞你睡*， 
 
也許｜你聽｜這⁞蚯蚓｜翻泥， 
聽這｜小草的｜根鬚｜吸水*， 
也許｜你⁞聽着｜這般｜音樂， 
比｜那⁞咒駡的｜人聲｜更美*； 
 
那麼｜你先｜把⁞眼皮｜閉緊， 
我就讓｜你睡，｜我讓｜你睡*， 
我把｜黃土｜輕輕｜蓋着⁞你， 
我叫｜紙錢兒｜緩緩的｜飛*。 
9 
9 
9 
9 
 
9 
9 
9 
9 
 
9 
9 
9 
9 
 
9 
9 
9 
9 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
(Wen, [1925/1928]1993a: 140-141; analysis added) 
 
韻部︰ (十三轍) 
*灰堆 
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PERHAPS (trans. Ho Yung) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
—   ／  —  — ／ — — ／ — 
PERHAPS you are weary of  weeping, 
 — ／  — ／— ／ —  ／ —  ／ 
Perhaps you only want to sleep in peace: 
 —   ／ — ／—  ／  ／ 
Then bid the herons not cough, 
 —  ／  ／  ／   — —  ／  ／  ／  — 
The frogs not shout, and the bats stop wheeling. 
 
／ —  ／ —   ／  ／  ／—  ／— 
Let the sunlight not pierce under eyelids, 
／  —  ／   ／ ／  —  ／ — 
Let the winds not stir your eyebrows, 
—  ／  ／ —  —  — ／ — 
For now no one may disturb you. 
—／ —  ／  —  ／ — ／  — 
I bid the mountain god protect you. 
 
 — ／  —  — ／  —   ／ —    ／ — 
Perhaps you can hear the earthworms toiling 
 —  —  ／  ／ —  ／  ／ —  ／— 
And the frail roots of  grass sucking water. 
 — ／  —  ／ ／—— ／— 
Perhaps you hear delicate music 
／  ／— —  —  ／—  ／— 
More beautiful than earthly curses. 
 
  ／ —   ／   ／  —  ／— 
Therefore close tight your eyelids. 
— ／ —  ／  — ／ —  ／ 
I’ll let you sleep, I’ll let you sleep. 
— — ／ —  ／ —  ／ ／— — 
I shall sprinkle yellow sand over you 
 —  ／  — ／— ／— —  ／  ／— ／— —  ／ 
And pray for paper money to float slowly over your grave. 
 
 
6 
 
8 
 
6 
 
9 
 
 
7 
 
7 
 
7 
 
7 
 
 
7 
 
8 
 
5 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
8 
 
7 
 
11 
 
9  
 
10 
 
7 
 
10 
 
 
10 
 
8 
 
8 
 
9 
 
 
10 
 
10 
 
9 
 
9 
 
 
7  
 
8  
 
10  
 
15 
 
(Payne, 1947: 53) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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PERHAPS (A DIRGE) (trans. Kai-yu Hsu) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
— ／   —  — ／  ／ — ／— 
Perhaps you are too tired of crying,  
 — ／  —  ／  — ／  — ／ 
Perhaps you want to sleep awhile.  
 —  — ／ —  ／  ／ —  ／ 
Then I’ll tell the owls not to cough,  
 ／  —  ／  —  ／ — ／ ／ 
Frogs to hush, and bats to stay still.  
 
— ／ ／ —  ／ —  ／  — ／— 
I’ll not let the sunshine pry your eyelids,  
 — ／ —  ／  —   ／  —   ／ 
Nor let the wind your eyebrows sweep.  
／——  ／ — — ／ — —／— — 
Nobody will be allowed to awaken you,  
— ／— ／ — ／— — ／—  —   ／ 
I hold a pine umbrella to shelter your sleep.  
 
 — ／  —  ／  ／   —   ／ —  ／ 
Perhaps you hear earthworms turning dirt,  
 — ／  —  ／  ／  —   ／ — ／— 
Perhaps you hear grassroots sucking water.  
 — ／  ／—— —   ／  ／ —  ／ 
Perhaps prettier than man’s cursing voice  
— — ／  — ／— —  ／  ／  
Is this kind of music you now hear.  
 
— ／ —  ／   —  ／ —  ／ 
I’ll let you sleep, yes, let you sleep— 
／  —  ／  —  ／ — 
Close your eyes now, tightly.  
— ／— —  ／—  —  ／—  ／ 
I'll cover you gently with yellow earth,  
 —  ／ ／— ／— — ／／— 
And tell paper ashes to fly lightly.  
 
 
7 
 
6 
 
8 
 
8 
 
 
8 
 
7 
 
7 
 
9 
 
 
6 
 
6 
 
6 
 
8 
 
 
8 
 
5 
 
7 
 
7 
 
9  
 
8  
 
8  
 
8 
 
 
10 
 
8 
 
12 
 
12 
 
 
9 
 
10 
 
10 
 
9 
 
 
8 
 
6 
 
10 
 
10 
(Hsu, 1964: 65) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
   rhyme 
   slant rhyme 
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PERHAPS (A DIRGE) (trans. Julia C. Lin) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
— ／  — — — ／  ／ ／ —   —  ／  ／  ／ — 
Perhaps you are indeed too wearied from too much weeping. 
 — ／   — ／  —  ／ — ／ — ／ ／ 
Perhaps, perhaps you wish to fall asleep now. 
 —   ／ —  ／  ／ ／ —  ／  
Then ask the night owl not to cough, 
 —  ／  ／ — ／   —  ／  ／ —／ 
The frogs not to croak and bats not to fly. 
 
／  ／  ／ —   ／  —  ／ — 
Let no sunshine pierce your eyelids, 
／  ／  ／  —   ／   —   ／ 
Let no clear winds touch your brows, 
—  —／— ／ — —  ／ —  ／ ／—  — 
And whoever he may be, let him not startle you. 
 —  — —／— — ／ — —   ／  —   ／ 
With an umbrella of pine I shall guard your sleep. 
 
 — ／  —  ／   ／  —   ／ —  —  ／ 
Perhaps you hear earthworms turning the soil, 
 —  ／   —  ／ — ／— 
The grass roots sucking water. 
 — ／  — ／—  —  ／ — 
Perhaps the music you hear now 
—／——  —  ／   ／ —  ／— 
Is lovelier than men’s cursing voices. 
 
／   ／ —   ／ — 
Close tight your eyes then, 
——  ／ —  ／  ／ —  ／ 
I shall let you sleep, let you sleep. 
— ／—  ／— — —   ／ — ／ 
I'll gently cover you with yellow earth 
 —  ／ — ／— —／— ／—   — ／ ／— 
And ask the ashes of paper money to rise slowly. 
 
 
10 
 
8 
 
8 
 
10 
 
 
6 
 
7 
 
10 
 
10 
 
 
7 
 
5 
 
6 
 
6 
 
 
5 
 
8 
 
7 
 
10 
 
14  
 
11  
 
8  
 
10 
 
 
8 
 
8 
 
13 
 
12 
 
 
10  
 
7  
 
8  
 
10 
 
 
5 
 
8 
 
10 
 
14 
(Lin, 1972: 94) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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Perhaps (trans. Tao Tao Sanders) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
— ／  — — ／—  ／  ／  —  ／— 
Perhaps you are really worn out with crying; 
 — ／  —  ／ —   ／ —  ／ —／ 
Perhaps, perhaps you want to sleep a bit. 
 —   ／ —  ／  —   ／  ／  
Then let the night hawks not cough, 
 —  ／   ／  ／  — ／  ／ ／ 
The frogs not croak, the bats not fly, 
 
— ／  ／ — ／ —  ／ —  ／ — — —  ／ 
I won’t let the sunlight stir the curtain of your eyes, 
— ／  ／ —   ／   ／  —   ／ —  
I won’t let the breeze brush your eyebrows, 
／——  —／ — —／——  ／ — 
Nobody at all will be able to wake you. 
——   ／   — —／— —  ／ ／   —  ／  —  ／ 
I shall stretch an umbrella of pine trees to guard your sleep, 
 
 — ／  — — ／—— — —   ／  —   ／ —  — ／ 
Perhaps you are listening to the earthworms turning the clay, 
 —  ／  —  ／  —  ／  ／ —  ／  ／— 
And hear the roots of young grasses suck water, 
 — ／  —  ／ — ／— —  ／ 
Perhaps this kind of music you hear 
—  ／ ／— —  — —  ／ — ／ — — ／ 
Is more beautiful than the cursing voices of men; 
 
 —    ／  ／  — ／ —  ／— 
Then, first shut your eyelids tightly; 
— ／ —  ／   — ／ —  ／ 
I’ll let you sleep, I’ll let you sleep. 
— ／—  ／— —  —   ／   ／ 
I’ll gently cover you with brown earth. 
— ／ — ／— — ／— ／ —  ／  ／— — ／ 
I’ll let the ashes of paper money float softly around. 
 
 
8 
 
8 
 
7 
 
8 
 
 
11 
 
8 
 
9 
 
12 
 
 
10 
 
9 
 
7 
 
9 
 
 
6 
 
8 
 
7 
 
10 
 
11  
 
10  
 
7  
 
8 
 
 
13  
 
9  
 
12  
 
14 
 
 
15  
 
11  
 
9  
 
13  
 
 
8 
 
8  
 
9  
 
15 
 (Sanders, 1972: 28) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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Perhaps 
—a funeral song (trans. Translated by Catherine Yi-yu Cho Woo) 
Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
— ／  —  — ／— ／  ／  —   ／— 
Perhaps you are really too tired from crying; 
 — ／  —  ／  — ／ — ／— ／ 
Perhaps, perhaps you need a little sleep. 
 —   ／ —  ／ ／ —  ／ 
Then, tell the owl not to cough, 
 ／   ／ —  ／  ／  ／ — ／ 
Frogs not to croak, bats not to fly. 
 
 ／ —  ／   — ／ ／  — —  ／ 
Let the bright sun not fall on your eyes, 
—   ／   —  ／  ／   —  ／ 
The clear breeze not brush your brows; 
／  ／ —  ／  — 
Let no one wake you. 
／ —   —  —／— —  ／  ／ 
Holding this umbrella of pine shade, 
— —   ／  —  ／ 
I shall guard your sleep. 
 
 — ／  —  —  ／   ／ —    ／—  —  ／ 
Perhaps you can hear earthworms turning the soil, 
／—  ／   —   ／ — ／ — 
Little grass roots sucking water; 
 — ／ —  ／— —  ／   ／   —  — ／ 
Perhaps the music of these sounds you can hear, 
／  ／—— —   ／  ／ — 
Far prettier than man’s cursing. 
 
 —   ／   —  ／  ／  ／— 
Then keep your eyes shut tightly; 
— ／ —  ／  ／ —  ／ 
I’ll let you sleep, let you sleep. 
／ — — ／—  —  —  ／—  ／ 
Gently I’ll cover you with yellow earth 
—  ／ — ／— ／—  — ／—  ／ 
And tell the paper money to slowly drift. 
 
 
8 
 
7 
 
7 
 
8 
 
 
9 
 
7 
 
5 
 
6 
 
5 
 
 
8 
 
5 
 
9 
 
5 
 
 
6 
 
7 
 
7 
 
8 
 
11 
 
10 
 
7 
 
8  
 
 
9 
 
7 
 
5 
 
9 
 
5 
 
 
11 
 
8 
 
11 
 
8 
 
 
7 
 
7 
 
10 
 
11 
 (Wen, 1999: 72) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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PERHAPS (A DIRGE) (trans. Michelle Yeh) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
— ／  —  —   ／  — ／  ／ 
Perhaps you have cried yourself tired; 
 — ／  —  ／ —  ／—— ／ 
Perhaps you feel like taking a nap. 
  — — ／ —  ／  ／ — ／ 
Then I’ll tell the owls not to cough, 
 —  ／  ／ —  ／   — —  ／ ／ — ／ 
The frogs not to croak, and the bats not to fly. 
 
— ／  ／ — ／  ／ —  ／ — ／ 
I won’t let the sun pry your eyelids up 
— —  ／   ／   —   ／ —   
Or the wind brush your forehead. 
—  ／  — ／— — —／— — 
No one will startle or awaken you; 
— ／  ／—— —  ／  — 
A pine parasol will shade you. 
 
 — ／  —  —  ／  ／  —    ／ —  ／ 
Perhaps you will hear earthworms turning soil 
 —  ／  —   ／ —  ／—    
And grass roots sucking water; 
 — ／  — ／—  —  ／  
Perhaps the music you hear 
 — — ／ —  —  ／—   ／— 
Will be sweeter than human curses. 
 
 —   ／  —   ／  ／— 
Then close your eyes tightly; 
— ／ —  ／  ／ —  ／ 
I’ll let you sleep, let you sleep. 
— ／— —  ／—  —  ／—  ／ 
I’ll cover you gently with yellow earth 
 — ／ —   ／  — ／—  ／  ／— ／— 
And set the smoke of paper gold slowly rising. 
 
 
6 
 
7 
 
8 
 
11 
 
 
9 
 
6 
 
7 
 
6 
 
 
7 
 
5 
 
5 
 
6 
 
 
5 
 
7 
 
7 
 
9 
 
8 
 
9 
 
8 
 
11 
 
 
10 
 
7 
 
10 
 
8 
 
 
10 
 
7 
 
7 
 
9  
 
 
6 
 
7 
 
10 
 
12 
 (Yeh, 1992: 15-16) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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Appendix 3.2.1c. “Confession” 〈口供〉 
Brief  Summary: 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Ho Hsu Lin Sanders Woo Yeh 
Number 
of  
Stanzas 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Lines per 
Stanza 
8+2 8+2 8+2 8+2 8+2 9+2 8+2 
Line 
Length 
11 char./ syll. 
7-15 wd./ 
9-17 syll. 
8-11 wd./ 
9-14 syll. 
8-13 wd./ 
10-15 
syll. 
8-14 wd./ 
10-16 
syll. 
6-10 wd./ 
6-13 syll. 
6-10 wd./ 
7-14 syll. 
Rhythm 
5 groups of  
syllabic feet 
per line* 
No 
distinct 
pattern 
found 
No distinct 
pattern 
found 
No 
distinct 
pattern 
found 
No 
distinct 
pattern 
found 
No 
distinct 
pattern 
found 
No 
distinct 
pattern 
found 
Rhyme Yes No 
Partial/ 
Attempted 
Rhyming 
No No No No 
(* Except for Line 4) 
Table 3.2.1c. “Confession” and its Translations 
 
 
口供 字數 音尺 
我｜不騙⁞你，｜我⁞不是｜什麼｜詩人 a， 
縱然｜我⁞愛的｜是｜白石的｜堅貞 a， 
青松｜和⁞大海，｜鴉背｜馱着｜夕陽 b， 
黃昏裡｜織滿了｜蝙蝠的｜翅膀 b。 
你⁞知道｜我愛｜英雄，｜還愛｜高山 c， 
我愛｜一幅｜國旗｜在⁞風中｜招展 c， 
自從｜鵝黃｜到｜古銅色⁞的｜菊花 d。 
記着｜我的｜糧食｜是⁞一壺｜苦茶 d！ 
 
可是｜還有｜一個⁞我，｜你｜怕不怕 d？—— 
蒼蠅｜似的｜思想，｜垃圾桶｜裡爬 d。 
 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
 
11 
11 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
 
5 
5 
(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 126; analysis added) 
 
韻部︰ (十三轍) 
a 人辰 b 江陽 c 言前 d 發花 
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THE CONFESSION (trans. Ho Yung) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
—  ／ ／ — ／— ／  — ／ —／— 
IT’S no joke at all, I’m not that sort of poet. 
  ／  ——／ —  ／  —  ／   ／ 
Though I adore the sheen of white quartz, 
  ／  — ／  —   ／  —  ／ —  ／—  — ／———  ／   ／ 
Though I love green pines, vast seas, the glimmer of sunset on a crow’s back, 
 — ／— ／ —／／— —  —  ／  — ／ 
The dusky sky interwoven with the wings of bats, 
  ／  ——／ ／—  —  ／  ／ — 
Though I adore heroes and high mountains, 
—  ／  — ／—  ／— — — ／ 
The flags of nations waving in the wind, 
／ ／—   —  ／— — — ／—   ／ — — ／  — — 
All colours from saffron to the heavy bronze of chrysanthemums, 
— ／ —  — ／ ——／— ／ ／ 
Remember my food is a pot of old tea. 
 
—   ／  — —／  ／ ——／—  ／—— — 
You should be afraid: there is another person in me: 
——／—／——— ／  — —  ／    —    ／ 
His imagination is a gnat’s and he crawls through muck. 
 
 
11 
 
8 
 
15 
 
9 
 
7 
 
8 
 
10 
 
9 
 
 
10 
 
10 
 
12 
 
9 
 
17 
 
13 
 
10 
 
10 
 
16 
 
11 
 
 
14 
 
14 
 (Payne, 1947: 54) 
 
 
CONFESSION (trans. Kai-yu Hsu) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
／ — ／  — ／ — ——／／— 
Let me not deceive you, I am no poet, 
／—  ／  ——／ ——／———  ／  ／ 
Even though I adore the integrity of white gems, 
 —  ／  ／  —  — ／  ／— —／ — —  ／   ／ 
The blue pines and immense ocean, the sunset on crows’ backs, 
 — —  ／ ／ —  — —  ／   ／ 
And the dusk woven with the bats’ wings. 
 —  ／  ——  ／ ／— — ／——  ／ — 
You know that I love heroes and towering mountains, 
— —  ／—— ／ —／— — — ／   ／ ／ 
And our national flag unfurling in the wind...all these 
 —  ／—  ——  — ／   ／ — — ／ — — 
From saffron to the antique bronze of chrysanthemums. 
— ／ —  — ／ —— ／—／— ／ 
Remember, my food is a pot of bitter tea. 
 
 —   ／ — — ／   — — ／ — ／—／—  ／ 
But, aren’t you afraid? — In me there is yet another man, 
  —     ／  ／ ——／ — ／  ——  ／ — ／ 
Whose thought follows a fly’s to crawl in the garbage can. 
 
 
9 
 
9 
 
11 
 
8 
 
9 
 
9 
 
8 
 
9 
 
 
11 
 
11 
 
11 
 
14 
 
14 
 
9 
 
13 
 
14 
 
13 
 
12 
 
 
14 
 
13 
 (Hsu, 1964: 57-58) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
   rhyme 
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CONFESSION (trans. Julia C. Lin) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
—— ／— ／ —  — — ／——／／— 
I do not deceive you when I say I am no poet, 
／—  ／  — ／ ——／————  ／  ／ 
Even though I love the integrity of the white rocks, 
 —  ／   ／  — — ／  ／— ／— — —  ／   ／ 
The green pines and the vast sea, the sunset on the crow's back, 
 — ／ — ／ — —  —  ／ — ／ 
The twilight woven with the wings of bats. 
 —  ／  — —／ ／ — — ／  ／ — 
You know that I love heroes and tall mountains. 
— ／ ／ — ／—— ／  ／ —  ——  ／ 
I love, too, the national flag outspread in the breeze, 
 —  — ／ — —  ／ —  —  ／ ／— — — ／   ／ 
The chrysanthemums colored from soft yellow to antique bronze. 
 — — ／— — —  ／ ——／— ／— ／ 
But remember that my food is a pot of bitter tea! 
 
 —  ／ ——／— ／ —  ／ — —／— ／  —  
And there is another “I.” Will you be afraid to know it? 
 — ／—   ／   ／ — — — ／ —  ／ 
The flylike thought crawling in the garbage can! 
 
 
12 
 
10 
 
13 
 
8 
 
9 
 
10 
 
9 
 
11 
 
 
12 
 
8 
 
14 
 
14 
 
14 
 
10 
 
11 
 
13 
 
15 
 
14 
 
 
15 
 
11 
 (Lin, 1972: 100) 
 
 
Confession (trans. Tao Tao Sanders) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
—— ／ ／—  ／—— ／—／— 
I am not fooling you, I am not a poet, 
 — ／   ／ —／ ——／———  ／  ／ 
Although what I love is the purity of white stones, 
 ／   ／ — — ／  ／  — ／ ／— — —  ／ — ／— 
Blue pines and the great sea, the sun setting on the backs of ravens, 
 —  ／  ／  ／—  — —  ／  — ／ 
The dusk cross-woven with the wings of bats. 
 —  ／  — —／ ／ —  —  ／  ／  ／ — 
You know that I love heroes, and love high mountains, 
 —— ／ — ／ —   ／  ／—— — —  ／ 
And I love our country’s flag beckoning in the wind, 
 —  — ／ — —  —— ／ —  — ／— — ／  ／ 
And chrysanthemums in a spectrum from yellow to dark brown. 
— ／ — — —  ／ —— ——— ／ —／— ／ 
Remember that my sustenance is but a pot of bitter tea! 
 
 — ／ ——／—／  — — ／— 
But there is another I — Are you afraid? — 
   ／    — ／  ／ — — — ／ — ／ 
Thoughts like flies, crawling in the rubbish bins. 
 
 
10 
 
10 
 
14 
 
8 
 
10 
 
10 
 
10 
 
11 
 
 
8 
 
8 
 
12 
 
13 
 
16 
 
10 
 
12 
 
13 
 
15 
 
16 
 
 
11 
 
10 
 (Sanders, 1972: 17) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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Confession (trans. Translated by Catherine Yi-yu Cho Woo) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
— ／  — ／ ——— ／／— 
I don’t deceive you, I am no poet, 
  ／  ——／ ——／————  ／  ／ 
Though I adore the integrity of the white gem, 
 —  ／  ／  — ／  ／ 
The green pine, the vast sea, 
 — ／ — ／— —  ／   ／ 
The setting sun on the crow’s back 
 — —  ／ ／ —  — —  ／ — ／ 
And the dusk woven with the wings of bats. 
 —  ／ — ／ ／—  —  ／—— ／ 
You know I love heroes and towering peaks, 
— ／——／ ／—— — — ／  
A national flag fluttering in the wind, 
 — ／ — —   —  ／—  ／— — — ／  ／ 
Chrysanthemums from tender yellow to antique bronze. 
 — ／ — — —  ／——／ —／— ／ 
Remember that my food is a pot of bitter tea! 
 
 — —— ／  — —  ／ — ／— ／ 
But will it scare you to know that other me?— 
 —   ／ —    ／    ／— — ／ —  ／ 
Whose fly-like thoughts crawl in the garbage can. 
 
 
8 
 
9 
 
6 
 
7 
 
9 
 
8 
 
7 
 
7 
 
10 
 
 
10 
 
8 
 
10 
 
13 
 
6 
 
8 
 
10 
 
11 
 
11 
 
13 
 
13 
 
 
11 
 
10 
 (Wen, 1999: 70) 
 
 
CONFESSION (trans. Michelle Yeh) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
—— ／／— — ／ — ／—／— 
I am not lying to you: I’m not a poet, 
  ／  — ／  ／ —  ／  ／ 
Though I love steadfast gray rocks, 
  ／   ／  — ／ — ／— —  ／   ／ 
Green pines, the sea, the sunset on crows’ backs, 
 — ／ —  ／—  —  ／  ／ 
And twilight woven with bats’ wings. 
 —  ／ — ／ ／—  —  ／  — 
You know I love heroes and mountains, 
 — ／—— ／ ／—— — — ／  
The national flag fluttering in the wind, 
 —  — ／ — —  — ／ ／——  ／  ／ 
And chrysanthemums of pale yellow or dark bronze. 
 — ／— ／  — ／— ——／— ／— ／ 
My staple food, remember, is a jug of bitter tea. 
 
 —  ／ ——／— ／   — —  ／  — ／ 
But there is another me — are you scared or not?— 
 —    ／   —  ／  ／ —— — ／ —  ／ 
With thoughts like flies crawling in the garbage can. 
 
 
10 
 
6 
 
9 
 
6 
 
7 
 
7 
 
8 
 
10 
 
 
10 
 
9 
 
12 
 
7 
 
10 
 
8 
 
9 
 
11 
 
12 
 
14 
 
 
12 
 
11 
 (Yeh, 1992: 16) 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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Appendix 3.2.1d. “A Night Song” 〈夜歌〉 
Brief  Summary: 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Acton & Ch’en Hsu Sanders 
Number of  
Stanzas 
4 4 4 4 
Lines per 
Stanza 
4 4 4 4 
Line 
Length 
9 char./ syll. 4-9 wd./ 6-13 syll. 6-9 wd./ 8-12 syll. 6-14 wd./ 8-15 syll. 
Rhythm 
4 groups of  syllabic 
feet per line 
No distinct pattern 
found 
No distinct pattern 
found 
No distinct pattern 
found 
Rhyme Yes No No No 
 Table 3.2.1d. “A Night Song” and its Translations 
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夜歌 字數 音尺 
癩蝦蟆｜抽了｜一個｜寒噤*， 
黃土｜堆裡｜鑽出⁞個｜婦人*， 
婦人｜身旁｜找不出｜陰影*， 
月色｜卻是｜如此的｜分明*。 
 
黃土｜堆裡｜鑽出⁞個｜婦人*， 
黃土｜堆上｜並⁞沒有｜裂痕*； 
也⁞不曾｜驚動｜一條｜蚯蚓*， 
或⁞繃斷｜蠨蛸｜一根｜網繩*。 
 
月光｜底下｜坐着⁞個｜婦人*， 
婦人的｜面容｜好似｜青春*， 
猩紅｜衫子｜血樣的｜猙獰*， 
鬅松的｜散髮｜披了｜一身*。 
 
婦人｜在號咷｜，捶着｜胸心*， 
癩蝦蟆｜只是｜打着｜寒噤*， 
遠村的｜荒雞｜哇的｜一聲*， 
黃土｜堆上｜不見了｜婦人*。 
 
9 
9 
9 
9 
 
9 
9 
9 
9 
 
9 
9 
9 
9 
 
9 
9 
9 
9 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
(Wen, [1928]1993a: 150-151; analysis added) 
 
韻部︰ (十三轍) 
*人辰# 
#
 see Footnote 12 in Section 3.2.1
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A Night Song (trans. Harold Acton and Shih-Hsiang Ch’en) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
／ —  —  ／—  —  ／ 
SUDDENLY quivers the toad. 
— ／ —   ／   —  —  ／ — ／ —  ／ 
A woman creeps from the knoll of yellow sand, 
 — — —  ／  ／ ／—  — —  ／ 
And by her side no shadow can be found 
  ／    ／ —   ／  —  ／ 
Though brightly shines the moon. 
 
— ／ —   ／   —  —  ／ — ／ —  ／ 
A woman creeps from the knoll of yellow sand, 
 — — —  ／  ／ ／ — — —  ／ 
And in the knoll no crevice can be spied, 
 — ／— ／  —  ／ — 
Nor any earthworm startled, 
 — ／—  ／ — ／—  ／ —／ — 
Nor any thread of spider-web is broken. 
 
／ — —  ／  —   ／— ／ — 
Under the moonlight sits a woman 
— ／ — ／ —  ／—— ／  ／ 
In scarlet raiment hideous like blood, 
 —   ／   ／  ／ —   ／   — — — ／ — 
And youth still seems to breathe on her complexion, 
 — — ／ — ／  — ／ —  ／— — ／— 
And a rout of hair’s dishevelled over her body. 
 
 —  ／ —  ／  —  ／  —   ／ 
The woman wails and beats her breast, 
 —  ／  ／ ／ —  ／  —  ／ 
The toad still quivers now and then, 
／ — —  ／ — ／  — — ／— ／ — 
Suddenly crows a cock in the distant village: 
 — ／ —  — —  ／ — ／ — ／ 
The woman on the knoll is out of sight. 
 
 
4 
 
9 
 
9 
 
5 
 
 
9 
 
9 
 
4 
 
7 
 
 
6 
 
6 
 
9 
 
9 
 
 
7 
 
7 
 
8 
 
9 
 
7 
 
11 
 
10 
 
6 
 
 
11 
 
10 
 
7 
 
11 
 
 
9 
 
10 
 
11 
 
13 
 
 
8 
 
8 
 
12 
 
10 
 
(Acton & Ch’en, 1936: 156) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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THE NIGHT SONG (trans. Kai-yu Hsu) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
— ／  ／ —  ／ ——  ／ 
A toad shivered, feeling the chill, 
／ — — ／ —  ／    ／    ／ — ／— 
Out of the yellow earth mound crawled a woman. 
 — ／— ／ ／ —  —  ／ 
Beside her no shadow was seen, 
 — ／ —  ／  — ／／—  ／ 
And yet the moon was so very bright. 
 
／ — — ／ —  ／    ／    ／ — ／— 
Out of the yellow earth mound crawled a woman, 
 — ／ ／  ／   ／  —／— — ／ 
And yet no crack showed itself in the mound, 
 — —— ／—  ／  —   —  ／ 
Nor was a single earthworm disturbed, 
 ——／—   ／  ——／— ／ ／ — 
Nor a single thread of a spider web broken. 
 
— — ／  —  ／— ／ —  
In the moonlight sat a woman; 
 —   ／ —  —  ／  ／ —   ／ 
She seemed to have quite youthful looks. 
 —  ／  ／  —  ／ —  ／  ／ 
Her red skirts were frightful, like blood, 
 — —  ／  —   ／ ／／——  ／ 
And her hair was draped all over her back. 
 
 — ／ —  — ／ —  ／ —  —  ／ 
The woman was wailing, pounding her chest. 
 — —  ／ — ／— —／— 
And the toad continued to shiver. 
— ／ ／ —   ／  —— ／— ／— 
A lone rooster crowed in a distant village, 
 — ／ —  — — ／ —  —  ／—  ／   ／ 
The woman disappeared from the yellow earth mound. 
 
 
6 
 
9 
 
6 
 
8 
 
 
9 
 
9 
 
6 
 
9 
 
 
6 
 
7 
 
7 
 
9 
 
 
7 
 
6 
 
8 
 
8 
 
8 
 
11 
 
8 
 
9 
 
 
11 
 
10 
 
9 
 
12 
 
 
8 
 
8 
 
8 
 
10 
 
 
10 
 
9 
 
11 
 
12 
 
(Hsu, 1964: 66) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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Night Song (trans. Tao Tao Sanders) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
—  ／ —  ／  ／ — ／— 
The scabby toad gave a shiver, 
 ／ — —   ／  — ／—  ／     ／  — ／— 
Out of the mound of yellow earth crawled a woman, 
—  ／  ／ —   —  —  ／ — ／ —  ／— 
No dark shadow could be seen beside the woman, 
 —  ／  —  ／ —   —  ／—  ／ 
Although the moonlight was very bright. 
 
 ／ — —   ／  — ／—   ／    ／  — ／— 
Out of the mound of yellow earth crawled a woman, 
 ／  —  — ／  ／ —— ／  — —   ／   — ／—  ／ 
But there was no trace of a crack on the mound of yellow earth; 
 —  ／  ／— — ／ —  ／  — 
She didn’t even disturb an earthworm, 
—   ／ — ／   — ／—  ／ 
Or break a thread of spider’s web. 
 
— —  ／ —   ／ — ／ — 
In the moonlight sat the woman; 
—  ／ —    ／  —   ／   ／ —  ／ 
The woman seemed as though she was young, 
 — ／ —  ／   ／ — ／  ／  
Her scarlet dress fearful like blood, 
／  ／ ／ —  ／ —  ／— —  ／ 
Long hair loosely scattered over her back. 
 
—  ／ —  —  ／ —   ／ —  —  ／ 
The woman was shrieking, beating her breast, 
—  ／ —  ／  ／  ／ —／— 
The scabby toad just gave a shiver, 
—   ／  ／ — — ／ ／ —  ／ — ／ 
The lone cock in the far village gave a crow, 
 —   —  ／ ／ — ——  ／ — —   ／   — ／—  ／ 
There was no woman to be seen on the mound of yellow earth. 
 
 
6 
 
10 
 
9 
 
6 
 
 
10 
 
14 
 
6 
 
7 
 
 
6 
 
8 
 
6 
 
7 
 
 
7 
 
7 
 
10 
 
13 
 
8 
 
12 
 
12 
 
9 
 
 
12 
 
15 
 
10 
 
8 
 
 
8 
 
9 
 
8 
 
10 
 
 
10 
 
9 
 
11 
 
15 
 
(Sanders, 1972: 38) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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Appendix 3.2.2a. “Forget Her” 〈忘掉她〉 
Brief  Summary: 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Hsu Sanders 
Number of  
Stanzas 
7 7 7 
Lines per 
Stanza 
4 4 4 
Line 
Length 
7 char. / syll. 
(Refrain: 10 char. / syll.) 
4-8 wd. / 6-10 syll. 
(Refrain: 6 wd. / 10 syll.) 
5-9 wd. / 7-11 syll. 
(Refrain: 6 wd. / 10 syll.) 
Rhythm 
2 groups of  syllabic feet per line  
(Refrain: 3 groups per line) 
No distinct pattern found 
No distinct pattern 
found 
Rhyme Yes 
Partial/Attempted 
Rhyming 
No 
Table 3.2.2a. “Forget Her” and its Translations 
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忘掉她 字數 音尺 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花，── 
 那⁞朝霞｜在⁞花瓣上 a， 
 那⁞花心的｜一縷⁞香 a── 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 像⁞春風裡｜一出⁞夢 b， 
 像⁞夢裡的｜一聲⁞鐘 b， 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 聽⁞蟋蟀｜唱得⁞多好 c， 
 看⁞墓草｜長得⁞多高 c； 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 她⁞已經｜忘記了⁞你 d， 
 她⁞什麼｜都⁞記不起 d； 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 年華⁞那朋友｜真好 c， 
 他⁞明天｜就教你老 c； 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 如果｜是⁞有人⁞要問 e， 
 就說｜沒有⁞那個⁞人 e； 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 像⁞春風裡｜一出⁞夢 b， 
 像⁞夢裡的｜一聲⁞鐘 b， 
忘掉⁞她，｜像⁞一朵｜忘掉的⁞花！ 
 
10 
7 
7 
10 
 
10 
7 
7 
10 
 
10 
7 
7 
10 
 
10 
7 
7 
10 
 
10 
7 
7 
10 
 
10 
7 
7 
10 
 
10 
7 
7 
10 
3 
2 
2 
3 
 
3 
2 
2 
3 
 
3 
2 
2 
3 
 
3 
2 
2 
3 
 
3 
2 
2 
3 
 
3 
2 
2 
3 
 
3 
2 
2 
3 
(Wen, [1928]1993a: 142-144; analysis added) 
韻部︰ (十三轍) 
a江陽 b中東 c遙迢 d一七 e人辰  
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FORGET HER (trans. Kai-yu Hsu) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
— ／ ／ ——— ／— ／— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower—  
    — ／— ／ — ／ ——／— 
   That ray of  morning sun on a petal 
    —  ／ — ／ —  ／ — ／— 
   That whiff  of  fragrance from a blossom— 
— ／ ／ ——— ／— ／— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
 
— ／ ／ ——— ／— ／— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower, 
   —— ／ — — ／ — ／ 
   As a dream in the wind of  spring, 
   ——— ／ — ／  ／ 
   As in a dream, a bell’s ring. 
— ／ ／ ——— ／— ／— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
 
— ／ ／ ——— ／— ／— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
   ／ — ／ ／ — — ／ — ／ 
   Listen, how sweetly the crickets sing; 
    ／  ／  ／—  ／  — ／ 
   Look, how tall the grass has grown. 
— ／ ／ ——— ／— ／— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
 
— ／ ／ ——— ／— ／— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
   — ／ — —  ／ — ／ — ／ 
   No longer does she remember you. 
    ／ —  ／ ／— — — ／—— 
   Nothing now lingers in her memory. 
— ／ ／ ——— ／— ／— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
 
— ／ ／ ——— ／— ／— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
     ／  ／— ／ —  ／ 
   Youth, what a charming friend, 
    —  ／  ／ ／ —／ — 
   Who makes you old overnight. 
— ／ ／ ——— ／— ／— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
 
— ／ ／ ——— ／— ／— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
   —／—— —  ／  
   If  anyone should ask, 
    ／ — — ／— —／—  
   Tell him she never existed. 
— ／ ／ ——— ／— ／— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
 
— ／ ／ ——— ／— ／— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower. 
   —— ／ — — ／ — ／ 
   As a dream in the wind of  spring, 
   ——— ／ — ／  ／ 
   As in a dream, a bell’s ring. 
— ／ ／ ——— ／— ／— 
Forget her, as a forgotten flower.  
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6 
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10 
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10 
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10 
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10 
 
9 
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7 
 
10 
 
 
10 
 
6 
 
8 
 
10 
 
 
10 
 
8 
 
7 
 
10 
(Hsu, 1964: 56-57) 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including 
secondary stress) 
   rhyme 
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Forget Her (trans. Tao Tao Sanders, in Sanders) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
— ／ ／ ／— —／— ／— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower, 
    —   ／ — ／ — — ／—  
    The morning clouds on the petal, 
    —   ／  — — ／ — — ／—  
    The scent from the heart of  the flower— 
— ／ ／ ／— — ／— ／— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
 
— ／ ／ ／— — ／— ／— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
    — — ／ ／  — —   ／  ／ 
    Like a dream scene in the spring breeze, 
    —  — ／ — —— ／ —— ／ 
    Like the striking of  a clock in a dream, 
— ／ ／ ／— — ／— ／— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
 
— ／ ／ ／— — ／— ／— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
    ／ — ／ ／ — ／ — ／ 
    Listen how well the crickets sing, 
      ／  ／ ／—  ／   ／ — — ／ 
    Look how tall the grass grows on the grave; 
— ／ ／ ／— — ／— ／— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
 
— ／ ／ ／— — ／— ／— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
    ／ ——／— —／— —  
    She has already forgotten you, 
    ／ — ／ — ／—  ／—— —／ 
    She cannot remember anything at all, 
— ／ ／ ／— — ／— ／— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
 
— ／ ／ ／— — ／— ／— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
     ／ ——／—  ／  ／ 
    Youth is a really good friend, 
     — ／ — ／ — —／ —  
    He’ll make you old by tomorrow, 
— ／ ／ ／— — ／— ／— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
 
— ／ ／ ／— — ／— ／— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
    —／——  ／— ／ 
    If  anyone were to ask, 
     —  ／ —  — ／ ／ ／ — 
    Then say there was no such person; 
— ／ ／ ／— — ／— ／— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
 
— ／ ／ ／— — ／— ／— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower! 
    — — ／  ／ — —   ／ ／ 
    Like a dream scene in the spring breeze, 
    —  — ／ — —— ／ —— ／ 
    Like the striking of  a clock in a dream, 
— ／ ／ ／— — ／— ／— 
Forget her like a forgotten flower!  
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10 
 
8 
 
10 
 
10 
(Sanders, 1972: 29-30) 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including 
secondary stress) 
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Appendix 3.2.2b. “Don’t Blame Me” 〈你莫怨我〉 
Brief  Summary: 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Hsu Sanders 
Number of  
Stanzas 
5 5 5 
Lines per 
Stanza 
5 5 5 
Line Length 
4 char. / syll. (Lines 1 & 5) 
7 char. / syll. (Lines 2-4) 
3-4 wd. / 3-6 syll. (Lines 1 & 5) 
6-11 wd. /7-15 syll. (Lines 2-4) 
3-6 wd. / 3-8 syll. (Lines 1 & 5) 
5-9 wd. /6-11 syll. (Lines 2-4) 
Rhythm 
1 group of  syll. feet per line 
(Lines 1 & 5) 
3 groups of  syll. feet per line 
(Lines 2-4) 
No distinct pattern found No distinct pattern found 
Rhyme Yes Partial/Attempted Rhyming No 
Table 3.2.2b. “Don’t Blame Me” and its Translations 
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你莫怨我 字數 音尺 
 你⁞莫怨⁞我！ 
這⁞原來｜不算｜什麼*， 
人生⁞是｜萍水｜相逢， 
讓他｜萍水⁞樣｜錯過*。 
 你⁞莫怨⁞我！ 
 
 你⁞莫問⁞我！ 
淚珠｜在眼邊｜等着*， 
只須｜你說｜一句話， 
一句話｜便會｜碰落*， 
 你⁞莫問⁞我！ 
 
 你⁞莫惹⁞我！ 
不要⁞想｜灰上｜點火*， 
我的⁞心｜早｜累倒了， 
最好⁞是｜讓它｜睡着*， 
 你⁞莫惹⁞我！ 
 
 你⁞莫碰⁞我！ 
你｜想⁞什麼｜，想⁞什麼*？ 
我們⁞是｜萍水｜相逢， 
應得｜輕輕｜錯過*。 
 你⁞莫碰⁞我！ 
 
 你⁞莫管⁞我！ 
從今｜加上｜一把⁞鎖*； 
再⁞不要｜敲錯了｜門， 
今回｜算我｜撞的⁞禍*， 
 你⁞莫管⁞我！ 
  
4 
7 
7 
7 
4 
 
4 
7 
7 
7 
4 
 
4 
7 
7 
7 
4 
 
4 
7 
7 
7 
4 
 
4 
7 
7 
7 
4 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1 
 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1 
 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1 
 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1 
 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1 
(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 136-137; analysis added) 
韻部︰ (十三轍) 
*梭波  
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DON’T BLAME ME (trans. Kai-yu Hsu) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
         ／   ／  — 
Don’t blame me! 
 ／  —  — ／— — ／ —   —  — ／ 
This has been, after all, nothing from the start. 
／ —  ／   —  ／ —    ／ —  —／— — ／— 
People meet, like duckweeds drifting together on water; 
／  —  ／   —  ／ —    ／ —  — ／— ／ — —／ 
Let them part, like duckweeds drifting on water drifting apart. 
         ／  ／  — 
Don’t blame me! 
 
         ／  ／ — 
Don’t ask me! 
／  —  ／— —  ／  ／ 
Tears are held at the eyes’ brim. 
—  ／ ／— ／ —  ／ 
You need only say one word; 
 —  ／  —   ／   —   ／—— ／ 
One word will touch them off in a stream. 
         ／  ／ — 
Don’t ask me! 
 
          ／  ／—  —／ — 
Don’t bother about me! 
  ／  ／— —／—   ／ ／— —／ 
Don’t try to rekindle dead ashes, I say. 
—   ／  — ／  ／— ／ — —／ 
My heart has long given up for fatigue; 
／ — ／ — ／ ／— ／ 
Let it stay asleep, let it stay. 
        ／    ／—  —／ — 
Don’t bother about me! 
 
        ／    ／  — 
Don’t touch me! 
 ／  — —  ／ —   —   ／ 
What are you thinking now, what? 
—  ／ ／——  —  ／ —   — ／ — 
We met casually like duckweeds on water; 
—   —  ／— ／——  ／ ／— 
We should also casually drift apart. 
         ／   ／  — 
Don’t touch me! 
 
          ／  ／— —／ — 
Don’t worry about me! 
  —  ／  ／ —  ／—— ／ — —  ／ 
From now on, I’ve added a lock on the bolt.  
  ／   ／  — —   ／   —  ／——／ 
Don’t knock on the wrong door ever again; 
—  ／  —   ／— — —  ／  ／ — ／ 
For this once, say it was my fault, all my fault. 
         ／  ／—  —／ — 
Don’t worry about me! 
 
 
3 
 
9 
 
8 
 
10 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
7 
 
6 
 
9 
 
3 
 
 
4 
 
8 
 
8 
 
7 
 
4 
 
 
3 
 
6 
 
7 
 
6 
 
3 
 
 
4 
 
10 
 
8 
 
11 
 
4 
 
3 
 
11 
 
14 
 
15 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
7 
 
7 
 
10 
 
3 
 
 
6 
 
11 
 
10 
 
8 
 
6 
 
 
3 
 
7 
 
11 
 
10 
 
3 
 
 
6 
 
11 
 
10 
 
11 
 
6 
(Hsu, 1980: 108-109) 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／stressed (including 
secondary stress) 
   rhyme 
   slant rhyme 
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Don’t blame me (trans. Tao Tao Sanders) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
            ／  ／  — 
          Don’t blame me. 
— ／—  ／  — —／ — 
It wasn’t much to begin with; 
／ — — ／ —  — ／ —  ／  — 
Life is the meeting of floating duckweeds, 
／   ／  —  ／  —  ／   ／ ／— — 
Like duckweeds let them pass each other by. 
            ／  ／  — 
          Don’t blame me. 
 
            ／   ／ —  — 
          Don’t question me. 
／ —  ／—  — — ／— — — ／ 
Tears are waiting at the corner of my eyes, 
—／—  ／  — —  ／  —  ／ 
It only needs you to speak one word, 
—   ／  —  ／  —  ／ 
One word will make them fall. 
            ／   ／ —  — 
          Don’t question me. 
 
            ／    ／  — 
          Don’t rouse me. 
／   ／ —  ／— ／ — ／— 
Don’t think to light a fire on ashes, 
—   ／ —   ／  —  ／—  —  ／ — 
My heart has long since fallen from tiredness, 
—  ／ — ／— ／ 
It’s best to let it sleep, 
            ／    ／  — 
          Don’t rouse me. 
 
            ／    ／  — 
          Don’t touch me. 
／  — —   ／ — —   ／ 
What are you thinking of? What? 
— ／—  ／ —   ／ —   ／ — 
We’re only floating duckweeds meeting, 
—   —   ／ —  ／  ／ ／— — 
We should lightly pass each other by, 
            ／   ／   — 
          Don’t touch me. 
 
            ／ —  ／  —／— — — 
          Pay no more attention to me. 
—   ／ —／ —／— ／  — —  ／ 
From now on fix another lock to the door. 
／  ／—  ／  — —   ／  — —／ 
Don’t ever knock on the wrong one again. 
—  ／  ／—— — ／ 
This time let it be my fault. 
            ／ —  ／  —／— — — 
          Pay no more attention to me.  
 
 
3 
 
6 
 
7 
 
8 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
9 
 
8 
 
6 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
8 
 
8 
 
6 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
6 
 
5 
 
7 
 
3 
 
 
6 
 
9 
 
8 
 
7 
 
6 
 
3 
 
8 
 
10 
 
10 
 
3 
 
 
4 
 
11 
 
9 
 
6 
 
4 
 
 
3 
 
9 
 
10 
 
6 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
7 
 
9 
 
9 
 
3 
 
 
8 
 
11 
 
10 
 
7 
 
8 
(Sanders, 1972: 25) 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／stressed (including 
secondary stress) 
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Appendix 3.2.2c. “I Wanted to Come Home” 〈我要回來〉 
Brief  Summary: 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Hsu Sanders 
Number of  
Stanzas 
4 4 4 
Lines per 
Stanza 
5 5 5 
Line Length 
4 char. / syll. (Lines 1 & 5) 
10 char. / syll. (Lines 2-4) 
4-5 wd. / 4-6 syll. (Lines 1 & 5) 
8-13 wd. /9-17 syll. (Lines 2-4) 
4-5 wd. /4-6 syll. (Lines 1 & 5) 
6-11 wd. /8-14 syll. (Lines 2- 4) 
Rhythm 
1 group of  syllabic feet 
per line (Lines 1&5) 
4 groups of  syllabic feet 
per line (Lines 2-4) 
No distinct pattern found No distinct pattern found 
Rhyme Yes Partial/Attempted Rhyming No 
Table 3.2.2c. “I Wanted to Come Home” and its Translations 
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我要回來 字數 音尺 
我要⁞回來， 
乘⁞你的｜拳頭｜像⁞蘭花｜未放 a， 
乘⁞你的｜柔發｜和⁞柔絲｜一樣 a， 
乘⁞你的｜眼睛裡｜燃着｜靈光 a， 
我要⁞回來。 
 
我沒⁞回來， 
乘⁞你的｜腳步｜像⁞風中｜蕩槳 a， 
乘⁞你的｜心靈｜像⁞癡蠅｜打窗 a， 
乘⁞你｜笑聲裡｜有銀的｜鈴鐺 a， 
我沒⁞回來。 
 
我⁞該回來， 
乘⁞你的｜眼睛裡｜一陣｜昏迷 b， 
乘⁞一口｜陰風｜把⁞殘燈｜吹熄 b， 
乘⁞一隻｜冷手｜來⁞掇走了｜你 b， 
我⁞該回來。 
 
我⁞回來了， 
乘⁞流螢｜打着｜燈籠｜照着你 b， 
乘⁞你的｜耳邊｜悲啼着｜莎雞 b， 
乘⁞你｜睡着了，｜含⁞一口｜沙泥 b， 
我⁞回來了。 
 
4 
10 
10 
10 
4 
 
4 
10 
10 
10 
4 
 
4 
10 
10 
10 
4 
 
4 
10 
10 
10 
4 
1 
4 
4 
4 
1 
 
1 
4 
4 
4 
1 
 
1 
4 
4 
4 
1 
 
1 
4 
4 
4 
1 
(Wen, [1928]1993a: 149-150; analysis added) 
韻部︰ (十三轍) 
a江陽 b一七  
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I WANTED TO COME HOME (trans. Kai-yu Hsu) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
     — ／— —  ／  ／ 
  I wanted to come home 
  —  —  ／— ／  —  ／ — ／ —  ／ — ／— 
While your little fists were like the orchids yet to open; 
  —  —   ／  ／ —  ／  ／  — ／— 
While your hair still remained soft and silken; 
  —   —  ／   ／  —   — ／——  ／ 
While your eyes shone with that spirited gleam; 
     — ／— —  ／  ／ 
  I wanted to come home. 
 
     — — ／  ／  ／ 
  I did not come home, 
  —  —   ／ —   —  ／ —   ／ — — —  ／ 
While your footsteps were keeping cadence in the wind; 
  —  — ／—  ／  — ／ —  ／ —／ — ／ —  ／ —  ／ 
While you little heart was beating like a fly against the window pane; 
  —  —   ／ —  ／—   — ／— ／   ／ 
While your laughter carried that silver bell’s ring, 
     — — ／  ／  ／ 
  I did not come home. 
 
     —  —   —   ／  ／ 
  I should have come home, 
  — — ／ —  ／ ／ —  — ／ 
While a spell of blur covered your eyes; 
  — — ／ —／—  ／   ／ ／— ／—  ／ 
While a gust of chilly wind put out a fading light; 
— — ／  ／    ／    —  —／ ／ — ／ 
While a cold hand snatched you away like a kite; 
     —  —   —   ／  ／ 
  I should have come home. 
 
     — —   ／   ／ 
  I have come home,  
  — ／—  ／   ／  — ／  —  ／ —  ／ — 
While little lights shine on you from fireflies drifting;  
  —  ／  —  ／  ／   ／  — ／ —  ／ 
While near your ears sad songs the crickets sing;  
  —  —   —   ／   ／ — ／ —  ／  ／ — 
While with your mouth full of sand you stay sleeping;  
     — —   ／   ／ 
  I have come home. 
 
 
5 
 
11 
 
8 
 
8 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
9 
 
13 
 
8 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
8 
 
11 
 
10 
 
5 
 
 
4 
 
9 
 
9 
 
10 
 
4 
 
6 
 
14 
 
10 
 
10 
 
6 
 
 
5 
 
12 
 
17 
 
11 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
9 
 
13 
 
11 
 
5 
 
 
4 
 
12 
 
10 
 
11 
 
4 
(Hsu, 1980: 111) 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
   rhyme 
   slant rhyme 
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I wanted to come back (trans. Tao Tao Sanders, in Sanders) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
       — ／—  —  ／  ／ 
       I wanted to come back, 
—   —    ／    —  —  ／ —／——／ 
Whilst your clenched hand was like an iris in bud, 
  —   —  ／  —  — ／ —  ／  ／ 
Whilst your soft hair was just like soft silk, 
  —   ／——  ／   ／   — —  ／ 
Whilst heavenly light burned in your eyes, 
       — ／—  —  ／  ／ 
       I wanted to come back. 
 
       — ／—  ／  ／ 
       I didn’t come back, 
  —   —   ／ —   —  ／ ／ —  ／ — —  ／ 
Whilst your footsteps were like moving oars in the wind, 
  —   —   ／  ／  — — ／ — —   ／— ／ —  ／ 
Whilst your heart beat on the windowpane like a senseless fly, 
  —   —  ／ —   ／ ／—  ／ 
Whilst your laughter held silver bells. 
        —／—  ／  ／ 
       I didn’t come back. 
 
       —  —   —   ／  ／ 
       I should have come back, 
  —  — ／—  —  ／  — —  ／ 
When the coma descended on your eyes, 
  —  —  ／  —   ／  — —  ／ 
When the dark wind blew out the lamp, 
  —  —  ／  —    ／    ／ —／ 
When the cold hand plucked you away, 
       —  —   —   ／  ／ 
       I should have come back. 
 
        — —  ／  ／ 
       I have come back, 
  —  —  ／  —   ／  — ／ — —   ／ — ／ 
When the glowworm holds its lantern to shine on you, 
  —  — ／ —  ／   — ／  — ／  
When the cricket chirps beside your ears, 
  —   ／ —  ／ — —    ／ — —  ／ 
When you are sleeping with earth in your mouth. 
       — —   ／   ／ 
       I have come back. 
 
 
5 
 
10 
 
9 
 
7 
 
5 
 
 
4 
 
10 
 
11 
 
6 
 
4 
 
 
5 
 
7 
 
8 
 
7 
 
5 
 
 
4 
 
10 
 
7 
 
9 
 
4 
 
6 
 
11 
 
9 
 
9 
 
6 
 
 
5 
 
12 
 
14 
 
8 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
9 
 
8 
 
8 
 
5 
 
 
4 
 
12 
 
9 
 
10 
 
4 
(Sanders, 1972: 37) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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Appendix 3.2.3a. “You Swear by the Sun” 〈‘你指着太陽起誓’〉 
Brief  Summary: 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Hsu Sanders 
Number of  
Stanzas 
2 2 2 
Lines per 
Stanza 
8 + 6 8 + 6 8 + 6 
Line 
Length 
13-15 char. / syll. 
(same line length within each couplet*) 
7-17 wd. / 12-20 syll. 8-15 wd. / 9-20 syll. 
Rhythm 
5-7 groups of  syllabic feet per line 
(same no. of  feet in each couplet**) 
No distinct pattern 
found 
No distinct pattern 
found 
Rhyme Yes No No 
(* Except for the last couplet of Stanza 2 
** Except for the last couplet of Stanza 1) 
Table 3.2.3a. “You Swear by the Sun” and its Translations 
 
‘你指着太陽起誓’ 字數 音尺 
你⁞指着｜太陽｜起誓，｜叫⁞天邊的｜寒雁 a 
說⁞你的｜忠貞。｜好了，｜我⁞完全｜相信⁞你 b， 
甚至｜熱情｜開出｜淚花，｜我也｜不詫異 b。 
只是｜你⁞要說｜什麼｜海枯，｜什麼｜石爛 a......  
那便｜笑得死⁞我。｜這｜一口氣的｜功夫 c 
還⁞不夠｜我⁞陶醉的？｜還說｜什麼｜”永久 d”？ 
愛，｜你⁞知道｜我⁞只有｜一口氣的｜貪圖 c， 
快來｜箍緊｜我的⁞心，｜快！｜啊，｜你走，｜你走 d......  
 
我｜早⁞算就了｜你⁞那一手──｜也⁞不是｜變卦 e ── 
“永久” ｜早⁞許給了｜別人，｜秕糠｜是⁞我的份 f， 
別人｜得的｜才是｜你的｜菁花──｜不壞的｜千春 f。 
你⁞不信？｜假如｜一天｜死神｜拿出｜你的｜花押 e， 
你⁞走不走？｜去去！｜去⁞戀着｜他的｜懷抱 g， 
跟他｜去講｜那⁞海枯石爛｜不變的｜貞操 g！ 
 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
 
14 
14 
15 
15 
13 
14 
5 
5 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
7 
 
5 
5 
7 
7 
5 
5 
(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 128; analysis added) 
韻部︰ (十三轍) 
a言前  b一七  c姑蘇  d由求 
e發花  f人辰  g遙迢 
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‘YOU SWEAR BY THE SUN’ (trans. Kai-yu Hsu) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
 —  ／ — — ／ — ／— ／— ／ — ——／— 
You swear by the sun, and let the wintry geese on the horizon 
— ／— —  ／ — —  ／— —／ — — ／ — 
Attest to your faithfulness. Fine, I believe you completely, 
／—— ／   —   ／  ／— ／— ／ — — — ／ 
Even if you should burst out in tears I wouldn’t be surprised. 
／—— — ／ —— ／ —／ — ／ —  ／／ — — ／ —  ／ 
Only if you wanted to talk about “The sea may dry up and the rocks may rot…” 
 —  —   ／ ／  ／ — ／／— ／ ／ —  ／  —  ／ ／  
That would make me laugh to death. Isn’t this moment while my breath lasts 
／  — ／ — ／ ／ ／  ／ ／— ／ — ／ — ／ —／— 
Not enough to get me drunk? What need is there to talk about “forever”? 
 ／  —  ／ — — ／ ／ ／—— —／— — ／  ／  
Love, you know my desire lasts only the duration of one breath, 
／ — ／ — —  ／  — ／ ／— —  —   ／— ／ — ／ 
Hurry up then and squeeze my heart, hurry, ah, you’d better go, you go… 
 
——  ／   ／ —  ／ — — ／ —   —     ／ 
I have long guessed your trick — no, it’s not that you’ve changed— 
 —／—  —  — ／ ／ — ／ —  ／ ／— — ／  — — ／ 
“Forever” you have long promised someone else, only the dregs are my lot. 
 ／  — ／— ／ — — ／ —   — —／—  ／  
What the others get is your essence — the eternal spring. 
／ —  ／  — ／  — ／— ／ —  ／ — ／  — ／ ／— — 
So you don’t believe me? But if one day Death produced your own signature, 
 —  ／ ／ — ／— ／—— — — ／ — ／— 
Will you go? Yes, go to linger in His embrace and only  
 ／ — — — ／ — —／—／—— 
Talk to Him about your undying loyalty. 
 
13 
 
9 
 
12 
 
17 
 
14 
 
14 
 
12 
 
14 
 
 
12 
 
13 
 
10 
 
14 
 
12 
 
7 
 
16 
 
15 
 
15 
 
20 
 
16 
 
18 
 
16 
 
17 
 
 
12 
 
18 
 
14 
 
18 
 
15 
 
12 
(Hsu, 1964: 59) 
‘You swear by the sun’ (trans. Tao Tao Sanders, in Sanders) Word 
Count 
Syllable 
Count 
 —  ／ — — ／ — ／— — —／— ／ ／ 
You swear by the sun, and call on the horizon’s cold swans, 
 —  ／ —／ — ／ ——  ／— ／—— ／ — —／— 
And talk about your constancy. Very well, I believe you completely, 
 — ／—  ／  ／  ／— —  —  —  ／ ／ —  ／ — ／ ／ 
And even those tears blossoming from your hot passion don’t surprise me, 
— — ／ — — ／— — ／ —— — ／ —  ／ —  
But if you were to talk of the constancy of seas and mountains… 
 — —  —  ／ — ／ —  ／— — ／—  
Then I should die with laughter. Isn’t this instant 
 — ／ —  ／ ／  ／  —  ／— — ／ ／ ——／— 
Enough to make me drunk with happiness? Why talk of ‘forever’? 
 ／   —   ／ — — —  ／ ／ — — ／ — ／ — —／ 
Love? You know that I have no more than a puff of breath of desire. 
 ／— — ／ —  ／  ／—  — — — ／—  —  ／— 
Hurry and grip my heart! Hurry! But you are going, you’re going… 
 
 — ／ —／————  ／  —／—／—  ／ — — 
I’ve long anticipated that trick — it isn’t any changefulness— 
 —／—  — ／—／／——  ／ —  ／ ／——  ／ ——  ／ 
‘Forever’ was long ago given to someone else, only the chaff is my share. 
—   ／  —  ／ — ／—  ／  — ／  — —／———  ／  
Your youth is what the others have received — your imperishable spring. 
—   ／ — ／ — — ／ — ／    — — ／ ／ — ／ —  
You don’t believe me? If one day Death were to show you his warrant, 
—   —  ／ ／ ／—— — ／    
Would you go? Go, go to his embrace, 
—  ／ — ／ —／ —  ／— ／ ／ — ／ — — ／ —  
And talk to him about your constancy like the sea and the mountain. 
 
12 
 
11 
 
12 
 
13 
 
9 
 
11 
 
15 
 
12 
 
 
9 
 
14 
 
11 
 
14 
 
8 
 
13 
 
14 
 
18 
 
17 
 
16 
 
12 
 
16 
 
16 
 
16 
 
 
17 
 
20 
 
17 
 
16 
 
9 
 
17 
 (Sanders, 1972: 19) 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
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Appendix 3.2.3b. “Withdrawal” 〈收回〉 
Brief  Summary: 
 Source Poem 
Translations 
Hsu Sanders 
Number of  
Stanzas 
3 3 3 
Lines per 
Stanza 
4+4+6 4+4+6 4+4+6 
Line 
Length 
12-13 char. / syll. 8-15 wd. / 10-17 syll. 7-16 wd. / 8-22 syll. 
Rhythm 5 groups of  syllabic feet per line 
No distinct pattern 
found 
No distinct pattern 
found 
Rhyme Yes No No 
Table 3.2.3b. “Withdrawal” and its Translations 
 
 
收回 字數 音尺 
那一天｜只要｜命運｜肯放｜我們⁞走 a！ 
不要⁞怕；｜雖然｜得⁞走過｜一個｜黑洞 b， 
你｜大膽的⁞走；｜讓我｜掇着｜你的⁞手 a； 
也⁞不用｜問⁞那裡｜來的｜一陣｜陰風 b。 
 
只⁞記住了｜我｜今天的｜話，｜留心⁞那 c 
一掬｜溫存，｜幾朵⁞吻，｜留心⁞那｜幾炷⁞笑 d， 
都給｜拾起來，｜沒有差；｜──記住｜我的⁞話 c， 
拾起來，｜還有｜珊瑚色的｜一串｜心跳 d。 
 
可憐｜今天｜苦了你──｜心｜渴望着⁞心 e── 
那時候｜該讓｜你拾，｜拾一個｜痛快 f， 
拾起｜我們｜今天｜損失了的｜黃金 e。 
那⁞斑爛的｜殘瓣，｜都是｜我們的｜愛 f， 
拾起來，｜戴上。｜ 
你⁞戴着｜愛的｜圓光 g， 
我們｜再走，｜管他｜是⁞地獄，｜是⁞天堂 g！ 
 
12 
12 
12 
12 
 
12 
13 
13 
13 
 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 (5+7) 
 
12 
5 
5 
5 
5 
 
5 
5 
5 
5 
 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 (2+3) 
 
5 
(Wen, [1927/1928]1993a: 127; analysis added) 
 
韻部︰ (十三轍) 
a由求 b中東 c發花 d遙條 e人辰 f懷來 g江陽 
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COLLECT (trans. Kai-yu Hsu) 
Wd.  Syll. 
 ／  — —／—   ／   —  ／ — ／ 
One day if only Fate would let us go! 
 ／   —  —／    ／  —  ／ ／ —  —  —  ／ 
Don’t be afraid; though a dark tunnel’s in our way, 
 ／  —  ／ ／ —  ／ —  ／   —   ／ 
Just proceed boldly; let me hold your hand; 
 —  — ／   —   ／  ／—  —  ／  — ／—  ／ 
And ignore from where rises that gust of chilly wind. 
 
／—  — ／ —   ／ — — ／—   —  ／   ／ 
Only remember what I said today, and take care 
—  —  ／— —   —  ／—   —  ／  ／  —  —   ／ 
Of the tenderness, the kisses, and take care of those smiles, 
 ／ —  —   ／ ／ —   —   ／      — ／ —   ／ — — 
Gather them all up, yes, that’s right — remember what I said, 
 ／   —  ／ ／ — ／  —  —  ／  —   ／   ／     —   ／—  ／ 
Pick them all up, along with the string of heart-throbs, those coral beads. 
 
 ／   —   ／  —  ／ — — ／     ／   ／  ／ —  — —  ／— 
Poor dear, how you suffer today — one heart longing for the other— 
—   ／  — ／ —  — ／  — ／ —  —    ／   — ／ 
But then I’ll let you collect, collect to your heart’s desire, 
— ／  ／ —  ／  — —  ／ —  — ／ 
Collect all the gold we are missing today. 
／  —  ／    —  ／ — ／— —  — ／ ／ — 
All our love, those fallen petals of intense colors, 
 —    ／   —  ／  —   ／   —  ／ 
You’ll pick them up, and wear them all. 
—   — ／  —  — ／— —  ／ 
You’ll be wearing the halo of love, 
— ／ — ／ —  — ／ —  —   —   ／   ／  — — ／ 
As we continue our journey to, who cares, Heaven or Hell! 
 
 
9 
 
10 
 
8 
 
10 
 
 
9 
 
11 
 
11 
 
13 
 
 
12 
 
11 
 
8 
 
9 
 
 
 
15* 
 
11 
 
10 
 
12 
 
10 
 
13 
 
 
13 
 
14 
 
14 
 
16 
 
 
16 
 
14 
 
11 
 
13 
 
 
 
17** 
 
15 
(Hsu, 1980: 112) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
 
* 8 words (Line 13) + 7 words (Line 14) 
** 8 syllables (Line 13) + 9 syllables (Line 14) 
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Withdrawal (trans. Tao Tao Sanders) 
Wd.  Syll. 
—   ／— ／ —／— —／ — 
That day if Fate can only release us, 
／  — —／  — ／  —  —  ／   —  — ／ — 
Don't be afraid; although we must walk through a dark cave, 
／ ／ —  ／ — ／  —  ／ 
Go bravely, let me take your hand, 
 —  — ／ ／ — ／  —  —  ／   —  ／—  ／  ／ 
There is no need to ask from where blows that gust of dank wind.  
 
／— — ／—  — — — ／ — ／ ／ — —  ／ 
Only remember what I have said today, keep in your heart 
— ／ —  — ／— —  —／— —／—   ／  —   ／  — ／ — — —  ／ 
The handful of tenderness, the petals of kisses, keep those flames of laughter in your heart, 
／  —  ／ ／ — ／ ／—  ／  — ／ — ／  — 
Pick them all up, without losing one — remember my words, 
／   —  ／ —  —  ／ —／—  ／ —  ／  ／ 
Pick them up, and the string of coral-coloured heart-beat. 
 
——／— — —  —    ／   —／   ／—  ／  ／—  —  ／ 
I am sorry you have been grieved today — thirsty heart longing for heart—  
 —  ／—  —   — ／ —  ／ —  ／  ／ — —  —   ／  —  ／ 
That time I should have let you pick them up, pick them to your heart's content. 
／ ／ — ／ —   ／ — —  — ／ —／ 
Pick up the precious time that we have lost today. 
  —  ／ ／ — ／ — ／— —  —  — ／ 
Those few mottled fading petals that were our love, 
／  —  ／  —  ／ —  ／ 
Pick them up, and put them on. 
                   — —  ／ — —／— — ／ 
                  You have put on the halo of love, 
 ／— ／／—／  ／ ——— ／ — ／— 
Let us go on again, whether it is Hell or Heaven. 
 
 
8 
 
11 
 
7 
 
14 
 
 
11 
 
16 
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16 
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15* 
 
11 
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14 
 
8 
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15 
 
22 
 
14 
 
13 
 
 
18 
 
17 
 
12 
 
12 
 
 
 
16** 
 
14 
(Sanders, 1972: 18) 
 
Note: 
— unstressed 
／ stressed (including secondary stress) 
 
* 7 words (Line 13) + 8 words (Line 14) 
** 7 syllables (Line 13) + 9 syllables (Line 14) 
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